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An Analysis of the Yearly Dynamic Change Relationship Between Working Memory 
Ability and Mathematics Achievement of K-5 Students Using the Grimm et al. (2012)  
Extensions of the Multivariate Latent Difference Score Models 
 
 The purpose of this study was to conduct a secondary data analysis to examine the 
dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics over time, and 
to address the working memory training program issue by examining this dynamic 
change relationship across four different groups of students to provide evidence on how 
to help different types of students improve their mathematics achievement. 
 To achieve this purpose, the ECLS-K:2011 longitudinal data set and Grimm, An, 
McArdle, Zonderman, and Resnick (2012) extension of the multivariate latent difference 
score models were used for the secondary data analysis. Working memory ability and 
mathematics achievement were the two variables and students’ scores from first to fifth 
grade were included in the analysis.  
Four univariate latent difference score models were tested twice for working 
memory and mathematics separately to find out how they change over time separately, 
and then two sets of bivariate latent difference score models were tested on working 
memory and mathematics to examine their dynamic change relationship over time. After 
students were identified into four different groups based on their prior working memory 
ability and prior mathematics achievement, these same sets of models were tested to 
further examine the difference among four groups’ dynamic change relationship between 
working memory and mathematics.  
	
	 iv	
 In general, this dissertation’s results indicated that there were statistically 
significant and positive bicoupling effects between working memory ability and 
mathematics achievement, from prior working memory ability to the subsequent yearly 
changes in mathematics achievement and from prior mathematics achievement to the 
subsequent yearly changes in working memory ability. Four groups of students’ data 
analyses results indicated that the dynamic change relationship between working memory 
ability and mathematics achievement were different over time. For both groups of 
students with low-prior mathematics achievement, the results indicated that improving 
students’ working memory ability would lead to statistically significant and positive 
subsequent yearly changes in their mathematics achievement over time. For students with 
low-prior working memory ability and high-prior mathematics achievement, the results 
indicated that no statistically significant dynamic change relationship was found between 
working memory ability and mathematics achievement over time. For students with both 
high-prior working memory ability and mathematics achievement, the results indicated 
that the increased prior yearly changes in working memory would lead to a statistically 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In this fast-developing technological world, the need for students to learn 
mathematics is critical. Although the importance to learn mathematics is increasing, the 
2019 NAEP results showed no statistically significant improvement in the majority of 
fourth and eighth grade U.S. students’ mathematics performance in the past decade 
(https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/mathematics/supportive_files/2019_infographic.pdf). 
According to the results from the Programs for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
for 15-year-old students worldwide, the U.S. students’ mathematics achievement, on 
average, scored below the international mean score from 2003 to 2018 (National Center 
for Education Statistics, http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/pisa/pisa2018/index.asp#/). The 
results from the 2015 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 
for fourth and eighth graders (Provasnik et al., 2016) showed that U.S. students have 
demonstrated statistically significant improvement on mathematics achievement when 
compared to 20 years ago. Although U.S. eighth graders’ averaged mathematics 
achievement kept increasing for the past 20 years, however, U.S. fourth graders’ 
averaged mathematics achievement decreased compared with the 2011 results. In 
addition, DeJarnette (2012) reported that U.S. students demonstrated lower mathematics 
performance when compared with students in other developed countries from both 
TIMSS and PISA results.  
 Improving students’ mathematics achievement is a long lasting battle, starting in 
last century. Romberg (1992) mentioned five research trends in the Handbook of 




cognitive science. Cognitive science researchers studied the relationship between 
cognitive abilities and learning. Memory as an important part of cognitive science has 
been studied by cognitive researchers. The history of memory research can date back to 
the early work of Hermann Ebbinghaus (1885) at the end of the 19th century (Bauer & 
Fivush, 2014). Nowadays, there are three distinguishable memory systems, which are 
working memory, short-term, and long-term memory that formed memory models with 
working memory being the central memory process. 
Working memory as a complex cognitive system is responsible for actively 
holding and processing information and interacts with long- and short-term memory. It is 
generally viewed as a “bridge” intervening between the outside world and the inner world 
of the information such as processing sensory input, relating that information to long-
term memory, and storing or responding to that input in some fashion (Baddeley, 1986, 
2012; Cowan, 2014, 2016; Dehn, 2008). As an essential part of the memory system, 
working memory plays an important role in learning (Baddeley, 1986; Cowan, 2014; 
Dehn, 2008). For instance, the processing speed of working memory can determine how 
fast students can process one piece of new information and make connections with what 
they already know by retrieving related prior knowledge from long-term memory. Many 
studies have demonstrated that working memory and mathematics achievement is related 
from a small to medium degree (Clements, Sarama, & Germeroth, 2016; Cragg & 
Gilmore, 2014; Friso-van den Bos, Van der Ven, Kroesbergen, & van Luit, 2014; 
Morgan, Farkas, Hillemeier, Pun, & Maczuga, 2018; Raghubar, Barnes, & Hecht, 2010; 
Viterbori, Usai, Traverso, & De Franchis, 2015). Dehn (2008) reported that studies have 




mathematics skills such as mathematics problem-solving. One recent meta-analysis 
(Peng, Namkung, Barnes, & Sun, 2016) concluded that the correlation coefficient 
between working memory and mathematics skills averaged is .35. 
Based on those previous studies’ results that demonstrated the low to moderate 
relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement, some researchers 
have suggested that providing working memory training programs would increase 
students’ working memory ability and lead to improvement in mathematics achievement 
(Blakey & Carroll, 2015; Clements et al. 2016; Swanson & Fung, 2016; Van der Ven, 
Kroesbergen, Boom, & Leseman, 2012). Unfortunately, there are two potential problems 
to make such a suggestion.  
The first problem is that all previous studies have used observed scores to 
investigate the relationships between working memory and mathematics achievement. 
Based on Lord and Novick (1968) classical test theory, the observed test score (observed 
score) equals to the individual’s true score plus an error score (observed score = true 
score + error score). The error could be caused by random or systematic influences; in 
either case, “this error component will cause test scores to be inaccurate and reduce both 
the consistency and the usefulness of the test scores” (Crocker & Algina, 1986, p. 106).  
Additionally, all the previous studies have not examined the dynamic relationship 
between the changes of working memory and the changes of mathematics achievement. 
According to Grimm, An, McArdle, Zonderman, and Resnick (2012), the dynamic 
relationship between changes means that “directional can be studied and the association 
is within person” (p. 270). 
A dynamic relationship between changes involves time such that changes in the 




is often described as a lead-lag relationship where changes in the first construct 
lead and changes in the second construct lag behind those of the first (Grimm et 
al., 2012, p. 270). 
 
One key component at here is the “change,” which is the score difference of one variable 
between two adjacent time points. Majority the previous studies have used correlation, 
some form of regression model, basic form of structural equation modeling (SEM), and 
simple growth curve model to investigate the relationship between working memory and 
mathematics achievement (Attout, Noël, & Majerus, 2014; Fitzpatrick & Pagani, 2012; 
Gimbert, Camos, Gentaz, & Mazens, 2019; Morgan et al., 2018;). Because they had not 
had the “change” component, thus they could not have examined the dynamic 
relationship between changes of the working memory and mathematics achievement. 
Consequently, previous studies could not explain whether the changes in working 
memory lead or determine the changes in the subsequent mathematics achievement. 
The second problem is that the working memory training programs’ effects are 
not consistent. Randall and Tyldesley (2016) reviewed three different working memory 
training programs over eight studies and showed that working memory training programs 
had low to moderate effects. In contrast, a more recent meta-analysis on working memory 
training (Aksayli, Sala, & Gobet, 2019) included 50 studies focusing on one working 
memory training program and concluded no effects. One possible explanation could be 
that such training programs assumed that all students would respond to the training in the 
same way. In other words, they assumed that all students have the same growth rate (or 
change rate) in both working memory and mathematics achievement, which may not be 




low in prior working memory and in prior mathematics achievement, have differential 
growth or change rates. 
Research shows that working memory develops along with age increases. The 
development of working memory is based on several aspects, such as capacity, 
knowledge, processing speed and strategies, and so on (Dehn, 2008). The working 
memory capacity increases across an individual’s life span. During infancy, especially, it 
increases dramatically, and then it increases steadily with childhood maturation until late 
childhood. Prior knowledge and familiarity with the learning materials help with reducing 
the time for processing speed. When processing speed is increased, the cognitive load 
reduces and, therefore, working memory capacity maximizes (Gaillard, Barrouillet, 
Jarrold, & Camos, 2011). The speed of processing increases with age in childhood and 
decreases again with old age (Cowan, 2014). Strategies usage depends on the children’s 
age level. Younger children tend not to use strategies (for example, rehearsal), whereas 
older children show signs of using strategies (Cowan, 2016; Dehn, 2008). In general, 
working memory shows linear increases in performance from 4 years of age through to 
adolescence (Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004). Consequently, the 
change of working memory needs to be taken into account when examining the 
relationship between working memory ability and mathematics achievement. 
McArdle (2001) proposed a model that Grimm et al. (2012) extended – the latent 
difference score (LDS) models– that uses true scores rather than observed scores and 
conceptualizes the dynamic relationship between the changes of two or more variables 
can be used to address the first problem. The extended LDS models allow researchers to 




mentioned above, the dynamic relationship between changes involves time as such 
“changes in the first construct lead and changes in the second construct lagging behind 
those of the first” (Grimm et al., 2012, p. 270). The extended models include the analysis 
for the changes from previous level to the subsequent changes within and across 
variables. Grimm et al. (2012) called this dynamic relationship between changes a 
“changes-to-changes” extension. More detailed explanations regarding the “changes-to-
changes” extension are provided in chapter III.  
To the best knowledge, there is only one study that examined the simple form of 
the dynamic relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement. 
Willoughby, Wylie, and Little (2018) used a series of latent curve models with structured 
residuals (LCM-SR) to examine the relationship between working memory and 
mathematics achievement and the dynamic relationship between them were included. 
They examined the relationship by using the residual scores, however, rather than the 
estimated true scores because they focused on investigate the between- and within-person 
effects between working memory and mathematics achievement. Additionally, they did 
not have any change components in their analysis. 
Therefore, this dissertation used Grimm et al.’s (2012) extensions of the 
multivariate latent difference score (LDS) models to study the working memory and 
mathematics achievement relationship. The goal of using this new model was to address 
specifically the question of what is the relationship between the changes in working 
memory true scores and the changes in mathematics achievement true scores over time. 
In addition, both the change rates of the true-score changes of working memory and of 




interpreted to provide more evidence of which factor has a stronger influence on 
students’ mathematics achievement. Thus, this dissertation focused on the dynamic 
change relationship between these two variables as their true scores change over time.  
To address the second problem, the working memory training program designers 
may need to consider the constantly growing or changing in working memory and the 
dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement 
over time, which means that not all students will respond to working memory training 
programs the same. In other words, such training programs may need to be adapted to 
students to obtain the most benefit.  
Therefore, in this dissertation, students were grouped into four subcategories 
based on their prior time point’s working memory ability and prior mathematics 
achievement scores. Then, the extension of the multivariate latent difference score 
models were used to examine these four groups of students’ change rates of their true 
scores’ changes simultaneously. As shown in Figure 1, these four groups of students were 
identified as students with low-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics 
achievement (LL), low-prior working memory and high-prior mathematics achievement 
(LH), high-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics achievement (HL), and 
high working memory and high-prior mathematics achievement (HH).  
 
Prior Working Memory Ability 




(H) H H H L 
Low 
(L) L H L L 
Figure 1. Four groups of students based on their prior working memory and prior 





Students were identified into each group by whether their prior time point’s 
working memory and mathematics achievement scores are above or below the median. 
Four groups of students’ model results were compared and presented separately. 
Moreover, both the change rates of the true-score changes of working memory and of 
mathematics prior knowledge to the subsequent mathematics achievement were 
interpreted separately within each different group’s students to provide more precise 
answers of which factor has a stronger influence on their mathematics achievement. The 
results provided evidence on whether the working memory and mathematics achievement 
relationship is the same for these four groups of students and also provided evidence on 
the question of how to help different types of students improve their mathematics 
achievement. 
Purpose of the Study 
 Working memory plays an important role in students’ mathematics achievement. 
Examining the relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement is 
important because it helps educators to gain more understanding about how to help 
students to improve their mathematics success while students are at the beginning stage 
of their learning. In addition, studying the effects from both the change rate of the true-
score changes of prior working memory and of mathematics prior knowledge to the 
subsequent mathematics achievement will help educators to understand that different 
students may have differentiated growth rate (change rate) in developing their 
mathematics skills and also provide the precise answers of which factor has a stronger 




Therefore, this dissertation had two purposes. The first purpose was to examine 
the dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics 
achievement over time based on their estimated true scores. The second purpose was to 
address the working memory training programs issue by separating students into four 
different groups based on their prior working memory and prior mathematics 
achievement scores and then examining what their growth or change rates are to provide 
evidence on how to help different types of students improve their mathematics 
achievement. 
To address above two potential problems, this dissertation used the ECLS-K:2011 
longitudinal data set and Grimm et al. (2012) extensions of the multivariate latent 
difference score models to study the dynamic relationship between the changes of 
working memory true scores and the changes of mathematics achievement true scores 
over time and to address specifically the question of whether the changes in working 
memory true scores lead to the changes in mathematics achievement true scores over 
time. Furthermore, this dissertation attempted to provide answers to whether different 
types of students have distinctive change rates between working memory and 
mathematics achievement over time.  
Significance of the Study  
This study is important for three reasons. First, no researchers have examined the 
dynamic change relationships between working memory and mathematics achievement 
with estimated true scores. Because working memory grows linearly from childhood 
through to adolescence, this growth or change must be taken into account when 




Thus, using the sophisticated Grimm et al. (2012) extensions of the multivariate latent 
difference score models to study the dynamic change relationship between working 
memory true scores and mathematics achievement true scores helped with providing 
more accurate results.  
Second, researchers who suggested implementing working memory training 
programs have not examined students with different levels of both working memory 
ability and mathematics achievement at the prior time point. They assumed that all 
students react to working memory training programs the same. As a result, those training 
programs may not work well on some students who have a different change rate or those 
students who do not need to improve their working memory but to develop their 
mathematics skills. Thus, this dissertation’s approach of classifying students to four 
categories and then analyzing their change rate using the Grimm et al. (2012) extensions 
of the multivariate latent difference score models simultaneously provided explicit 
answers on how different students’ working memory and mathematics achievement 
change over time. Therefore, this study’s results helped educators to develop training 
programs according to students’ needs. In other words, this study’s result fostered those 
training programs to be more effective.  
Third, the ECLS-K:2011 longitudinal data set is a large-scale national data set of 
about 18,000 students enrolled in 968 schools with data-collection duration of over 5 
years. A large data set with a big sample size helps to reduce sampling error. The ECLS 
collected their data with an optimal and complex sampling design that represents the 
general population of the elementary-school students in the United States, which makes 




level. Moreover, the reliabilities of their academic test scores are fairly high over time. 
The reading tests’ reliabilities over 5-year duration are from .86 to .95 and .91 to .94 for 
mathematics tests (Tourangeau et al., 2019). Using test scores with high reliability as 
variables helped this dissertation to be more likely to produce reliable estimations.  
Theoretical Framework 
 
This dissertation investigated the dynamic change relationship between working 
memory and mathematics achievement true scores over time. Moreover, this dynamic 
change relationship was examined across four groups of students simultaneously to 
determine if the change trajectory is the same or different for them.  
 
Figure 2. Baddeley (2000) revised working memory model 
 
Figure 2 presents Baddeley’s (2000) working memory model showing how 
working memory operates and how each working memory component links with each 
other and with long-term memory. There are four working memory components (central 
executive, visuo-spatial sketchpad, episodic buffer, and phonological loop), shown at the 
top of Figure 2, which represent the fluid systems, and three long-term memory 
components (visual semantics, episodic long-term memory, and language) at the bottom 




For this dissertation, while based on Baddeley’s revised model, Silver’s (1987) 
information flow model in the framework of memory architecture provides a more useful 
depiction. As shown in Figure 3, the first two steps of the information processing start 
with receiving a task in sensory buffer and inputting the task to working memory. It is 
thought that working memory makes a determination as to task or problem requirements, 
and retrieves the information or strategies from long-term memory that might help solve 
the problem and sets up an activation space where this information can be manipulated to 
solve the task problem and produce a response.  
 
Figure 3. Silver (1987) Information flows in the memory architecture 
 
To help with displaying how this process might operate over time, this model can 
easily be viewed in a vertical form along with moving the “long-term memory” on the 
side and “output” at the bottom. This vertical version (Figure 4) expresses the same 
information processing flows as the original figure. Silver’s (1987) framework (Figure 3) 
provides a clear path of how a student’s memory system would process a piece of 





Figure 4. Vertical version of Silver’s (1987) Information flows in the memory 
architecture 
 
In addition, the Silver’s (1987) framework can be simplified without sensory 
buffer (Figure 5). Working memory and long-term memory are highlighted in orange and 
grey color, respectively.  
 




Combining Baddeley’s (2000) working memory model and the simplified version 
of the Silver’s (1987) information flows in the memory architecture as the theoretical 
frameworks for this dissertation allowed this study to examine the relationship among 
working memory, mathematics achievement, and long-term memory. According to Silver 
(1987), the long-term memory contains 
“mathematical knowledge, such as basic facts, processes, generalized problem 
types, heuristics, and algorithms. It contains beliefs and opinions about 
mathematics, about one’s self as a learner or doer of mathematics, and other 
metacognitive knowledge. It also contains knowledge about the real world, 
knowledge that may be related to the problem setting” (p. 42).  
 
Based on Baddeley (2000) and Silver (1987), the working memory system in 
above frameworks (Figure 2 and Figure 5) receives information from the external task 
and retrieves information from the internal source, which is long-term memory. Then a 
series of mental information processing take place and execute actions (the mathematics 
performance or output) in response to the task. 
Two more models would complete the conceptualization used in this study. First 
as presented in Figure 6, when students are doing mathematics tasks students’ working 
memory starts to receive and process the task’s information (marked with “1” in a circle), 
and working memory interacts with long-term memory, and may retrieve information 
from the long-term memory (a red two-headed arrow between working memory and 
long-term memory marked with “2” in a circle). Next, working memory continues to 
process the retrieved information and then executes actions to respond to the mathematics 
task (the red one-headed arrow from working memory to mathematics achievement, 
marked as “3” in a circle). Finally, students’ mathematics achievements may contribute 




process (red one-headed arrow from mathematics achievement to long-term memory, 
marked as “4” in a circle).  
 
Figure 6. The information processing flows among working memory, long-term memory 
and mathematics achievement 
 
Second, the working memory model with mathematics achievement shown in 
Figure 6 is expanded over time with more time points and the long-term memory in the 
grey color box is replaced by prior mathematics achievement or mathematics long-term 
memory. The modified framework figure to show the relationship between working 
memory and mathematics achievement over time is presented in Figure 7. 
Connecting Baddeley’s working memory model and Silver’s information flows in 
memory architecture framework with this study helped with a better understanding of the 
importance of working memory and prior mathematics knowledge (mathematics long-
term memory) on students’ academic achievement (red arrows in Figure 7). In other 
words, this modified framework shows how mathematics tasks or problems being 




(mathematics long-term memory), and thus produce the mathematics output. Both 
working memory and prior mathematics knowledge have effects on students’ 
mathematics achievement. And over time, the mathematical processing flows like the red 
arrows appeared in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. Working memory and mathematics achievement relationship over time 
Background and Need 
The National Assessment of Educational Progress’s (NAEP) 2019 report card 
showed that U.S. fourth graders’ mathematics performance increased by only one point 
and eighth graders decreased by one point when compared with 2017, which implies that 
American students’ mathematics have not improved or changed since 2017. Moreover, in 




majority of fourth and eighth grade students’ mathematics performance 
(https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/mathematics/supportive_files/2019_infographic.pdf). 
When compare U.S. students with others countries, the PISA (2018) results showed that 
U.S. 15-year-old students’ overall mathematics achievement was below the national 
average score (NCES, 2019). According to the results from the 2015 TIMSS for fourth 
and eighth graders, although U.S. eighth-graders’ averaged mathematics achievement 
kept increasing for the past 20 year, however, U.S. fourth-graders’ averaged mathematics 
achievement showed decrease when compared with the 2011 results. In addition, as 
mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, DeJarnette (2012) reported that when 
compared with students in other developed countries from both TIMSS and PISA results 
that U.S. students demonstrated lower mathematics performance.  
The need to improve U.S. students’ mathematics achievement is a long-standing 
issue since last century. After the U.S. students’ first TIMSS 1995 mathematics 
achievement results came out, in which U.S. fourth graders scored slightly above the 
international average and eighth graders were slightly below the international average 
and 12th graders’ mathematics achievement scored the lowest compared with other 
countries’ mathematics achievement (Klein, 2003), the famous “Math War” took place. 
Its purpose was to “reform” mathematics’ curriculum and standard and, therefore, to 
improve students’ mathematics achievement.  
DeJarnette (2012) has suggested that the elementary-period years are the best time 
for young students to connect and interest in mathematics and science. The early years’ 
mathematics achievement effects students’ later years’ choice on mathematics courses 




avoid mathematics courses when they are in higher grades. In order to foster young 
students’ connection to and interest in mathematics, researchers have tried to modify the 
early years’ mathematics instruction in a variety of ways. One thing that researchers have 
done is to take the working memory into account, by developing working memory 
training programs that help students to increase their working memory capacity and lead 
to improve their academic achievement. 
In the following section, the development of working memory and how working 
memory relates to mathematics learning are presented. Also, the working memory 
training programs and their effects are introduced. A brief history of memory research 
and working memory can be found in appendix A and B. 
Working memory development 
There has been an enduring controversy regarding childhood-developmental-
cognitive-abilities improvement because of the difficulties to separate and distinguish 
multiple traits that develop around the same time (Cowan, Ricker, Clark, Hinrichs, & 
Glass, 2015). Some research has shown that working memory develops along with age 
(Cowan et al., 2015; Gathercole et al., 2004; Swanson, 1999). Cowan (2014) stated that 
capacity, processing speed, knowledge, and strategies usage could be the aspects that lead 
to working memory improvement. Working memory capacity as one of the main aspects 
showed a linear increase in performance from 4 years of age through to adolescence 
(Gathercole st al., 2004; Riggs, McTaggart, Simpson, & Freeman, 2006). During infancy, 
between 6 months and 8 months, working memory capacity dramatically increases. 
Along with secondary skills development, the capacity continues to increase in early 




Knowledge is another aspect that contributes to working memory improvement. 
Dehn (2008) summarized that some studies stated that the more familiar with material the 
faster processing speed will be, and as a result, working memory capacity increases 
because of the salutary working memory efficiency. Cowan et al. (2015) further 
expressed that “the knowledge accumulated along with other aspects’ or skills’ 
aggregation, whereas working memory improves across childhood; when the contribution 
of knowledge is minimal, there is still a dramatic increase in working memory capacity” 
(p. 141), which means knowledge facilitates working memory growth, but it cannot be 
the basis of working memory development.  
Verbal rehearsal as a typical example in the strategies usage aspect appears to 
help with improving working memory. Children will not be able to use this strategy, 
however, when they are too young, below 5 or 6 years of age. Starting at 7 years of age, 
children begin to show signs of using spontaneous rehearsal (Dehn, 2008). When children 
reach 10 years of age, they will be able to use verbal rehearsal strategy consistently. All 
these different aspects’ maturation will directly, indirectly, or both affect the processing 
speed. In general, processing speed grows along with age and decreases with old age 
(Cowan, 2014). 
Relating working memory with mathematics learning  
Working memory is one major factor that influences mathematics learning 
(Gimbert et al., 2019; Miller-Cotto & Byrnes, 2019; Morgan et al., 2018; Willoughby et 
al., 2018). Cowan (2014) suggested that it is important to have sufficient working 
memory when learning new concept information. Working memory is related highly with 




problem-solving. Clements et al. (2016) reviewed the relationship between executive 
functions and mathematics achievement. Working memory, as one of the executive 
functions, was included in their review. They concluded that the executive function 
predicts later mathematics achievement and early mathematics proficiencies also can 
predict later executive function development processes. A recent study (Gimbert et al., 
2019), what predicts 5- and 7-year-old mathematics achievement, demonstrated that at 
age 5 working memory was not a statistically significant predictor but it predicted 7-year-
old children’s mathematics achievement statistically significantly, which indicates that 
the predictability of working memory on mathematics achievement increased over time 
that also implies that the relationships between working memory and mathematics 
became stronger as students’ age increased. Miller-Cotto et al. (2019) examined the 
cross-lagged effects across time between working memory and mathematics achievement 
by using path analysis in a structure equation modeling. Their results demonstrated that 
both working memory and mathematics later scores were predicted directly by their prior 
scores. 
As mentioned previously, the recent meta-analysis (Peng et al., 2016) concluded 
that the correlations coefficient between working memory and mathematics skills 
averaged is .35. Their results also suggested that each working memory domain had a 
similar degree of correlation with mathematics skills. Word problem solving and whole-
number calculations, however, relate with working memory the best. Their results 
partially are consistent with Cowan’s (2014) suggestion. It is crucial to know how and to 




evidences can help educators to provide better help to improve students’ mathematics 
achievement.  
Working memory training programs 
 Working memory training programs are designed to improve students’ working 
memory capacity, thus leading to academic success. The major types of working memory 
training programs are summarized and can be found in appendix C. One example 
regarding how working memory training programs work can be found in appendix D. 
Randall and Tyldesley (2016) systematically reviewed three kinds of working 
memory training programs (Cogmed Working Memory Training [CWMT], Robomemo 
working memory training, Memory Booster) over eight studies. Their results suggested 
that all eight studies reported a statistically significant improvement in working memory 
with near and far transfer effects. The components of working memory that benefit from 
different working memory training programs, however, remained differentiable. In 
addition, these eight studies reported inconclusive improvement in students’ academic 
gain. Five studies included in the review showed no statistically significant improvement 
in literacy, and three studies reported no effects on numeracy.  
A more recent meta-analysis on working memory training (Aksayli, Sala, & 
Gobet, 2019) included 50 studies and focused on investigating the Cogmed Working 
Memory Training (CWMT) effects on cognitive function and academic achievement. 
Their results showed that CWMT had a weak effect on near transfer and small to null 
effects on far transfer. There was a small effect on working memory capacity but not 
linked directly to the trained tasks. Consequently, the meta-analysts claimed that 




240). Basically, this recent meta-analysis demonstrated that working memory training did 
not meet their goal, which is to improve students’ working memory and, therefore, their 
academic achievement, which is the issue that is needed to be resolved. The question of 
how working memory training programs would improve students’ working memory and 
academic achievement will be answered once an understanding of how the students’ 
change trajectories will be when they have different levels of prior working memory 
ability and prior mathematics achievement is established. 
Research Questions 
Research question 1: What is the dynamic relationship between the changes of working 
memory true scores and the mathematics achievement true scores over time? 
Research question 2: Does this dynamic change relationship vary among the four 
classifications of students? 
Definition of Terms 
Below is a list of definitions for concepts essential to this dissertation. The 
definitions have been framed to help in understanding these concepts applications that are 
relevant to this dissertation. Descriptive statistics of some of these concepts are located in 
chapter III.  
Dynamic relationship between changes refers to a dynamic relationship between 
the changes involves time such that “changes in the first construct temporally precede 
changes in the second construct. This type of relationship is often described as a lead-lag 
relationship where changes in the first construct lead and changes in the second construct 
lag behind those of first” (Grimm et al., 2012, p. 270). This term is also named as the 




Latent different score (LDS) model. This model is aimed to analyze different 
types of change in the longitudinal data. Two important features of this model are that it 
uses the estimated true score to study the longitudinal change rather than observed scores 
and it contains difference scores as variables. 
Latent variables. Latent variables cannot be measured directly by assessments 
because they are hypothetical variables or constructs within the observed variables 
(Raykov & Marcoulides, 2000). 
Mathematics achievement. Based on ECLS-K:2011, the mathematics achievement 
covered three mathematics skills: conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge, and 
problem-solving skills (Tourangeau et al., 2019). The ECLS used a two-stage assessment 
to evaluate students’ mathematics achievement. The first stage is routing mathematics 
items, and the second stage is a mathematics test, in which the test difficulty is based on 
students’ first-stage routing-items scores. Students’ mathematics scores are calculated 
through Item Response Theory (IRT). The mathematics achievement was assessed at 
each semester from 2010 to 2016 (Tourangeau et al., 2019).   
Observed, true, and error score. These three concepts are based on the classical 
test theory, where the observed score (test score) can be decomposed into two parts: a 
true score (a latent variable) and an error score (Lord & Novick, 1968). Crocker and 
Algina (1986) stated that “the error component would cause test scores to be inaccurate 
and reduce both the consistency and the usefulness of the test scores” (p. 106). In this 
dissertation, the true scores were estimated (so it also called the estimated true scores) 
and used for analyses, rather than the observed score that contains an error-score 




Observed variables. These variables are measured directly by assessments 
(Raykov & Marcoulides, 2000). 
Working memory. Working memory implies a combination of limited storage and 
manipulation of information (Baddeley, 2012). It is a complex cognitive system that is 
generally viewed as a “bridge,” which is responsible for actively holding limited 
information and processing them and interacts with long- and short-term memory. The 
ECLS-K:2011 used Numbers Reversed task (backward digit span task) from Woodcock-
Johnson III test of Cognitive Ability to measure directly students’ working memory 



















REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE  
This dissertation had two purposes. The first purpose was to examine the dynamic 
change relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement over time 
based on their estimated true scores, and the second purpose was to address the working 
memory training programs issue by separating students into four different groups based 
on their prior working memory and prior mathematics achievement scores and by 
examining what their growth or change rates are to provide evidence on how to help 
different types of students improve their mathematics achievement. The literature about 
how working memory develops, the relationship between working memory ability and 
mathematics achievement, and working memory training program are presented in this 
chapter. A brief history of memory research and working memory can be found in 
appendix A and B.  The following section begins with the development of working 
memory, then the relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement 
and the working memory training programs’ effectiveness are followed by a summary.  
Working Memory Development  
This section focused on the last 20 years of development of working memory with 
discussions about factors that are helped specifically with working memory capacity 
development. Also, how those previous results of working memory development related 
to this dissertation are summarized at the end of the section.  
Swanson (1999) 
 Swanson (1999) examined whether the age-related differences in working 




processing efficiency or storage capacity. Also, he addressed the issue that if these 
patterns hold when verbal and visuospatial working memory measures are related to 
reading and mathematics across age. A total of 778 participants, including nine different 
age groups (from 6- to 76-year-olds), were included in the study. All participants were 
tested individually with four tasks (four working memory tests, two verbal tests, two 
visuospatial tests, and reading and mathematics subtest). Swanson designed four different 
conditions in this study: initial condition, gain condition, maintenance condition, and 
probe condition. 
To test the contribution of different factors to age-related working memory 
performance, Swanson (1999) provided cues (probes) to bring participants’ performance 
to an asymptotic level and then retested those tasks at the asymptotic level without cues. 
“Cues were provided to help participants to remember previously presented items, and 
thereby provide an assessment of age-related differences in items accessibility” (p. 986). 
All tests were begun as an initial condition, and each test contained a process question. 
When the participants answered a process question with an error, the initial condition 
ended, and the probe condition was administered with the provided cues. The probe 
condition only continued if the participants answered the process question correctly. The 
probe condition ended when the participants answered all targeted questions incorrectly. 
If the participants answered test questions incorrectly with provided cues, then the tests 
were retested. At this point, the participants’ initial scores, probe scores, and gain scores 
were obtained. The gain score was the highest score obtained under the probe condition. 
After the initial condition and probe condition were administered, the participants were 




successful tests were established under the gain condition. The maintenance scores were 
obtained after the retests were administered; these scores were dichotomized to reflect the 
participants’ stability of maintaining their highest scores’ tests performance after the 
provided cues were removed. If a participant’s gain score was not maintained, then the 
initial score was counted as that participant’s maintenance score. If a participant’s gain 
score was maintained, then the gain score was counted as that participant’s maintenance 
score.  
The results of this study suggested that the changes in general capacity system 
affected age-related differences in working memory and that this age-related difference is 
not domain-subject specific. In addition, the relationship between working memory and 
achievement across age was not task specific, which indicated that both reading and 
mathematics achievement was effected by the general working memory ability across all 
ages.  
Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, and Wearing (2004) 
Gathercole et al. (2004) conducted a study that administered nine tests to examine 
the development of working memory over 700 children between 4- and 15-year-old. 
These nine tests examined children’s working memory capacity of phonologic loop, 
central executive, and visual-spatial sketchpad. One of their purposes was to address if 
there are significant differences in the development associated with working memory 
components. A summary of these nine tests’ information and children with different ages 
took what tests is provided in Table 1.  
  Their results showed that each working memory component demonstrated a 




capacity linear increase pattern slows down or stops between 14- and 15-year-old. In 
particular, the researchers illustrated that the multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA) results suggested a significant age effects in each working memory 
component. There were no significant gender effects in working memory components 
except for visual-spatial sketchpad. Gathercole et al.’s (2004) study results implied that 
working memory capacity develops along with age increases from early childhood to 
early adolescent. This finding partially is similar to Swanson’s (1999) results, in that they 
both found that there is an age-related difference in working memory development. 
Table 1 
Summary of Gathercole et al. (2004) Working Memory Tests 
 Working Memory Tests 




























loop  X X X X X X    
Central 
executive    X X X    
Visual-
spatial       X X X 
Ages 4 to 5 Y Y Y Y   Y Y  
Ages 6 to 15  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Note: X = test administered in working memory components; Y = test administered in 
age 
 
Dehn (2008) and working memory development 
Dehn in 2008 talked about several aspects that affect working memory capacity 
development, including phonological short-term memory span, verbal working memory 
span, visuospatial working memory span, executive function of working memory, and 
strategies. The phonological short-term memory span is a passive storage, which is 




speech rate could reduce the information decay in the memory. In general, the verbal 
working memory span is considered more complex than phonological short-term span. 
The improvement of verbal working memory span depends on working memory 
operations. The faster and more efficient of working memory operations lead to more 
space to store new information.  
Typical 4-year-old children could remember a sequence of two to three pictures, 
then the capacity of visuospatial working memory doubles between the age of 5 and 11. 
When the visuospatial working memory capacity matures close to adults’ level, it 
associates with working memory executive function more closely. The full development 
of executive working memory occurs later than the improvement of phonological and 
visuospatial components. With increasing age, executive working memory becomes more 
strongly associated with verbal working memory and less connected with visuospatial 
function. 
There is a positive correlation between strategies usage and working memory 
span. One of the most studied strategies in working memory is verbal rehearsal, which is 
a conscious and effortful action. According to Dehn (2008), although many children 
begin using a simple rehearsal strategy around 5 years of age, spontaneous rehearsal does 
not begin until 7 years and consistent use of verbal rehearsal strategies may not occur 
until children reach 10 years. The development and increased use of verbal-rehearsal 
strategies is thought to be at least partially responsible for the sizable growth in memory 
capacity. 
In addition, expertise and automatization are two others factors that can increase 




being an expert in some specific domain field or being expert in using working memory 
resources. Automatization refers to when a skill is overlearned, then this skill could be 
carried out without conscious processing. Both factors can help with reducing working 
memory load and, therefore, increase working memory capacity.  
Cowan (2014), (2015), and (2017) working memory capacity development 
 As mentioned earlier, some researchers suggested that memory capacity, 
strategies usage, and knowledge could cause the age-related working memory 
development. Cowan agreed that age difference should be considered as an important 
factor in working memory development. Cowan, however, questioned several factors (for 
example, working memory capacity, strategies usage, and knowledge) in his series of 
papers in 2014, 2015, and 2017.  
 Cowan (2014) questioned the explanation that working memory development is 
based on memory capacity. He explained, “it is not always straightforward to determine 
the arity of a concept, or number of ideas that must be associated” (Cowan, 2014, p. 12). 
He further argued Miller’s (1956) suggestion that knowledge could help to combine small 
items into a big chunk, thereby increasing capacity. In Cowan’s opinion, it is ambiguous 
how to make sure that the level of the big chunk of items is what it is supposed to be, and 
also knowledge allows people to solve some less working memory demanding problems.   
 In his 2014 paper, Cowan mentioned that it is arguable that knowledge can be 
seen as the sole factor that leads to working memory development. He suggested this 
statement implied that the material familiarity level determines the processing speed and 
thereby determines the memory span. A year later, Cowan and his colleagues (Cowan et 




participants (around ages 7, 9, 12, and 24.5). In particular, they use English letters to 
stimulate knowledge as a factor. For comparison they use unfamiliar characters instead of 
English letter to control knowledge as a factor. They hypothesized that if working 
memory development was caused solely by knowledge, there should be little or no 
developmental improvement for unfamiliar characters because participants had no prior 
knowledge on those unfamiliar characters. Not surprisingly, the outcome was different 
from their hypothesis. Their results showed that knowledge and strategy usage definitely 
contribute to the improvement of working memory. However, when the knowledge factor 
is controlled, working memory capacity continued to increase dramatically. In parallel 
with previously described studies, Cowan and his colleagues concluded that during 
childhood the working memory capacity increases with age.   
 Processing speed and strategies usage are two factors that Cowan discussed in his 
2014 and 2017 articles. In general, he summarized that studies have shown that 
processing speed depends on the familiarity with a topic or subject and that it increases 
during childhood, then decreases with an old age. The processing speed can count as one 
of the factors that help with the development of working memory. As the processing 
speed goes up, it will increase the chances for strategies usage to help maintain 
information in the memory. Cowan argued in his 2011 experiment, however, that one 
critical change in the test condition would result in children’s encoding speed to be 
considerably slower.  
Verbal rehearsal and using attention to refresh information are two strategies that 
were mentioned by Cowan (2014) with the following: “when out loud rehearsal is 




that young children do not rehearse at all or they do not rehearse in a way to help 
maintain information. In 2017, Cowan provided further details about verbal rehearsal. He 
argued that the verbal rehearsal could not count for the capacity findings. He explained 
that his earlier experiment showed that with three different verbal-rehearsal conditions 
(no rehearsal, rehearsal by saying an irrelevant word, and rehearsal by naming the color 
of objects just presented) the overall outcomes differed. The results, however, still 
support that there was an age difference in performance.  
Regarding the strategy of using attention to refresh information, children start to 
use this strategy when they reach at least 4 years of age. One of the attention hypotheses 
suggested the differences in working memory capacity might occur because children are 
not as efficient in focusing on the important items in the environment when compared 
with adults (Cowan, 2017). Another hypothesis is that a lower memory span does not 
inhibit memory for distractions. Little research supports the latter hypothesis. Cowan and 
his colleagues (Cowan, Morey, AuBuchon, Zwilling, & Gilchrist, 2010) investigated this 
issue with lower-elementary-school students (7-year-old) and adults. Their results 
showed that 7-year-old children showed allocated attention as efficient as adults, until 
their working memory sufficiently is overloaded (Cowan, 2017). Cowan (2017) further 
concluded that this age difference in efficiency could not explain the age differences in 
working memory capacity.  
 Finally, Cowan (2017) concluded that the working memory development age 
range and development rate varies because of the use of different test conditions and 
procedures. For instance, some studies showed the development of working memory 




Even with these differences, children’s working memory capacity development 
demonstrates a consistent growth pattern between 7 years of age and adulthood.  
Summary of working memory development studies 
Studies of working memory development mainly have focused on memory 
capacity. The presentations of research findings provided evidence that working memory 
does not develop in a unified form. Many aspects affect the development of working 
memory such as capacity, knowledge, processing speed, and strategies usage. For now, 
the conclusion that can be drawn is that working memory capacity, in general, develops 
from childhood to early adolescence or adulthood and that the growth in working 
memory is a combination of the development of many cognitive functions. It is difficult 
to test how working memory develops over time because many confounding factors 
develop at the same time and different test procedures may yield differentiated outcomes. 
Consequently, the research discussion on how working memory develops will keep 
advancing and more investigations are needed in this field.  
This dissertation used the ECLS-K:2011 data set to investigate the development 
of working memory, in which the majority of the participants ages were between 6- and 
11-year-old, which is the “best” time to investigate the development of working memory. 
This means that despite the fact that ECLS-K:2011 only used one test (Numbers 
Reversed task) to examine the central executive and verbal aspects of students’ working 
memory ability, those prior studies’ results can be used as evidence to provide a basic 
understanding of the development of working memory in elementary students. The 
results of this dissertation would deepen this understanding to explain how the changes in 




Working Memory and Mathematics Achievement 
The relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement based 
on the past studies’ results are provided in this section with three categories, ECLS 
studies’ and non-ECLS studies’ results and meta-analysis results. The indications of those 
results to this dissertation are provided at the end of the section. 
ECLS studies of working memory and mathematics 
Willoughby et al. (2019) used the ECLS-K:2011 data set to examine the 
bidirectional association between executive functions and academic achievement during 
early-elementary-school period, from kindergarten to second grade. Working memory as 
part of the executive function was included in their study. They estimated a series of 
latent curve models with structured residuals (LCM-SR) to study the association of 
between- and within-person effects from kindergarten to second grade. Overall, their 
results showed higher correlation coefficients between working memory and mathematics 
achievement (from .54 to .62) than the recent meta-analysis (Peng et al., 2016), with an 
averaged correlation coefficient of .35. 
The between-persons effects’ results indicated that students with a higher-level 
initial working memory also had a higher-level initial mathematics achievement; through 
kindergarten to second grade, students with a higher-level initial working memory 
demonstrated greater gain in mathematics, but less gain in working memory; through 
kindergarten to second grade, students a with higher-level initial mathematics 
achievement demonstrated greater total mathematics gain and less total working memory 
gain; and the degree of total gain in working memory was not related to the total gain in 




person effects indicated that bidirectional associations between working memory and 
mathematics consistently were small and the majority of the indicators were not 
statistically significant over time. 
Morgan et al. (2018) studied whether the kindergarten children’s executive 
function would predict their second-grade academic achievement and behaviors. They 
used ordinary linear regression (OLS) models with lagged dependent variables to analyze 
the restricted version of the ECLS-K:2011 data set (N = 8,920). Their results showed that 
children’s kindergarten working memory statistically significantly predicted their second-
grade mathematics achievement. The correlation coefficient between their kindergarten 
working memory ability and second-grade mathematics achievement was .34. After 
controlling for all of the confounding variables, the standardized regression coefficient 
between kindergarten working memory ability and second-grade mathematics 
achievement was .06. No R-squared or adjusted R-squared was reported in the results. 
The third study that used the ECLS-K:2011 data set is the Miller-Cotto and 
Byrnes (2019) paper. They were interested in using cognitive-filter model, transactional 
model, and positive manifold model to explain why working memory is related to 
academic achievement and which model is the best fit to explain the relationship between 
working and academic achievement. Generally, the cognitive model posits that the 
human mind is “a limited capacity processing system” (Miller-Cotto & Byrnes, 2019, p. 
2). Children will not input successfully all relevant information if the amount of 
information is over their working memory capacity. According to the authors, in this 
model, mathematics knowledge would pass through or be filtered through working 




and prior mathematics achievement determine later mathematics achievement, whereas 
there is no influence from prior mathematics achievement to later working memory. In 
contrast, the transactional model assumes if the amount of information is over children’ 
working memory capacity, the excess information are off-loaded to long-term memory 
for later retrieval instead of being filtered. Miller-Cotto and Byrnes (2019) tested this 
model by allowing working memory to be affected by prior mathematics knowledge and 
vice versa. The last model, the positive manifold model, implies that there is a possibility 
that working memory and mathematics are correlated because they share some common 
underlying processes or skills. Consequently, working memory may not facilitate the 
mathematics acquisitions over time and vice versa. To test this model, the authors 
allowed the prior working memory and prior mathematics performance to affect later 
working memory and later mathematics achievement. They did not allow prior working 
memory to influence later mathematics achievement or prior mathematics knowledge to 
influence later working memory (no cross-lag effects). Path analyses were used to 
address their questions for three time points, from kindergarten to second grade.  
Their results showed that the transactional model had the best model fit. The 
authors suggested that working memory and mathematics knowledge interact with each 
other over time, and the relationship between them may be explained by the ability to 
retrieval information from long-term memory. To be specific, the estimated model 
parameters indicated that students with higher working memory capacity demonstrated 
more gains in mathematics. Further, students with higher working memory at the initial 




mathematics knowledge at the initial time point showed more gain in working memory 
capacity at a later time point. 
The above three studies are recent research using the ECLS-K:2011 data set to 
examine the relationship between working memory and academic achievement. All of the 
studies demonstrated that working memory and mathematics achievement are correlated 
with each other. The findings of Willoughby et al. (2019) and Miller-Cotto and Byrnes 
(2019) are similar, even with their different purposes, which is higher-level working 
memory in the beginning followed by more gain in mathematics later. Similarly, Morgan 
et al.’s (2018) results demonstrated that working memory could predict later mathematics 
achievement statistically significantly. This part of the findings is consistent with 
memory researchers’ suggestion that working memory is important for learning. These 
three studies, however, addressed the working memory and mathematics relationship on a 
more general level. Their results could not answer the question whether the changes in 
working memory would influence the changes in mathematics, how the changes change 
over time, and what is the growth or change trajectory for different types of students. 
Non-ECLS studies of working memory and mathematics 
Geary (2011) identified cognitive predictors for academic achievement through 
kindergarten to fifth grade. In his 2011 study, the academic achievement was assessed 
every year and working memory was tested in first and fifth grade. Additionally, three 
working memory components (central executive, phonological, visuo-spatial sketchpad) 
were assessed separately. The results showed that the central executive is one of the 
important predictors of mathematics achievement. Moreover, the central executive was 




central executive contributes to individual differences on more complex and unfamiliar 
academic tasks. The phonological component predicted reading, however not 
mathematics, as suggested by Baddeley (1986). In contrast, the visuo-spatial sketchpad 
component predicted mathematics learning, but not reading.  
Viterbori et al. (2015) examined whether preschool children’s executive function 
would predict their first- and third-grade mathematics achievement. Their results 
demonstrated that working memory predicted later mathematics achievement, especially 
in third grade. More specifically, preschool working memory predicted mathematics 
problem solving and arithmetical skills in the third grade. Regarding working memory 
prediction of mathematics problem-solving skills, Viterbori et al.’s (2015) study results 
were consistent with two other studies that focused on examining the relationship 
between working memory and mathematics problem solving of students from first to 
third grade and from second to fourth grade (Swanson, 2006; Zheng, Swanson, & 
Marcoulides, 2011, respectively). Above two studies suggested that the central executive 
component of working memory could predict students’ mathematics achievement, and 
especially the problem-solving skills in mathematics. 
Geary, Nicholas, Li, and Sun (2017) examined developmental change’s influence 
on mathematics achievement over an 8-year period. In this study, the developmental 
change was categorized to two subcategories: domain-general abilities and domain-
specific knowledge. Students’ IQ, working memory, and prior reading achievement 
represented the domain-general abilities. Domain-specific knowledge included prior 
mathematics achievement, addition skills, and fraction knowledge. IQ was measured only 




grade; fraction knowledge was measured in the spring semester of sixth grade; and the 
other domain test and mathematics achievement were measured each year. Their overall 
results demonstrated that domain-general abilities were more important in early 
mathematics learning. In the later mathematics-learning process, however, domain-
general and domain-specific abilities were both equally important. Particularly, working 
memory (domain-general ability) became the most important predictor in later grades’ 
mathematics learning. Prior mathematics achievement contributed to mathematics 
learning across all grades and fraction knowledge contributed to mathematics 
achievement in later grades. This study’s findings are similar to Viterbori et al.’s (2015), 
in which both studies found that working memory became a stronger predictor in later 
grades’ mathematics achievement.  
The above longitudinal studies were conducted with students’ ages across a 
slightly narrow duration with a maximum of 8 years. The following two recent studies 
covered a much longer time period to examine the relationship between working memory 
and mathematics achievement. Ahmed, Tang, Waters, and Davis-Kean (2019) examined 
the relationship between executive function and academic achievement for 4.5-year-old 
to 15-year-old. Their results indicated that among three executive functions (working 
memory, inhibition, and attention) working memory for 4.5-year-old significantly 
predicted mathematics achievement for 15-year-old when other prior knowledge and 
background predictors were held constant. After taking all predictors into account, 
however, working memory could not statistically significantly predict mathematics 





Cragg, Keeble, Richardson, Roome, and Gilmore (2017) examined the 
relationship between executive function and mathematics in a much wider age range. The 
participants in this study were between 8 and 25 years; four age groups were divided into 
8- to 9-year-old, 11- to 12-year-old, 13- to 14-year-old, and young adults up to 25-year-
old. Working memory as one of the executive functions was included in their study. Their 
results showed that working memory indirectly contributed to mathematics achievement 
through factual knowledge, conceptual understanding, and procedural skills. And the 
remained direct influence from working memory to mathematics achievement is related 
to mathematics problem-solving. Furthermore, the authors claimed that the relationship 
between working memory and mathematics achievement were stable from 8-year-olds to 
young adults.  
Additionally, one research study has examined very young children. Fitzpatrick et 
al. (2012) focused on working memory and school readiness of younger children from 
toddlers to kindergarteners. They used simple numeric knowledge to represent young 
children’s mathematics skills. For these young children, unlike older children whose 
working memory was assessed with the backward digital task or digital span task, their 
working memory ability was assessed by the imitation sorting task (sorting toy animals, 
puzzle pieces, etc.). A series of multiple regressions was used to analyze the data. The 
results showed that the toddlers’ working memory statistically significant predicted their 
kindergarten mathematics achievement.  
Meta-analysis of working memory and mathematics 
 As mentioned in chapter I, one recent meta-analysis by Peng, Namkung, Barnes, 




skills over 110 studies. According to the authors, this study focused on individuals with 
regular developing ability, individuals with mathematics learning difficulties not 
associated with other learning disorders or cognitive deficits, and individuals with 
mathematics-learning difficulties that are associated with other learning disorders or 
cognitive deficits. The participants’ age range was not reported. This study suggested 
three major findings: (a) on average, working memory ability and mathematics skills are 
moderately correlated (r = .35 with 95% confidence interval between .32 and .37), (b) 
after controlling for age, different types of mathematics skills, and sample type, there was 
no statistically significant differences among the correlations between each working 
memory component and mathematics skills, and (c) on the contrary, there is a statistically 
significant correlation between working memory ability and different types of 
mathematics skills such as word-problem solving and whole-number calculations being 
the strongest.  
 Friso-van den Bos, van der Ven, Kroesbergen, and van Luit (2013) conducted a 
meta-analysis to investigate the relationship between all working memory components 
with mathematics skills in children between 4 and 12 years. One issue with this study is 
that the central executive as an important component of working memory was not 
included in the analysis. In general, their results, once again, demonstrated the 
relationship between working memory and mathematics skills was positive and 
statistically significant. Among different working memory aspects such as inhibition, 
shifting, visuospatial updating, verbal updating, visuospatial sketchpad and phonological 




mathematics skills were ranged from .27 to .38. Particularly, verbal updating showed the 
strongest relationship with mathematics skills.  
Summary of working memory and mathematics achievement 
 To conclude, the review of working memory and mathematics relationship 
indicated that working memory is statistically significant related to mathematics 
achievement in very young children and young adults. Studies using the ECLS-K:2011 
data set suggested that children with high working memory at the beginning will have 
high mathematics skills at the beginning as well, and they will gain more in later 
mathematics learning. This result implies that working memory facilitates mathematics 
learning over time. Majority of the non-ECLS studies suggested that working memory is 
highly related to mathematics problem-solving. Phonological is one of the working 
memory components that better predicts reading achievement. And visuo-spatial, another 
working memory component, better predicts mathematics achievement. Both meta-
analyses suggested that the magnitude of the correlation between working memory ability 
and mathematics skills is medium. From this review, the conclusion can be drawn that 
working memory plays an important role in mathematics learning process and 
achievement, which is confirmed by memory researchers. None of these previous studies, 
however, have examined the dynamic change relationship between working memory true 
scores and mathematics true scores. Thus, this dissertation attempted to address this 
question.  
Studies of Working Memory Training Programs 
Over the years, researchers developed a variety of working memory training 




non-computer-based training. Those training programs are aimed to improve students’ 
working memory ability and hopefully would lead to increase abilities that related to 
working memory (near-transfer) and academic success (far-transfer). For instance, 
Pearson’s Cogmed Working Memory Training (CWMT; https://www.cogmed.com) is 
one of the most well-known training programs (Aksayli et al., 2019). As many working 
memory training programs arose, researchers started to question the effectiveness of 
those programs, especially the training programs effects on far-transfer (Rowe, 
Titterington, Holmes, Henry, & Taggart, 2019). The following two parts cover the 
literature of the working memory training program effects from the experimental 
perspective and meta-analysis perspectives.  
Studies of working memory training programs 
Alloway, Bibile, and Lau (2013) examined web-based and computer-based 
working memory training program effects. Their goals included testing whether the 
computer-based working memory training program would have both near- and far- 
transfer-training effects and if such effects would be maintained over time. The Jungle 
MemoryTM 2008 version working memory training program was examined in the study. 
This training program contains three interactive computer games, which are designed for 
7- to 16-year-old children. The first two games involve Language-Arts skills and the last 
game relates to mathematical solutions. Participants in this study were children aged 
around 10- and 11-year-old with learning disabilities. All participants were allocated to 
three groups: low training frequency (once a week training session), high training 
frequency (four times a week), and no training control group. After 8 weeks training 




group in both working memory and working memory related skills (near-transfer). For 
academic gains (far-transfer), however, the high training frequency group showed 
significant gains in Language (spelling) but not for mathematics. For the maintaining 
effects, 8 months after the training, the high training frequency group demonstrated 
significantly better performances in all areas. Alloway et al. (2013) concluded that 
computer-based working memory training program could improve students near- and far-
transfer if used regularly.  
Karbach, Strobach, and Schubert in 2015 tested using working memory training 
program to benefit elementary-school students’ working memory related training gains, 
and reading and mathematics achievement. Their participants were 28 healthy elementary 
students aged from 7 to 10. This study included a pretest, 12 training session for two 
groups, one adaptive training group and one nonadaptive control group, a posttest, and a 
follow-up test 3 months after the training. The adaptive training group received adaptive 
working memory training from the “Braintwister” working memory training battery and 
the control group received nonadaptive but same training tasks and materials. Karback et 
al. (2015) further explained that the adaptive means that the training difficulty depended 
on students’ performance. For example, if a student answered the current round of 
questions correctly, then this student would receive one more item to remember in the 
next round. Otherwise, this student would receive one less item to remember. Basically, 
the adaptive working memory training is a kind of personalized working memory 
training. In contrast, the nonadaptive control group’s tasks and materials were fixed. 
Their major findings showed that the training group demonstrated statistically significant 




addition, the adaptive working memory training was statistically significantly beneficial 
to students’ reading ability but not mathematics ability.  
Above two studies both indicated that working memory training had positive 
effects on elementary-level students’ Language-Arts ability but not improving their 
mathematics ability. In contrast, Sánchez-Pérez et al. (2018) found a different result. 
Their study focused on examining the effects of using computer-based training program 
on working memory and mathematics. Their motivation or goal was to improve students’ 
academic achievement, especially mathematics achievement. According to the 
researchers, in order to match their goal, they designed a computer-based training 
program to help improve students’ working memory ability and mathematics 
achievement. The participants of this study were 104 students from two different 
elementary schools aged 7 to 12 years old, and none of the participants had learning 
difficulties. One training group and one control group was included in the study; the 
training group received two weekly training sessions over 13 weeks, whereas the control 
group did not received any form of training. Both groups received pre- and posttest. Their 
results demonstrated significant improvements in mathematics fluency and mathematics 
grade after working memory training.  
There is a discrepancy between this study and previous studies on mathematics 
improvement after working memory training. One plausible explanation is that Sánchez-
Pérez et al.’s (2018) study aimed to help students to improve their mathematics 
achievement so they added mathematics training exercises to the first part of their 
training (the second part of the training program is working memory training). There 




Sánchez-Pérez et al. (2018) study did not provide strong evidence that working memory 
training can improve students’ mathematics achievement.  
 The study from Studer-Luethi, Bauer, and Perrig (2016) focused on working 
memory training effects and also included moderator variables. They studied working 
memory training effects on 99 second graders with effortful control and neuroticism as 
two moderator variables. They concluded that the results indicated with sufficient self-
regulation and stable emotion, the working memory training program can enhance 
children’s cognitive abilities. Studies focused on preschool children also suggested that 
training on working memory and inhibitory control significantly improved young 
children’s working memory. In addition, after 3 months, the follow-up test demonstrated 
mathematics reasoning gain (Blakey & Carroll, 2015).  
 In general, these experimental studies on elementary-school students or preschool 
children suggested that the working memory training had significant positive effects on 
students’ working memory and related cognitive abilities, right after the training session. 
In addition, those results suggested that the training effects could maintain for months 
after training sessions. There are some discrepancies among those studies that were 
caused by different designs or purpose of the training programs.  
Working memory training effectiveness based on meta-analysis results 
 As mentioned previously, Pearson’s Cogmed Working Memory Training 
(CWMT) is one of the most well-known training programs. CWMT has training in 
working memory for three age groups including preschool children, school-age students, 
and adult-level groups. According to their website information, each program is proven to 




2016). Aksayli et al. (2019) systematically reviewed the effects of CWMT on people’s 
cognitive abilities and academic skills. Their paper focused on addressing two issues: 
“one is to investigate the differential effects of CWMT on performance in cognitive tasks 
as a function between the near-transfer and far-transfer, and another is to quantify and 
explain the amount of variability in the findings in their review” (Aksayli et al., 2019, pp. 
230-231).  
A total of 50 studies, from 2005 to 2017, were included in their meta-analysis. 
The results showed that the effects of training on far-transfer tasks and the training 
follow-up effects were found to be around zero. The near-transfer effect is arguable. The 
results showed that participants’ performance increased immediately after posttest and 
the gain remained at a smaller degree several months after the training. According to 
Aksayli et al. (2019), however, many researchers suggested that this kind of gain “should 
not be interpreted as evidence of memory enhancement. Rather, such effects denote 
improvement in the ability of perform the trained tasks” (p. 240). In the end, Aksayli et 
al. (2019) articulated that in their opinion “the CWMT does not foster working memory 
capacity, any other core cognitive abilities, or academic skills” (p. 240). The meta-
analysts reported that their results contradicted some previous meta-analysis findings. 
They further explained that their study included 50 studies, whereas previous meta-
analysis examined CWMT included less articles and previous meta-analysis had loose 
review criteria so that many poor designed studies were included; they applied new meta-
analytic techniques to ensure their results would not be biased. Therefore, Aksayli et al.’s 




The CWMT is a computer-based working memory training program. Rowe et al. 
(2019) concluded a systematic review of noncomputer-based working memory training 
programs including 18 papers. In this study, all reviewed articles focused on children 
between ages of 4 and 11. They focused on whether the working memory training 
programs have effects on improving working memory, whether there is near- and far-
transfer effects, and whether these effects are sustained over time. Those noncomputer-
based working memory training programs applied three different types of approach (a) 
adaptive to the environment, (b) direct working memory training with and without 
strategy instructions, and (c) indirect training that may effect working memory such as 
physical activity, fantastical play, and so on. The training duration length was between 10 
consecutive days to 9 months. In general, their findings indicated that both direct working 
memory tasks training and indirect working memory training produced improvements on 
working memory, with some benefits for near-transfer activities. Regarding the far-
transfer effects, the reviewed articles did not report sufficient information on the far-
transfer effects and the reviewers could not evaluate far-transfer effects. Of the 18 
included articles, only four of them reported sustained effects over time. Based on these 
four studies, the reviewers concluded that working memory gains had been maintained 
over time. In addition, Rowe et al. (2019) claimed that their results are restrained because 
some of the reviewed articles lacked theoretical underpinnings or were poorly designed.  
Melby-Lervåg, Redick, and Hulme (2016) conducted a meta-analysis on 
computer-based working memory training programs that addressed four questions 
including (a) does working memory training improve performance on working memory 




does working memory training improve tests of verbal skills such as reading 
comprehension and arithmetic, and (d) is there a relationship between intermediate-
transfer and far-transfer effects. There were 87 publications included in their review with 
145 experimental comparisons. Their results indicated that current working memory 
training programs produced near-transfer improvements on both verbal and visuo-spatial 
working memory. The verbal working memory improvement, however, did not last long 
enough to demonstrate the effects after a few months. The visuo-spatial working memory 
had modest follow-up effects; however, those reassessed tasks were very similar to the 
trained tasks. So the visuo-spatial working memory followup effects are not very 
convincing. Basically, their meta-analysis results showed no evidence that working 
memory training convincingly yield effects to the important cognitive and academic 
skills, which means the training did not improve verbal and nonverbal skills, reading 
comprehension, and arithmetic skills no matter whether the assessment took place 
immediately or a few months after training.  
 Overall, two recent meta-analyses indicated that computer-based working 
memory training programs did not provide any evidence of improving reading and 
mathematics skills. There are some effects on fostering working memory ability, but the 
effects are not sustained. One recent meta-analysis investigated noncomputer-based 
working memory training programs yield positive results on the training increased 
working memory skills with some near-transfer effects. Rowe et al. (2019) claimed that 
some studies reported incomplete data or poor research design. The lack of data and poor 
research design could result in their results becoming biased; thereby the positive results 




Summary of working memory training programs 
 In general, the review of the working memory training programs indicated that the 
results between experimental studies and meta-analysis studies are contradictory to one 
other. All of the experimental studies suggest promising positive results on the effects of 
working memory training programs such as the training improved students working 
memory and related cognitive ability significantly. They also provided evidence on the 
immediate effects and the training effects sustained over time. Conversely, meta-analysis 
results indicated virtually no effects whatsoever. Moreover, most of the meta-analyses 
claimed that their results are consistent with previous meta-analyses results, which 
implies that most of the meta-analyses suggested that working memory training programs 
did not deliver positive results. One possible explanation could be that all experimental 
studies focused on the elementary-school-level students, whereas the meta-analyses 
focused on a larger age range from children to adults. Another possible explanation could 
be that all working memory training programs’ designers did not consider that students 
with diverse initial or prior level of working memory and academic achievement may 
have different growth and change rate over time. That being said, the working memory 
training programs may not work for everyone in the same way.  
Summary 
 Working memory has been studied extensively for the past decades because of its 
importance to theories of learning. In this chapter, the relevant literature regarding the 
development of working memory, the relationship between working memory and 




reviewed and summarized. These results are used as evidence to support and discuss the 
findings in this dissertation’s later chapters. 
Overall, prior studies have demonstrated that (a) there is no doubt that working 
memory develops as children’s age increases, between 4- and 14-year-old; (b) there is a 
positive relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement, especially 
with mathematics problem-solving; and (c) even though the working memory training 
programs’ effectiveness varies, several studies’ results indicate that students’ working 
memory ability increased after the training and small effects were found on students’ 
academic achievement, despite the fact that many researchers argued that those working 
memory improvements right after the training could not be considered as working 
memory ability gain, but rather gains in the ability to solve tasks that are very similar to 
the training tasks.  
None of the previous studies, however, examined the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory estimated true scores and mathematics estimated true scores 
over time; and none evaluated students with different levels of working memory ability 
and mathematics achievement. Consequently, previous studies were not able to answer 
how and to what extent the changes in working memory and the changes in mathematics 
are related over time and whether the relationship would change depending on the type of 
students. Thus, this dissertation addressed these issues and attempted to provide in depth 
descriptions about how the changes in working memory and the changes in mathematics 
achievement are related over time. In addition, this dissertation attempted to solve the 
issue of working memory training programs’ effectiveness by identifying students into 




achievement, and then examining the dynamic change relationship between working 



























This dissertation had two purposes. The first purpose was to examine the dynamic 
change relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement over time 
based on their estimated true scores. The second purpose was to address the working 
memory training programs issue by separating students into four different groups based 
on their prior working memory and prior mathematics achievement scores and then 
examining what their growth or change rates are to provide evidence on how to help 
different types of students improve their mathematics achievement. This chapter provides 
the methodology, which consists of seven sections. The first section focus on the research 
design including a brief review of this dissertation’s variables and the rationale of using 
the Grimm, An, McArdle, Zonderman, and Resnick (2012) extensions of the latent 
difference score (LDS) models. This dissertation’s sample is given in the next section and 
is followed by the details of the variables. ECLS-K:2011 data-collection procedures and 
the data-collection procedures for this dissertation are explained in the fourth section. The 
data-analysis plan includes the statistical software that were used to prepare and to 
analyze the data, how missing data were handled, and how the models were used to 
address the research questions. The model-fit indices are introduced and the model-fit 
evaluation for this dissertation is provided after the data-analysis plan. The last section 
provides the summary.  
Research Design 
This dissertation is a secondary data analysis of the ECLS-K:2011 data set in 




mathematics achievement over time based on their estimated true scores. In addition, 
students were classified into four groups by their prior time point median scores on both 
working memory and mathematics achievement; the change trajectory of each group was 
estimated simultaneously. This dissertation addressed the following two questions: 
1. What is the dynamic relationship between the changes of working memory true 
scores and the mathematics achievement true scores over time? 
2. Does this dynamic change relationship vary for different types of students? 
As a nationally representative sample, the ECLS-K:2011 data set has a sample of 
over 18,000 children. Those students enrolled in 968 private and public schools and full- 
and half-day kindergarten began kindergarten in 2010. The initial sample of kindergarten 
students includes a diversity of race or ethnicity, language, and socioeconomic status. 
The purposes of the ECLS-K:2011 data set are to provide a rich and comprehensive 
source of information such as children’s early learning and development, transitions into 
kindergarten and beyond, and growth in cognitive, social, and physical development 
during elementary school, and so on (ECLS-K:2011 training, 2018). Two of the purposes 
(children’s early learning and development and growth in cognitive, social, and physical 
development during elementary school) are related to the focus of this dissertation. 
Therefore, the choice of the ECLS-K: 2011 data set for this dissertation is appropriate.  
The variables (observed or manifest variables) that were used in this study are 
presented in Table 2. The explanatory variables were students’ initial-time-point (base 
year) working memory score and initial-time-point (base year) mathematics achievement 
score, which both were measured in the spring of kindergarten in 2011. The response 




the following 5 years, from first grade to fifth grade. The response variables were 
measured in the spring of first grade in 2012, second grade in 2013, third grade in 2014, 
fourth grade in 2015, and fifth grade in 2016. The prior working memory ability variable 
was students’ working memory ability (wmt) at the previous time point (wmt-1). The prior 
mathematics achievement variable was students’ mathematics achievement (matht) at the 
previous time point (matht-1). 
Table 2 
List of Variables from ECLS-K:2011 
Variable Name 
ECLS-K:2011 
Label Scale Type 
Explanatory Variables   
  Student Working Memory: Number Reversed Test (K) X2NRWABL Continuous 
  Student math IRT Scale Score (K) X2MSCALK5 Continuous 
Response Variables   
  Student Working Memory: Numbers Reversed Test (1st) X4NRWABL Continuous 
  Student Working Memory: Numbers Reversed Test (2nd) X6NRWABL Continuous 
  Student Working Memory: Numbers Reversed Test (3rd) X7NRWABL Continuous 
  Student Working Memory: Numbers Reversed Test (4th) X8NRWABL Continuous 
  Student Working Memory: Numbers Reversed Test (5th) X9NRWABL Continuous 
  Student Math IRT Scale Score (1st) X4MSCALK5 Continuous 
  Student Math IRT Scale Score (2nd) X6MSCALK5 Continuous 
  Student Math IRT Scale Score (3rd) X7MSCALK5 Continuous 
  Student Math IRT Scale Score (4th) X8MSCALK5 Continuous 
  Student Math IRT Scale Score (5th) X9MSCALK5 Continuous 
 
Because the ECLS-K:2011 is a longitudinal data set, which includes multiple time 
points for each variable, it is appropriate to use this data set to investigate the dynamic 
change relationship (or called as lead-lag effects) between two variables. And, as 
mentioned in chapter I, the Grimm et al.’s (2012) extensions of the multivariate latent 
difference score (LDS) models aims to examine the dynamic change relationship (or the 
lead-lag effects) based on the estimated true scores between two observed (or manifest) 




to investigate the working memory and mathematics achievement dynamic change 
relations over time.  
Sample 
This study included all children from ECLS-K:2011 as the sample. As mentioned 
previously, the ECLS-K:2011 is a nationally representative sample with a total size of 
18,174 children. The demographics of the sample are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Unweight Sampled Demographics for ECLS-K:2011 
Characteristic of Sample Total 
Total 18,174 
Census Region  
    Northeast 3,010 
    Midwest 3,870 
    South 6,640 
    West 4,660 
Race or Ethnicity  
    White, non-Hispanic 8,488 
    Black, non-Hispanic 2,396 
    Hispanic 4,592 
    Asian, non-Hispanic 1,543 
    Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, non-Hispanic 117 
    American Indian or Alaska Native, non-Hispanic 168 
Two or more races or Unknown 870 
Data Source: User’s Manual for the ECLS-K:2011 Kindergarten-Fifth Grade 
Data File and Electronic Codebook, Public Version (Tourangeau et al., 2019) 
  
Instrumentation 
 As described in the previous subsection, working memory and mathematics 
achievement were the only two variables in this dissertation. In this section, these two 
variables from the ECLS-K:2011 are introduced in detail. Moreover, these two variables’ 
yearly scores and their difference scores based on the observed scores are illustrated at 
the end to present the general view of how working memory and mathematics and their 




semester from 2011 to 2016 and the correlations between these two variables are .61, .58, 
.51, .49, .51, and .53, respectively.  
ECLS working memory variables 
 Each year, the ECLS measured students’ working memory by using the Numbers 
Reversed task from the Woodcock-Johnson III test of Cognitive Ability (Woodcock, 
McGrew, & Mather, 2001c). It is a backward digit span task. During the task, students 
are required to repeat a sequence of numbers in reverse order, which are verbally 
presented by the assessor. For example, if the assessor said “two-five-nine,” then the 
student was expected to repeat it back in reverse order like “nine-five-two.” As a starter, 
students were given up to 5 two-number sequences. The task would end when the student 
has three consecutive two-number sequences incorrect. In contrast, the task continued if 
the student did not have three consecutive two-number sequences incorrect. The student 
then was given 5 three-number sequences. Again, the task ended if the student had three 
consecutive three-number sequences incorrect. Otherwise, the task continued. The 
numbers’ sequence length would increase up to a maximum of eight-number sequences. 
If the student did not have any three consecutive number sequences incorrect, then the 
student completed all number sequences (Tourangeau et al., 2019).   
 Each student was scored either “correct” or “incorrect” after each item was 
repeated. If a student did not answer enough items correctly, then the following items 
were scored “not administered (-9)” for that student. The item-level scores were 
converted to a W score, a type of standardized score with a mean of 500 and a standard 
deviation of 100. The W standardized score is a special transformation of the Rasch 




student’s ability and task difficulty. Further, this Numbers Reversed task has set the mean 
to the average of performance for a student of 10 years, 0 months (Tourangeau et al., 
2019, p. 3-25). 
For kindergarten and first grade, the Numbers Reversed task was administered in 
either English or Spanish. If a student did not pass an English language screener, then the 
Numbers Reversed task was administered in Spanish. For each language, the norming 
data were provided separately and then transferred to the W score. Based on Tourangeau 
et al. (2019), the test publisher materials indicated that the W scores are comparable 
between the English administration and Spanish administration of the task. 
Table 4 
Descriptive Statistics for Working Memory: Numbers Reversed Task 
Variable Name Min Max Mean 
Standard 
Deviation N Missing 
2011 Spring Working Memory: 
Numbers Reversed W-Ability Score 393 572 449.68 30.52 17,147 1,027 
2012 Spring Working Memory: 
Numbers Reversed W-Ability Score 393 596 469.33 25.82 15,107 3,067 
2013 Spring Working Memory: 
Numbers Reversed W-Ability Score 403 581 480.68 23.28 13,832 4,342 
2014 Spring Working Memory: 
Numbers Reversed W-Ability Score 403 603 489.80 22.21 12,877 5,297 
2015 Spring Working Memory: 
Numbers Reversed W-Ability Score 403 588 497.24 21.70 12,085 6,089 
2016 Spring Working Memory: 
Numbers Reversed W-Ability Score 403 588 503.31 22.36 11,430 6,744 
 
According to Schrank, McGrew, and Woodcock (2001), the Numbers Reversed 
test examines working memory function within the short-term memory system. Based on 
Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, and Wearing (2004) and Raghubar, Barnes, and Hecht 
(2010), however, the backward-digit-recall test (Numbers Reversed task) aimed to exam 
the phonological-loop function (working memory verbal storage only) and central 




of the Numbers Reversed test is .87 (Schrank et al., 2001). The descriptive statistics for 
working memory variables that were used in this study prior to any missing data 
estimation are presented in Table 4 above. 
ECLS mathematics achievement variables 
 The ECLS used a two-stage assessment to evaluate students’ mathematics 
achievement. In the first stage, all students were administered a set of routing items. A 
total of 17 routing items for kindergarten, 17 items for first grade, 20 items for second 
grade, 17 items for third and fourth grade, and 18 items for fifth grade. In the second 
stage, there were three levels (low, middle, or high difficulty) that students could receive, 
where the difficulty of the test was based on their first-stage routing-items scores. In 
order to reduce students’ reading ability affecting their mathematics performance, the 
assessor read most of the text to students while the text could be seen on the easel pages. 
During the mathematics assessment, students were provided with paper and pencil as 
well. The purpose of this adaptive-assessment design was to “maximize the accuracy of 
measurement while minimizing administration time” (Tourangeau et al., 2019, p. 2-4). 
The reliability of each year’s mathematics assessment is .93, .93, .94, .92, .91, and .92, 
respectively (Tourangeau et al., 2019). In general, the ECLS mathematics assessment 
covered three mathematics skills: conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge, and 
problem-solving.  
 Item Response Theory (IRT) procedures were applied to calculate scores for 
students’ mathematics achievement. As mentioned above, students were administered the 
second-stage of mathematics assessment on three different levels depending on their first-




possible to calculate an overall score for each student that can be compared with scores of 
other students regardless of which specific items a student was administered” 
(Tourangeau et al., 2019, p. 3-2). It uses the pattern of right-and-wrong responses to the 
items actually administered in the mathematics assessment and the difficulty, 
discriminating ability, and “guess-ability” of each item to estimate each student’s ability 
on the same scale (Tourangeau et al., 2019, p. 3-3). By using IRT procedures, students’ 
mathematics achievement scores are comparable over the years. The descriptive statistics 
for mathematics achievement variables that were used in this study prior to missing-score 
estimation are presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Descriptive Statistics for Mathematics Achievement 
Variable Name Min Max Mean 
Standard 
Deviation N Missing 
2011 Spring Math IRT Scale Score 11.75 112.54 49.86 13.34 17,143 1,031 
2012 Spring Math IRT Scale Score 12.27 138.92 72.25 15.73 15,103 3,071 
2013 Spring Math IRT Scale Score 18.24 139.10 89.86 18.24 13,830 4,344 
2014 Spring Math IRT Scale Score 43.41 147.89 103.69 18.04 12,866 5,308 
2015 Spring Math IRT Scale Score 25.73 147.90 112.29 17.97 12,080 6,094 
2016 Spring Math IRT Scale Score 26.76 148.04 119.66 17.79 11,426 6,748 
 
Working memory and mathematics and their changes over time 
 It is important to make sure that the changes of working memory (WM) and 
mathematics (MATH) are visible because there must be some changes existed in 
variables so that the latent difference score (LDS) models can be used to investigate the 
change rate of the changes. Thus, the changes in WM and MATH were computed simply 
by subtracting the previous scores from the subsequent scores and the results are 
presented below in Figure 8 with their means as well. In addition, WM and MATH are on 
two different scales. For the purpose of easy comparison, the WM means were centered 






Note: The mean of working memory (WM) were centered (WM_Centered_Mean = 
WM_Mean - 400) 
Figure 8. Centered working memory mean and working memory difference score, and 
mathematics mean and mathematics difference score from first to fifth grade 
 
Data-Collection Procedure 
According to the User’s Manual for the ECLS-K:2011 Kindergarten-Fifth Grade 
Data File, the sampling design used three stages. In stage one, the United States was 
divided into primary sampling units (PSU), which are counties or groups of contiguous 
counties. A total of 90 PSUs were sampled with probability proportional to the number of 




children living in different areas were included. In stage two, from each PSU, samples of 
public and private schools that included kindergarten or that educated 5-year-old children 
were selected. In stage three, sampled schools were asked to provide a list of all 
kindergarteners, and then students were sampled randomly from the list. This sampling 
design obtained an approximately self-weighting sample of children, with the exception 
of Asian or Pacific Islander children being oversampled to ensure a sufficient sample size 
for them (Tourangeau et al., 2019).  
There were three steps to obtain a specific data set that is appropriate for this 
dissertation. In the first step, the ECLS-K:2011 Kindergarten-Fifth Grade Data File were 
downloaded from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) website 
(https://nces.ed.gov/ecls/dataproducts.asp). The next step was to download the ECLS-
K:2011 User’s Manuals and the Electronic Codebook (ECB) from the same website. The 
ECLS-K:2011 User’s Manuals provide detailed information that any researcher needs to 
know such as data-collection instrument and method, direct and indirect assessment data, 
sampling design and sampling weights, interpretation for understanding variables, and so 
on. The ECB software allows users to select variables and then create personalized data 
sets from the entire ECLS-K:2011 data file. The last step was to use the ECB to create the 
specific data set that matched this dissertation’s research questions and interests and this 
specific data set included working memory and mathematics variables and other 
necessary background variables. 
Data Analyses 
 This section provides the dissertation data analyses including the statistical 




handled, a brief review of the latent difference score model, and the procedures of the 
data-analysis plan for answering the two research questions.  
Mplus software 
 All the data analyses in this dissertation were conducted using the Mplus 
statistical software (Muthén & Muthén, 2012-2019 or Mplus version 7.1). Mplus as a 
statistical-modeling program provides a flexible tool for researchers to analyze the data 
from simple regression to factor analysis and to complex SEM (structural equation 
modeling). Mplus also includes many options for model configurations such as FIML 
(full information maximum likelihood) for estimating missing data, the option to add 
sampling weights into data-analysis process, censored data solution, and many others. 
Moreover, researchers (Grimm et al., 2012; Selig & Preacher, 2009) have demonstrated 
that Mplus is able to estimate latent difference score (LDS) parameters. Mplus syntax for 
all of the selected models from this dissertation was included for others who would 
replicate this study and can be found in Appendix G. 
Data preparation 
The Mplus reads numerical ASCII files. In this case, the SPSS (Statistical Product 
and Service Solutions) statistical software was used to transfer the ECLS data set from 
“.sav” format to the “.dat” format with the names of all the variables removed so that the 
Mplus software could read. In the meanwhile, all missing data in ECLS data set were 
changed from a dot representing missing value to negative 99 (-99). 
Missing-data solution 
 Missing data need to be solved carefully when analyzing longitudinal data or else 




the same Numbers Reversed task, which is designed for 10-year-old students, to examine 
students’ working memory ability through K to fifth grade, which means the working 
memory measurement is not an age appropriate test for K to fourth-grade students and for 
some of the fifth-grade students who were not 10 years old when they took the test. As a 
result, at kindergarten fall semester, there are 6,366 students (approximately 40%) 
truncated at the bottom of the test score’s scale for having a score of 393 from the 
Spanish version test or a score of 403 from the English version test. Both 393 score and 
403 score are equivalent to a raw score of zero, which indicated that students were not 
able to answer any items correctly (Tourangeau et al., 2019). Another possible reason for 
the large percentage of students who have a score of 393 and 403 at kindergarten level is 
that “some ECLS-K:2011 assessors did not properly administer the practice items, which 
may have resulted in some children never fully understanding what they were being 
asked to do during the Numbers Reversed task” (Tourangeau et al., 2019, p. 3-30). 
As students moved from kindergarten to closer to fifth grade, the score of 393 and 
403 reduced gradually. According to the ECLS-K:2011 user’s manual (Tourangeau et al., 
2019, p. 3-30), in the spring of kindergarten, approximately 20% of students have a score 
of 393 and 403 (equivalent to a raw score of zero); in the spring of first grade, there were 
6% of students who have a score of 393 and 403; slightly more than 2% of students with  
this lowest score in spring of second grade; one percent of third graders, 0.6% of fourth 
graders, and 0.5% of fifth graders who received the score of 403. Nevertheless, these 
scores of 393 and 403 needed attention and handled with caution because the cause of 




After email consultation with Professor Enders, who is from University of 
California in Los Angeles and whose field of expertise is handling missing data, the 
solution was to assign those scores of 393 and 403 as missing values at kindergarten 
level. Again, because the Numbers Reversed task is not an effective working memory 
measurement for students below 10 years old (fifth grade) and with the idea of keeping 
the data set consistent in mind, the final decision was to assign all those 393 and 403 
scores from kindergarten to fifth grade as missing values. To this point, all the missing 
values including system missing and assigned missing in the ECLS data set were changed 
to the specific value of “-99” to indicate their missingness, and then they were estimated 
accordingly. 
Enders (2010) elaborated three types of missing data mechanisms based on Rubin 
and colleagues’ missing-data classification system. This dissertation’s missing data 
belong to the type of missing at random (MAR). When dealing with MAR, some 
researchers (Enders & Bandalos, 2001; Lee, Harring, & Stapleton, 2019; Newsom, 2015) 
suggested using full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation. The reason is 
that FIML produces less biased results when compared with other missing-value-
estimation solutions. According to Enders and Bandalos (2001), the FIML approach only 
uses the individual’s other observed variables to calculate a casewise likelihood function. 
Therefore, this study have decided to use FIML to estimate the missing values at the 
observed score level.   
 In addition, Enders (2010) elaborated that adding auxiliary variables would 
benefit the missing data estimation: 
An auxiliary variable is one that is ancillary to the substantive research questions 




Incorporating these variables into the missing data handling procedure can 
mitigate (or eliminate) bias and can improve power. (p. 128) 
 
In other words, adding the auxiliary variable in the missing-data estimation process can 
improve the accuracy of the estimation results. Because the purpose of the auxiliary 
variable is to enhance the missing-data estimation, it is important to choose variables that 
are correlated highly with the variables in the research questions. In this dissertation, 
working memory and mathematics are the two variables in both research questions. 
Therefore, the auxiliary variables needed to be correlated with them highly. Thus, 
students’ gender, socioeconomic status (SES) at kindergarten level, and reading 
achievement and science achievement from kindergarten to fifth grade were selected as 
the auxiliary variables for this study. 
Thus far, FIML (full information maximum likelihood) with auxiliary variables 
was the solution to estimate those missing values in this dissertation. In Mplus, however, 
the MLR (maximum likelihood with robust standard error) is used instead of FIML when 
using full sampling weight in the data-analysis process. Because the ECLS data set is a 
nationally representative sample, it is necessary to include the full sampling weight to the 
data-analysis process. As a result, the final missing-data solution was to use the MLR 
with auxiliary variables to estimate the missing values.  
 The second research question is to analyze four different groups of students’ 
dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics. Students’ 
group membership was identified by their prior time point’s working memory ability and 
mathematics achievement. Originally, scores from the kindergarten fall semester would 
be used as the initial level to identify their group membership. As a rule, however, when 




or mathematics ought to be removed because their group membership should not be 
“estimated.” As mentioned earlier, in fall of kindergarten, there are about 40% students 
were assigned as missing plus the system missing data (about 15%), a total of 55% of 
students would be removed from the data set. By doing so, the data set would no longer 
be a nationally representative sample. Therefore, to avoid the large loss of the sample 
size, for the second research question, students’ group membership was identified using 
kindergarten spring semester’s scores. As a result, the data analyses included students’ 
first-grade through fifth-grade scores only. In addition, in the second research question, 
because this dissertation used a very complex model, and these four groups’ data analyses 
were carried out simultaneously instead of four separate times. Thus, some of the 
complex model did not converge when using MLR with auxiliary variables for missing 
data estimation. To fix the nonconvergence problem, the missing-data solution was 
adjusted accordingly by removing auxiliary variables from the missing-data estimation 
process for the second research question.  
 Once again, because the working memory measurement was not age appropriate, 
the ECLS assessors did not properly administer the practice items at kindergarten level, 
and for the purpose of keeping data set consistent for both research questions, students’ 
kindergarten-level scores were removed from the data-analyses process for the first 
research question as well.  
In conclusion, for both research questions, students’ working memory ability and 
mathematics achievement from first grade to fifth grade were included in the data 




grades, the missing-data solution for the first research question was MLR with auxiliary 
variable and for the second research question was MLR only.     
Data-analyses procedures 
When analyzing longitudinal data, some models analyze the observed scores such 
as the autoregressive latent trajectory (ALT) model. The latent difference score (LDS) 
model analyzes the estimated true scores. This dissertation used the latter, the LDS 
model. To be specific, this dissertation used the Grimm et al. (2012) extensions of the 
latent difference score (LDS) models to address two research questions, which means that 
all analyses were conducted with the estimated true scores.  
In order to present this complex model, the fundamental true-score model are 
introduced first and followed by the difference-score concept. Then the complex model 
are developed in three subparts: dual change-score model, bivariate latent difference-
score model, and finally, the Grimm et al.’s (2012) extensions of the latent difference-
score (LDS) models. All following models are based on the true-score model. A full list 
of all model parameters’ mathematics notations and symbols can be found in Appendix 
E. 
True-score model and difference-score concept 
McArdle and Hamagami (2001) presented the latent difference score (LDS) 
model as an approach to analyzing longitudinal data, which followed the classical test 
theory (true-score model) and based on structural equation modeling (SEM). As 
mentioned earlier, many statistical models were developed to focus on analyzing 
longitudinal data since late 1980s such as growth models, autoregressive latent trajectory 




because it uses the estimated true scores to examine the dynamic change relationship 
between variables. Based on the classical test theory (true-score model), the observed 
score (test score) can be decomposed into two parts, a true score (a latent variable) and an 
error score (McArdle & Hamagami, 2001). The true-score model is presented in Figure 9. 
The mathematical notation is given by 
Y(t)n = y(t)n + e(t)n, 
where Y(t) is the observed raw score at time t, y(t) is the true score at time t, and e(t) is 
the error score at time t. According to McArdle (2001), all error scores are assumed “(1) 
to have a zero mean, (2) to have a nonzero variance, (3) uncorrelated with any other 
scores in the model, and (4) to have the same variance at each time point” (p. 146). 
In all the following models, the uppercase Y represents an observed score 
(observed variable), and the lowercase y represents a latent true score (latent variable). 
Additionally, a few more aspects need to be pointed out in Figure 9 and all following 
figures. A variable displayed in a square or rectangle is an observed variable, which is 
directly measured. A variable displayed in a circle or ellipse is a latent variable, which is 
the hypothetically existing construct in the observed variable (cannot be directly 
measured). A one-headed arrow means unidirectional path or regression coefficient.  
 




 The difference-score concept is the difference in scores between two adjacent 
time points. For example, using the latent true score y at time t minus its previous latent 
true score at time (t-1), thereby obtaining the difference score (∆y) at time t (∆y[t]). 
Additionally, the difference in time is t minus (t-1), which equals to 1 (∆t; ∆t = t – [t-1] = 
1). This is the basic idea of the LDS model. The difference-score concept is presented in 
Figure 10. This process can continue when there are more repeated measures. The 
mathematical notation can be written as follows: 
∆y(t)n = y(t)n – y(t-1)n. 
In all the following models, the ∆y represents a difference score of the latent true 
score y, ∆y(t) represents a difference score of the latent true score y at time t; y(t-1) 
represents the latent true score y at time t-1. The difference score (∆y[t]) is not a new 
manifest variable; as described previously, it is a latent difference score between latent 
true scores at two adjacent time points. Further, the error scores (e) in all models are 
unique scores (u) (Grimm et al., 2012). Because this dissertation used Grimm et al.’s 
(2012) extensions of the LDS models, all of the e (error score) were replaced with u 
(unique score) after Figure 10.  
 




Dual change-score model 
The difference score (∆y) can be constant change, proportional change to the 
previous true state, or both. When the LDS model contains both types of change, it is 
called a dual change-score model. The dual change-score model is presented in Figure 
11. In the constant change (∆y[t]n = α × sn), α is a fixed parameter and often equal to 1, 
and sn is the constant change component for subject n. In the proportional change to the 
previous true state (∆y[t]n = β × y[t-1]n), β is an estimated parameter and not allowed to 
vary over subjects (Grimm et al., 2012; McArdle & Hamagami, 2001). According to 
Grimm et al. (2012), “one reason β is often specified to be time invariate is the idea of 
constant dynamics—regardless of when observation occurs, the dynamics of the system 
are constant” (p. 272). The mathematical notation of both types of change for the 
difference score is given by 
∆y(t)n = α × sn + β × y(t-1)n. 
A dual change-score model with one variable is called the univariate LDS model. 
In this dual change-score model with five observed repeated measurements (Figure 11), 
as introduced previously, all the observed scores (Y) have latent true scores (y) and 
unique scores (u; previously called error score). As mentioned that all unique scores are 
assumed to have zero mean and a nonzero time-invariant variance (𝜎u2). At each time 
point, the α is a fixed parameter often equal to 1 in the constant part of the change and β 
is “an estimated parameter and not allow to vary over subjects” in the proportional part of 
the change (Grimm et al., 2012, p. 272). The s is a constant change component. The 
constant change component s and the initial latent true score (y[0]) “have means (𝜇s and 




272). Moreover, both constant-change component s and the initial latent true score (y[0]) 
have standardized forms (s* and y[0]*) to allow them to be correlated. The two-headed 
arrow between s* and y[0]* represents correlation. The triangle with a “1” represents a 
constant score. According to McArdle (2001), a constant score is added to the model so 
that “the mean at the initial time point (𝜇y0) and the mean of the constant change 
component (𝜇s) are included as regression weights in the equation for the specific 
variable” (p. 147). The “U” shape two-headed arrows represent within variable 
correlations. 
 






Bivariate latent difference-score (LDS) model 
The univariate dual change-score can be expanded to include two or more 
variables. In the case of bivariate, a second observed variable (X) can be added. 
Consequently, in the all following models, the uppercase X represents an observed score; 
the lowercase x represents a latent true score (latent variable); and ∆x(t) represents a 
difference score of the latent true score x at time t. The mathematical notation for the 
latent true score x with dual change score is: 
∆x(t)n = α × sn + β × x(t-1)n, 
where α represents a constant change in true score x and is a fixed parameter often equal 
to 1, sn is the constant change component in true score x for subject n, and β is the 
proportional change in the true score x to the previous true state and is an estimated 
parameter that not allowed to vary over subjects. The bivariate LDS model is presented in 
Figure 12. 
Moreover, in the bivariate LDS model, the time-based function of change must be 
considered. In the latent true score y, the time-based function of change (∆y[t]n) is not 
only from itself but also comes from the effect of the latent true score x at a previous time 
(x[t-1]), over time and vice versa, which is termed as a coupling effect (or lead-lag 
relationships, and is the one-headed arrow in red color in Figure 12. McArdle & 
Hamagami, 2001). As shown in Figure 12, 𝛾yx and 𝛾xy represents the coupling coefficient. 
The mathematical notations for both variables are  
∆y(t)n = αy × syn + βy × y(t-1)n + 𝛾yx  × x(t-1)n and 




where 𝛾yx is the regression coefficient (coupling effect or lead-lag effect) of x on 
subsequent ∆y; 𝛾xy is the regression coefficient (coupling effect or lead-lag effect) of y on 
subsequent ∆x. According the Grimm et al. (2012), a positive coupling effect parameter 
“would lead to a similar exponential trend, but with a positive deflection and further 
increasing,” whereas a negative coupling effect parameter “would lead to a negative 
deflection and decline as time increases” (p. 277). 
 
Figure 12. Bivariate LDS model at time 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 
 As it is the case for latent true score y, all the observed scores (X) have latent true 
scores (x) and unique scores (ux; previously called error score). The 𝜎ux2 is the nonzero 




allow to vary over subjects” in the proportional part of the change for latent true score x 
(Grimm et al., 2012, p. 272). The sx is a constant change component for x. The constant 
change component sx and the initial latent true score (x[0]) “have means (𝜇sx and 𝜇x0), 
standard deviations (𝜎sx and 𝜎x0), and a correlation (𝜌x0,sx)” (Grimm et al., 2012, p. 272). 
For latent true score x, both constant change component sx and the initial latent true score 
(x[0]) have standardized forms (sx* and x[0]*) to allow them to be correlated. 
Furthermore, this bivariate LDS model allows the standardized constant change 
component of latent true score x and y (sx* and sy*) and the standardized initial latent true 
score of latent true score x and y (x[0]* and y[0]*) to correlate with each other. As a 
result, in Figure 12 on the left side, 𝜌sx,sy represents the correlation between sx* and sy*, 
𝜌y0,sy represents the correlation between y[0]* and sy*, 𝜌x0,sx represents the correlation 
between sx* and x[0]*, 𝜌y0,sx represents the correlation between y[0]* and sx*, 𝜌x0,sy 
represents the correlation between sy* and x[0]*, and 𝜌x0,y0 represents the correlation 
between y[0]* and x[0]*. As mentioned previously, all of the “U” shape two-headed 
arrows represent within variable correlations. The 𝜎ux,uy defines “an equal within unique 
score correlation at all occasions” (McArdle, 2001, p. 366). 
Grimm et al. (2012) extensions of the latent difference-score (LDS) model 
Grimm et al. (2012) further expanded the LDS model to include two more 
parameters to examine the dynamic relationship between changes, which Grimm and his 
colleges called “changes to changes” (the dynamic relationship between changes). One of 
the parameters (ɸ) is, of the same latent variable, the change in difference scores between 
two adjacent time points (i.e., from ∆y[t-1] to ∆y[t]; Figure 13, slightly thicker one-




the change in difference scores from one time point to a later time point (i.e., from ∆x[t-
1] to ∆y[t]; Figure 13, slightly thicker one-headed arrows in red color). This version of 
extension, aimed to “allow researchers to examine how prior changes relate to subsequent 
changes” (Grimm et al., 2012, p. 278), can be written as follows: 
∆y(t)n = αy × syn + βy × y(t-1)n + 𝛾yx  × x(t-1)n + ɸy × ∆y(t-1)n + ξyx × ∆x(t-1)n and 
∆x(t)n = αx ×sxn + βx × x(t-1)n + 𝛾xy  × y(t-1)n + ɸx × ∆x(t-1)n + ξxy × ∆y(t-1)n, 
 
Figure 13. The Grimm et al. (2012) extensions of multivariate LDS model 
where ɸy is the regression coefficient when ∆y(t) is regressed onto ∆y(t-1) and represents 




when ∆x(t) is regressed onto ∆x(t-1) and represents how prior changes effect the 
subsequent changes in ∆x, ξyx is the regression coefficient when ∆y(t) is regressed onto 
∆x(t-1) and represents how the prior ∆x effect the subsequent changes in ∆y, and ξxy is the 
regression coefficient when ∆x(t) is regressed onto ∆y(t-1) and represents how the prior 
∆y effect the subsequent changes in ∆x. Grimm et al. (2012) further explained, “one 
advantage of this bivariate extension is that we are able to statistically test whether 
previous levels and previous changes are leading indicators of subsequent changes within 
and across variables” (p. 280). 
Using latent difference-score model for two research questions 
This dissertation followed the model-building procedures as described above. In 
addition, for self-explanatory purpose, in all the following mathematical notations “Y” 
(observed score) and “y” (latent true score) are replaced by “WM” (observed score) and 
“wm” (latent true score) to represent working memory, “X” (observed score) and “x” 
(latent true score) are replaced by “MATH” (observed score) and “math” (latent true 
score) to represent mathematics achievement, both latent difference-scores “∆y” and “∆x” 
are replace by “∆wm” and “∆math” to represent the difference scores in working memory 
and mathematics, and the initial time point “0” is replaced by “1” represents the first 
grade (2012) in ECLS-K:2011 dataset. 
Two simple dual-change-score models for both working memory (wm) and 
mathematics achievement (math) were the starters. The purpose of this step was to 
investigate how latent true scores of both working memory and mathematics achievement 
change over time, separately. The specific mathematical notations are given by 




∆math(t)n = αmath × smathn + βmath × math(t-1)n, 
where ∆wm(t)n is the difference score in wm (latent true score of working memory) at 
time t for subject n, αwm is the constant change in wm and is a fixed parameter often 
equals to 1, swmn is the constant change component in wm for subject n, βwm is the 
proportional change in wm to the previous true state and is an estimated parameter that is 
not allowed to vary over subjects, and wm(t-1) is the estimated wm at time (t-1). 
Correspondingly, ∆math(t)n is the difference score in math (latent true score of 
mathematics achievement) at time t for subject n, αmath is the constant change in math and 
is a fixed parameter often equals to 1, smathn is the constant change component in math for 
subject n, βmath is the proportional change in math to the previous true state and is an 
estimated parameter that is not allowed to vary over subjects, and math(t-1) is the 
estimated math at time (t-1). 
Next, the bivariate LDS models were built to examine the dynamic change 
relationship between wm and math over time. The specific mathematical notations are as 
follows: 
∆wm(t)n = αwm × swmn + βwm × wm(t-1)n + 𝛾wm.math  × math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = αmath × smathn + βmath × math(t-1)n + 𝛾math.wm  × wm(t-1)n, 
where 𝛾wm.math is regression coefficient of math on subsequent ∆wm, and 𝛾math.wm is 
regression coefficient of wm on subsequent ∆math. They indicate the coupling or lead-lag 
effect. 
Finally, the Grimm et al. (2012) extensions of the LDS model were built to further 
examine how the prior changes in working memory will influence the subsequent 




answered the first research question what is the dynamic relationship between the true 
score changes of working memory (∆wm) and the true score changes of mathematics 
achievement (∆math) over time. The complex model for this dissertation with working 
memory (wm) and mathematics (math) as latent variables instead of latent variable x and 
y is presented in Figure 14. In the addition, both the change rates of the true-score 
changes of working memory and of mathematics prior knowledge to the subsequent 
mathematics achievement were compared to provide more evidence of which factor has a 
stronger influence on mathematics achievement descriptively. The specific mathematical 
notations are written as follows: 
∆wm(t)n = αwm × swmn + βwm × wm(t-1)n + 𝛾wm.math  × math(t-1)n + ɸwm × ∆wm(t-1)n + 
ξwm.math × ∆math(t-1)n and 
∆math(t)n = αmath × smathn + βmath × math(t-1)n + 𝛾math.wm  × wm(t-1)n + ɸmath × ∆math(t-1)n 
+ ξmath.wm × ∆wm(t-1)n, 
where ɸwm is the regression coefficient when ∆wm(t) is regressed onto ∆wm(t-1) and ɸmath 
is the regression coefficient when ∆math(t) is regressed onto ∆math(t-1) and represent 
how prior changes effect the subsequent changes, ξwm.math is the regression coefficient 
when ∆wm(t) is regressed onto ∆math(t-1) and represents how the prior ∆wm effect the 
subsequent changes in ∆math, and ξmath.wm is the regression coefficient when ∆math(t) is 
regressed onto ∆wm(t-1) and represents how the prior ∆wm effect the subsequent changes 
in ∆math.  
After the extensions model was performed successfully, all the parameters 
described above were quantified into numerical numbers (either positive or negative 








relationship between the changes of working memory true scores and the mathematics 
achievement true scores over time, the numerical values of βwm, βmath, 𝛾wm.math, 𝛾math.wm, 
ɸwm, ɸmath, ξwm.math and ξmath.wm are the critical parameters. These numerical values’ 
magnitudes were compared and along with the signs of these values are interpreted 
descriptively in the results chapter. The magnitudes of those numerical values were 
compared to find out which parameters had larger value and which had smaller value. 
Whether the parameters are positive or negative will determine how the dynamic 
relationship between the changes of working memory true scores and the changes of 
mathematics achievement true scores will change over time. For example, as mentioned 
in chapter I, there is a positive relationship between working memory and mathematics 
achievement, which indicates if the working memory increases, as a result, the 
subsequent mathematics achievement will increase as well, and vice versa. If the 𝛾wm.math 
and 𝛾math.wm are zero, then it means that there is no relationship between prior working 
memory and the changes in the subsequent mathematics achievement, and vice versa. A 
positive 𝛾 value indicates “a positive deflection and further increasing” across variables 
and a negative 𝛾 value indicates “a negative deflection” and further decline across 
variables (Grimm et al., 2012, p. 277).  
The second research question answered if this relationship changes for four 
different types of students. Students were identified into four groups by whether their 
prior time point working memory and mathematics achievement score is above or below 
the median, and then the same extension LDS model were conducted on each of these 
four types of students simultaneously. The results were interpreted descriptively among 




To be prepared if these complex models do not converge or some parameters have 
large standard errors (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2000), alternative plans are needed. One of 
the alternative plans (Table 6) are based on using estimated true scores as variables while 
running the extensions of latent difference score model, but the initial time will be moved 
forward and the following time will be shortened. The row with light grey color is the 
ideal plan of this dissertation, which will use first grade as the initial time and second to 
fifth grade will be the following time points.  
Table 6 
Alternative Plans Based on Estimated True Scores 
 Initial time Following time points 
 First Second Second Third Fourth Fifth 
Ideal plan X  X X X X 
Alternative plan   X  X X X 
       
After the alternative plan based on true scores fails such as the models of working 
memory and mathematics dynamic change relationship still do not run or the results do 
not make sense, then the estimated true scores will be removed from all of the models, 
which means that the further alternative plans presented in Table 7 will be used and those 
six alternative plans are based on the raw scores. 
Table 7 
















1st Grade 1 Grade 2 to 5 X X X 
2nd Grade 1 Grade 2 to 5 X X  
3rd Grade 1 Grade 2 to 5 X   
4th Grade 2 Grade 3 to 5 X X X 
5th Grade 2 Grade 3 to 5 X X  






Evaluation of Model fit 
Model-fit indices were compared to decide which model is the most acceptable or 
best fits the data set. There are many commonly used different model-fit indices such as 
chi-square test (𝛘2), comparative fit index (CFI), Normed fit index (NFI), root mean 
square error of approximation (RMSEA), Goodness-of-fit index (GFI), -2 log likelihood 
(-2LL), Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), and so on. In this section, because this 
dissertation used Mplus statistical software, all the model-fit indices produced in Mplus 
were introduced and followed with a summary of what model-fit indices were used in this 
dissertation. 
Model-fit indices in Mplus 
The Mplus statistical software produces many different types of model-fit indices 
including -2 log likelihood (-2LL), Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), Schwarz’s 
Bayesian criterion (BIC), chi-square test statistic (𝝌2 test), the root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA) fit statistics, Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index 
(TLI), and the root mean square residual (RMR). These fit indices are introduced briefly 
as follows. 
Heck, Thomas, and Tabata (2014) illustrated that -2 log likelihood (-2LL) is the 
log of the likelihood multiply by -2, which refers to the likelihood function. Due to the 
“likelihood is less than 1.0,” however, it is common to multiply the likelihood by -2 when 
using it to evaluate the model fit (p. 164). According to Heck et al., when using the 
difference in -2LL to compare the model-fit between two models, it can be 
“conceptualized as a likelihood ratio test, which follows a chi-square distribution, with 




between the two models” (p. 165). They further stated that the model that fits the dataset 
better should have a smaller -2LL value and that  a perfect model should have a -2LL 
value equals to zero. 
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) is another popular index in structural 
equation models and longitudinal models, especially when maximum likelihood 
estimation is used in data analysis procedure. The AIC measures the expected 
discrepancy between the “true” model and the hypothesized model. In general, the 
smaller value of AIC means better fit of the model (Heck et al., 2014; Raykov & 
Marcoulides, 2000; West, Taylor, & Wu, 2012). Similarly, the Schwarz’s Bayesian 
criterion (BIC) is an index that is often used for longitudinal model fit. The BIC aims to 
select the model that is most likely to have generated the data in the “Bayesian sense” and 
it performs well with large sample size (West et al., 2012). The way of using BIC to 
determine model fit is the same as AIC index, which is the smaller BIC value indicates 
the better model-fit (Heck et al., 2014). 
The chi-square test statistic (𝝌2 test) is one of the frequently used fit indices. The 
𝛘2 test for standard maximum likelihood (ML) estimation tests the discrepancy between 
the model-implied covariance matrix (∑ (𝛉)) and population covariance matrix (∑), 
under the null hypothesis (∑ = ∑ (𝛉)). It is a test statistic follows a central 𝝌2 distribution 
with three important assumptions: (a) the observed variables have a multivariate normal 
distribution, (b) sample size is sufficiently large, and (c) none of the tested parameters is 
at a boundary (e.g., variance = 0) (West et al., 2012, p. 211). After a chi-square value is 
obtained, check the critical value of the 𝝌2 at the given degrees of freedom, and then 




hypothesis or not. If the p value is smaller than .05, it is unlikely that this value would be 
observed if the null hypothesis was true. In other words, the hypothesized model would 
be rejected. Normally, in SEM, researchers do not want to reject their hypothesized 
model so that they want the p value to be larger than .05.  
This 𝝌2 test statistic, however, is “quite” sensitive to sample size. Many 
researchers claim that as the sample size goes up, the 𝝌2 test result “always” ends up with 
a p value smaller than .05, meaning that researchers would reject their model (Brown, 
2015; Raykov & Marcoulides, 2000; West et al., 2012). This issue resulted in a long-time 
heated discussion including whether researchers should report the 𝝌2 test statistic results. 
Hayduk (2014) strongly disagreed with the idea that 𝝌2 test statistic is sensitive to sample 
size, and he urged researchers must report the 𝝌2 test statistic results in their paper. 
Nevertheless, Jörsekog (1969), who introduced the 𝝌2 test statistic, expressed his 
concerns on this issue and provided one possible solution, which is to compare the value 
of 𝝌2 with the given df (degrees of freedom). If the 𝝌2 value is large compared with the 
df, then it indicates “more information can be extracted from the data” (p. 201). If the 𝝌2 
value is close to df, then it indicates “the model ‘fits too well’” and “the model is not 
likely to remain stable in future samples and all parameters may not have real meaning” 
(Jörsekog, 1969, p. 201). Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, and Müller (2003) 
recommended that when comparing the 𝝌2 value to the given df, a ratio (𝝌2/df) between 2 
and 3 is indicative of a “good” or “acceptable” model fit, respectively (p. 33). West et al. 
(2012) suggested that some researchers made a cutoff point or criterion based on their 
experience, which the 𝝌2/df ratio equal or less than 5 indicated good fit. The minimum 




The 𝝌2 values also can be used to compare the model fit between two nested 
models. Nested models imply that two models are nested in a way that the first model is a 
subpart of the second model. In this situation, the null hypothesis is that “the model 
estimating fewer parameter fits no worse in the population than the model estimating 
more parameters” (West et al., 2012, p. 211). To do so, the differences between two 
nested models’ 𝛘2 values and their given degrees of freedoms (df) were computed. Below 
equations demonstrate the computation process.   
χdifference
2 = χ fewer
2 − χmore
2
dfdifference = df fewer − dfmore
χ fewer
2 (df fewer ) : model with fewer parameters being estimated
χmore
2 (dfmore ) : model with more parameters being estimated
 
Then the difference 𝛘2 value (∆𝛘2) based on the number of the difference df (∆df) should 
be compared with the 𝛘2 critical value from the 𝛘2 distribution. The model with fewer df 
(the modified model) will be statistically a better fit, if the difference 𝛘2 value exceeds the 
critical value of 𝛘2 (Heck et al., 2014; Werner & Schermelleh-Engel, 2010; West et al., 
2012).  
 The Mplus user manual and output, however, stated that the chi-square value for 
MLR could not be used for chi-square difference testing in the way that described above. 
Satorra and Bentler provided an explanation in their 2010 paper that  
In such analyses, it frequently happens that two nested models M0 and M1, are 
compared using estimation methods that are nonoptimal (asymptotically) given 
the distribution of the data; e.g., maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is used 
when the data are not multivariate normal. In those circumstances, the usual chi-
square difference test Td = T0 – T1, based on the separate models’ goodness of fit 





Therefore, Satorra and Bentler (2010) suggested computing the scaling correction version 
of the chi-square difference test when using the ML estimation to ensure researchers to 
get a positive chi-square difference test result. The computation steps are as follows: 
Step 1: computing the corrected difference by subtracting the product of alternative 
model’s scaling factor and alternative model’s df from the product of null model’s scaling 
factor and null model’s df, and then divide it by the difference of the degrees of freedom 
between the null model and the alternative model. Written in equation as follows: 
Cd = (df0 × scaling factor of null model – df1 × scaling factor of alternative model) / df0 - df1 
Step 2: computing the corrected chi-square difference test result by subtracting the 
alternative model’s chi-square value from the null model’s chi-square value, and then 
divide it by the corrected difference from the step 1. Written in equation as follows: 
Td = (T0 – T1) / Cd 
where T0: unscaled chi-square value from the null model and T1: unscaled chi-square 
value from the alternative model. 
 As mentioned previously, however, Mplus required using the MLR estimation 
instead of the ML estimation when adding sampling weights to the data-analysis process. 
Therefore, a further adjustment to the Satorra and Bentler (2010) scaling correction 
version of the chi-square difference test is needed. According to the Mplus website 
(http://www.statmodel.com/chidiff.shtml), the addition adjustment is for the second step 
only. Both unscaled chi-square value from the alternative model and the unscaled chi-
square value from the null model need to multiply by their scaling factors separately 
before the subtraction. Written in equation are as follows: 
Step 1: Cd = (df0 × scaling factor of null model – df1 × scaling factor of alternative 




Step 2: Td = (T0  × scaling factor of null model – T1 × scaling factor of alternative 
model) / Cd 
where T0: unscaled chi-square value from the null model and T1: unscaled chi-square 
value from the alternative model. 
To this point, the scaling correction version of the chi-square difference test is completed. 
The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) fit index is referred as 
“one of the most informative fit indices” (Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008, p. 54). 
According to Curran (2017, November 15) online tutorial lecture on model-fit evaluation, 
the RMSEA fit-index measures misfit, and it indicates “per degree of freedom measure of 
misfit of the model.” The RMSEA belongs to the absolute fit indices because it measures 
the misfit but “without respect to some arbitrary baseline model” (Curran, 2017, 
November 15). In other words, the model fit is “assessed at an absolute level” (Brown, 
2015, p. 70) without comparing with other models. Hooper et al. (2008) mentioned that 
the cutoff points for RMSEA varied since 1990, and the most recent cut-off point value is 
.07. In general, researchers agreed the RMSEA value should be between 0 and .08 (lower 
and upper limit), which means that any model with RMSEA value over .08 should be 
considered as model not fit (West et al., 2012).  
The Comparative Fit Index (CFI) takes sample size into account, which “performs 
well even when sample size is small” (Hooper et al., 2008, p. 55). The cutoff criterion for 
CFI is .95 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The CFI value needs to be larger than .95 to indicate the 
good model fit. The Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) is a nonnormed fit index (NNFI), which 
prefers simpler models with smaller sample sizes such as sample size less than 200. 




value larger than .95 indicates a good fit. Both CFI and TLI belong to the comparative fit 
indices category because they compare researchers’ model with some baseline model 
(Brown, 2015). The baseline model is “ a ‘null’ or ‘independence’ model in which the 
covariances among all input indicators are fixed at zero” (Brown, 2015, p. 72).  
The root mean square residual (RMR) is the “square root of the difference 
between the residuals of the sample covariance matrix and the hypothesized covariance 
model” (Hooper et al., 2008, p. 54), and it also belongs to the absolute-fit-indices 
category (Brown, 2015). According to Hooper et al. (2008), the computation of RMR 
requires each indicator’s scales to be the same such as all indicators have a scale from 1 
to 5. Otherwise, the interpretation of the RMR value will be difficult. The solution to this 
problem is to compute the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) instead of 
RMR. Hooper et al. (2008) reported that the acceptable values for the SRMR range is 
from 0 to 1. In general, a model with SRMR value less than .08 will be considered as a 
well-fitting model (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 
Model-fit evaluation in this dissertation 
All of the model-fit indices described above have some controversies such as the 
𝝌2 test statistic is sensitive to sample size and other fit indices’ cutoff criteria vary 
slightly from time to time. For this reason, Bollen and Long (1992) suggested, “no single 
measure of overall fit should be relied on exclusively” (p. 127).  
Therefore, this dissertation used multiple model-fit indices to evaluate which 
model fits the best. First of all, even though the 𝝌2 test statistic is sensitive to sample size 
and this dissertation had a large sample size, the 𝝌2 test statistic results were reported for 




root mean square error of approximation) fit index, as “one of the most informative fit 
indices” (Hooper et al., 2008) indicates “per degree of freedom measure of misfit of the 
model” (Curran, 2017, November 15), were reported for all models. Then, the CFI and 
TLI results were reported to evaluate the model fit between this dissertation’s 
hypothesized models and the baseline models for univariate WM models and univariate 
mathematics models. Because the bivariate WM and mathematics models are nested 
models, comparing the CFI and TLI values among them are not necessary. Thus, AIC 
and BIC results were compared for the bivariate WM and mathematics models and other 
nested models. Finally, the scaling correction version of the chi-square (𝝌2) difference 
test results were reported for model-fit evaluations among all nested models.	
Summary 
 This dissertation is a secondary data analysis using the ECLS-K:2011 data set to 
study the dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics 
achievement based on their estimated true scores of a 5-year duration. The statistical 
software Mplus and the latent difference score (LDS) models were used to analyze the 
data set. The model-building procedure started with both constant change-score models 
and dual change-score models for both working memory and mathematics achievement 
to study these two variables’ change trajectories, separately (Figure 15 and 16). Then the 
coupling effects (interactions) between these two variables were added to make the 
bivariate latent difference-score models (Figure 17). The last step was to use the Grimm 
et al. (2012) extensions of latent difference score (LDS) models to examine how prior 
changes relate to subsequent changes between these two variables (Figure 18). The 




       
 (1) WM Constant change                                   (2) WM Proportional change 
 
 
      
        (3) WM Dual change                                   (4) WM Changes to changes 






    
(1) MATH Constant change                              (2) MATH proportional change 
 
 
    
 (3) MATH Dual change                                    (4) MATH Changes to changes 






(1) Model 1a. Working memory and mathematics bivariate latent difference score (LDS) 
model with no coupling effect 
 
 
(2) Model 2a. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with uni-directional 
coupling effect from mathematics to working memory 






(3) Model 3a. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with uni-directional 
coupling effect from working memory to mathematics 
 
 
(4) Model 4a. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with both coupling effects 







(1) Model 1b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions for both working memory and mathematics difference scores 
 
(2) Model 2b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions and uni-directional dynamic changes component from mathematics to 
working memory 







(3) Model 3b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions and uni-directional dynamic changes component from working memory to 
mathematics 
 
(4) Model 4b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions and both dynamic changes components 
Figure 18. Testing the dynamic change relationship between working memory and 






This dissertation had two purposes. The first purpose was to examine the dynamic 
change relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement over time 
based on their estimated true scores. The second purpose was to address the working 
memory training programs issue by separating students into four different groups based 
on their prior working memory and prior mathematics achievement scores and then 
examining what their growth or change rates are to provide evidence on how to help 
different types of students improve their mathematics achievement. The latent difference 
score (LDS) models with change extensions by Grimm et al. (2012) were conducted 
using Mplus version 7.1 to study the dynamic relationship between working memory and 
mathematics over time. The first research question focused on addressing how working 
memory and mathematics change separately and together over time, and the second 
research question mainly focused on addressing whether the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory and mathematics vary among four group of students.  
This chapter starts with a brief review of all the models that were tested in this 
study, and a brief review of model-fit criteria. Then, follows with the results section, 
which consists of model fit results and the parameter estimation results. A summary of 
the main findings in this study is the last section in this chapter. Throughout this chapter, 
WM and MATH are used to represent working memory and mathematics. 
A Review of the Models 
 This section is a brief review of all 16 models that were tested in this dissertation, 




WM and MATH models. As mentioned before, the ECLS data from the first grade to 
fifth grade were included in the data analyses. Therefore, these models’ figures excluded 
kindergarten level. Moreover, all the notations were synchronized with the data analyses 
results’ notations so that they appeared slightly different than Figure 14 from chapter III. 
To be exact, the constant-change components were indicated by “wm1” and “math1” 
instead of “Swm” and “Smath.” All 16 models’ figures are provided below. 
Univariate working memory models 
 A total of four models were tested to examine how WM changes over time, which 
included the WM constant-change model, proportional-change model, dual-change 
model, and changes-to-changes model. As shown in Figure 19 (1) and (2), the WM 
constant-change model and proportional-change model mainly examined two separate 
change components in WM: the annual constant change and the proportional change. 
These two models are not nested.  
          
      (1) WM Constant change                     (2) WM Proportional change 




      
                 (3) WM Dual change                               (4) WM Changes-to-changes 
Figure 19. Four working memory univariate change models 
 
The dual-change model examined the combination of the constant- and proportional-
change components in working memory at the same time (Figure 19 (3)). The WM 
changes-to-changes model (Figure 19 (4)) added the dynamic change component to the 
dual-change model, which examined how the changes in WM change over time. In 
addition, the dual-change model (3) and the changes-to-changes model (4) are nested 
models.  
Univariate mathematics models 
The changes over time in MATH were examined in four separate models, which 
included the MATH constant-change model, proportional-change model, dual-change 
model, and the changes-to-changes model. The Figure 20 (1) and (2) are the MATH 
constant-change model and proportional-change model, which mainly examined two 
different change components in mathematics. These two models examined the annual 
constant change and proportional change, and they are not nested models. The dual-
change model (Figure 20 (3)) examined the combination of the constant- and 




changes model (Figure 20 (4)) added the dynamic change component to the dual-change 
model, which examined how the changes in MATH change over time. Again, the dual-
change model (3) and the changes-to-changes model (4) are nested models. 
      
         (1) MATH Constant change                    (2) MATH proportional change 
 
      
             (3) MATH Dual change                              (4) MATH Changes to changes 






Bivariate working memory and mathematics models 
 Two sets of models were included to examine the dynamic change relationship 
between WM and MATH. Model set “a” examined the “coupling effect,” and Model set 
“b” was built on the last model of the “a” set of models that examined the “changes-to-
changes” dynamic change relationship (Figure 21 and Figure 22). Each set of models 
consisted of four separate models. Four models in the set “a” were introduced first, and 
followed with four models in the set “b.”   
 As can be seen in below Figure 21 (1), Model 1a is simply a bivariate latent 
difference score (LDS) model without any further change components. This model can be 
considered as the “baseline” model for examining the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory and mathematics. Both Model 2a and Model 3a (Figure 21 (2) 
and (3)) examined the coupling effect. The difference is that each of them examined a 
unique unidirectional coupling effect. The coupling effect’s direction in Model 2a is from 
the latent mathematics score to the latent difference score of working memory, whereas 
in Model 3a, the direction of the coupling effect is from the latent working memory to the 
latent difference score of mathematics (Figure 21 (2) and (3), four red-color arrows in 
each figure). To do so, the coupling effects were examined separately before both of them 
combined together in Model 4a. Thus, the Model 4a examined the dynamic change 
relationship between working memory and mathematics with bi-directional coupling 
effects (Figure 21 (4), eight red-color arrows). In addition, these four models are nested 





(1) Model 1a. Working memory and mathematics bivariate latent difference score (LDS) 
model with no coupling effect 
 
 
(2) Model 2a. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with unidirectional 
coupling effect from mathematics to working memory 





(3) Model 3a. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with unidirectional 
coupling effect from working memory to mathematics 
 
 
(4) Model 4a. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with both coupling effects 





 Primarily, the “b” set of models was built on the last model (Model 4a) from the 
“a” set of models, which examined the dynamic change components “changes-to-
changes.” As can be seen in Figure 22 (1) (six blue-color arrows), Model 1b added the 
changes-to-changes components between each of the latent working memory difference 
scores and between each of the latent mathematics difference scores. Both Model 2b and 
Model 3b (Figure 22 (2) and (3), three blue-color arrows in each figure) examined the 
unidirectional dynamic change component from the difference scores of latent 
mathematics to the latent difference scores of working memory and from the difference 
scores of latent working memory to the latent difference scores of mathematics. Model 4b 
examined the full model, which included bidirectional dynamic changes-to-changes 
components (Figure 22 (4)). These four models are nested models except for Model 2b 
and Model 3b. To this point, all the examination of the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory and mathematics were completed.  
 
(1) Model 1b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions for both working memory and mathematics difference scores 






(2) Model 2b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 




(3) Model 3b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions and unidirectional dynamic changes component from working memory to 
mathematics 





(4) Model 4b. Working memory and mathematics LDS model with changes-to-changes 
extensions and both dynamic changes components 
Figure 22. Testing the dynamic change relationship between working memory and 
mathematics 
 
A Review of Model-Fit Criteria 
In order to answer the dynamic changes relationship between WM and MATH, 
first how WM and MATH change over time are needed, respectively. Thus, WM and 
MATH were tested with four different types of change models, namely constant change, 
proportional change, dual change, and changes-to-changes over time. Before the results 
interpretation, however, which model is the best fit and worth interpreting needed to be 
addressed. Hence, this section briefly reviews what model-fit indices were used in this 
dissertation and the model-fit criteria. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 𝝌2 test statistic, 𝝌2 ratio (𝝌2/df), and the 




The comparative fit index (CFI) and Tuckel-Lewis index (TLI) values are reported for 
univariate WM models and univariate mathematics models. For nested models, Akaike 
information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) results are reported, 
and the scaling-correction version of chi-square difference test results are reported for all 
nested models (Table 8).  
Table 8 
Model-fit Indices Reported Based on Models 
 Model-fit indices 



















change X X X X X    
Proportional 
change X X X X X    
Dual-change X X X X X X X  
Changes to 





change X X X X X    
Proportional 
change X X X X X    
Dual-change X X X X X X X  
Changes to 





M1a X X X   X X  
M2a X X X   X X X 
M3a X X X   X X X 
M4a X X X   X X X 
M1b X X X   X X  
M2b X X X   X X X 
M3b X X X   X X X 
M4b X X X   X X X 
 
All model-fit indices’ cutoff criteria are presented in Table 9. Basically, the 




fulfilled the criteria equally, then the scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 difference test 
result was used as the final decision-making criterion.  
Table 9 
Model-fit Cutoff Criteria  
Statistic Cutoff criteria 
𝝌2 test statistic p value > .05 
𝝌2 ratio (𝝌2/df) ≦ 5 
RMSEA < .08 
CFI > .95 
TLI > .95 
AIC The smaller the better 
BIC The smaller the better 
Scaling-correction version 
of the 𝛘2 difference test 
The difference 𝛘2 value (∆𝛘2) exceeds the 




 In this section, the model-fitting results are reported for all the models and 
followed with the conclusion of the best fitting models among them. Then the parameter 
estimation results are reported only for the best-fitting models.  
Model-fitting results 
 The model-fitting results are reported for each of the research question in this 
section. 
Research question 1: What is the dynamic relationship between the changes of 
working memory true scores and the mathematics achievement true scores over time? 
 Four separate models were tested for how working memory changes over time. 
Therefore, four model-fit results were compared to determine which model fits the data 
the best (Table 10). As can be seen, the 𝛘2 values are all statistically significant. 
Purportedly, these results indicated all of the models should be rejected because the p 




sample size, however, is not settled; thus, other model-fitting results were taken into 
account to determine the best-fitting model. For all four models, the 𝛘2 ratio results were 
not ideal. The RMSEA, CFI, and TLI results, however, suggested that those four working 
memory models fit the data well. The working memory dual-change model and changes-
to-changes model, especially, fit the data better than constant-change model and 
proportional-change model. 
Table 10 

















RMSEA .04  .05  .02 .03 
CFI / TLI .97 / .98 .94 / .96 .99 / .99 .99 / .99 
     
AIC   2286093.22 2286089.10 
BIC   2287623.45 2287627.14 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test (∆df)    8.00 (1) 
* The p value is less than .05. 
 Note: The best-fitting model is in bold. 
 
 Further, because the working memory dual-change model and changes-to-changes 
model are nested models, their AIC and BIC, and the scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 
difference test results were compared to determine the better-fitting model. As can be 
seen in the Table 10, the dual-change model’s AIC result is larger than the changes-to-
changes model. The dual-change model’s BIC result is smaller than the changes-to-
changes model. Normally, the smaller AIC and BIC indicate the better fit of a model. In 
this case, the AIC and BIC results did not help to determine the better-fitting model 
between the dual-change model and changes-to-changes model. Last but not least, the 




changes-to-changes model is 8.00 with 1 df difference. This value exceeded the chi-
square critical value at α level equal to .05, which means the chi-square difference value 
is statistically significant. According to Werner and Schermelleh-Engel (2010), when the 
chi-square difference value is statistically significant, the model with fewer degrees of 
freedom fits the data better. In this case, the 𝛘2 difference test results indicated that the 
changes-to-changes model fits the data better than the dual-change model.  
After comparing all of the model-fit indices, the results suggested that the 
working memory dual-change model fits the data much better than constant-change 
model and proportional-change model. Furthermore, the dual-change model fits the data 
slightly better than the changes-to-changes model because the dual-change model has a 
slightly smaller the 𝛘2 ratio and RMSEA and BIC. Therefore, the overall model-fit 
results suggested that dual-change model is the best-fitting model to examine the changes 
in working memory over time. This model fit comparison process applied to the rest of 
model selection procedure. 
For mathematics, four model-fit results were compared to determine which model 
could represent the changes in mathematics over time the best (Table 11). All four 
models’ 𝛘2 values are statistically significant, and their 𝛘2 ratio results are not ideal. The 
RMSEA, CFI, and TLI results, however, suggested that the dual-change model and 
changes-to-changes model in mathematics are the acceptable models. Thus, the AIC and 
BIC results, and the scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 difference test result were 
compared between them since they are nested models. The AIC and BIC results showed 
that the mathematics changes-to-changes fits the data better than the dual-change model. 




difference, which exceeded the chi-square critical value at α level equal to .05. Therefore, 
the overall model-fit results suggested that the mathematics changes-to-changes model is 
the most accepted among those four models. 
Table 11 

















RMSEA .16 .19 .06 .06 
CFI / TLI .81 / .86 .67 / .80 .98 / .98 .98 / .98 
     
AIC   1932717.11 1932607.52 
BIC   1933942.77 1933841 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test (∆df)    41.89 (1) 
* The p value is less than .05. 
Note: The best-fitting model is in bold. 
 
The model-fitting results for four of the “a” set and four of the “b” set models of 
working memory and mathematics bivariate LDS models were compared and are 
presented in Table 12.  
In the “a” set, all four models’ 𝛘2 values are statistically significant and their 𝛘2 
ratio results are not ideal. The RMSEA results, however, suggested that all four models 
are acceptable. Thus, the AIC and BIC results were compared because these four models 
are nested models. The AIC and BIC results revealed that Model 4a (M4a), the bivariate 
model with two coupling effects, is the best-fitting model among others. In addition, the 
scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 difference test results from the last three models with 
coupling effects (M2a, M3a, and M4a) to the first model without coupling effect (M1a) 
were compared because the M1a is nested with the M2a, M3a, and M4a. The results 




equals to .05. After comparing all of the model-fit indices, the final results suggested that 
the bivariate model with two coupling effects (M4a) fits the data the best. 
Table 12 






MATH to WM 
M3a 
Coupling from  













RMSEA .04 .03 .04 .04 
     
AIC 2911867.48 2911666.16 2911473.15 2911372.26 
BIC 2914037.91 2913844.40 2913651.39 2913558.31 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test 































RMSEA .03 .03 .03 .03 
     
AIC 2910807.56 2910797.75 2910809.12 2910795.80 
BIC 2913009.22 2913007.22 2913018.59 2913013.08 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test 
(∆df)  3.00 (1) 0.15 (1) 4.69 (2) 
* The p value is less than .05. 
Note: The best-fitting model is in bold. 
 
Among the “b” set of models, all four models’ 𝛘2 values are statistically 
significant, and their 𝛘2 ratio results are not ideal. The RMSEA results, after rounded to 
two decimal points, showed no difference among these four models. Before rounding the 




three models had identical RMSEA values (.032). The AIC results revealed that the last 
model (M4b) is the best-fitting model and the second model (M2b) is the second-best-
fitting model. Nonetheless, the BIC results revealed that the best-fitting model is the 
second model (M2b) and the second-best-fitting model is the first model (M1b). In 
addition, none of the scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 difference test results exceeded 
the 𝛘2 critical value, which indicated the last three models did not improve the model fit 
statistically significantly when compared with the first model (M1b). In conclusion, 
among the four “b” set of models, the one with the best fit is the first model M1b. 
Research question 2: Does this dynamic change relationship vary for different 
classifications of students? 
For the second research question, all students were identified into four groups 
based on their initial level of working memory and mathematics scores. These four 
separate groups’ data analyses were computed simultaneously within each model, which 
means that all of the LDS models were computed as multigroups LDS models. 
Results for the working memory four univariate LDS models indicated that the 𝛘2 
values are statistically significant (Table 13). The 𝛘2 ratio, however, suggested that the 
dual-change model and the changes-to-changes model are acceptable because their 𝛘2 
ratio values are less than 5. The RMSEA results suggested that all models are acceptable, 
but the dual-change model and the changes-to-changes are the better fitting models. The 
CFI and TLI results suggested that the proportional-change model is the only 
unacceptable model. At this point, the dual-change model and the changes-to-changes 
model are much better fitting models than the constant-change and proportional-change 




and changes-to-changes models. The AIC results suggested that changes-to-changes 
model fits the data better, whereas the BIC suggested the dual-change model is better. In 
addition, the scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 difference test result did not exceed the 
𝛘2 critical value. As a result, the working memory dual-change model is the best-fitting 
model among all four models. 
Table 13 
Working Memory Univariate LDS Model With Four Groups’ Models-Fit Results  

















RMSEA .04  .06  .03 .03 
CFI / TLI .96 / .97 .89 / .93 .98 / .98 .98 / .98 
     
AIC   498628.42 498616.73 
BIC   498835.34 498853.22 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test (∆df)    7.57 (4) 
* The p value is less than .05. 
Note: The best-fitting model is in bold. 
 
In the four mathematics univariate LDS models, all of the 𝛘2 values are 
statistically significant, and the 𝛘2 ratio values are not ideal (Table 14). The RMSEA 
results suggested that the dual-change model and the changes-to-changes are the 
acceptable models. The CFI and TLI results suggested the changes-to-changes model is 
the only acceptable model. The constant-change model and the proportional-change 
model are not acceptable. Therefore, the further model-fit evaluations were done between 
the dual-change model and the changes-to-changes model. The AIC and BIC results 
showed that changes-to-changes model has smaller values, which suggested the changes-




difference test result exceeded the 𝛘2 critical value. In conclusion, the mathematics 
changes-to-changes model is the best-fitting model among all four models. 
Table 14 
Mathematics Univariate LDS Model With Four Groups’ Models-Fit Results  

















RMSEA .20  .23  .08 .08 
CFI / TLI .59 / .71 .39 / .62 .94 / .96 .95 / .96 
     
AIC   421698.22 421557.33 
BIC   421905.20 421793.87 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test (∆df)    66.74 (4) 
* The p value is less than .05. 
Note: The best-fitting model is in bold. 
 
The model-fitting results for four of the “a” set and four of the “b” set models of 
working memory and mathematics bivariate LDS models were compared and presented 
in Table 15.  
In the “a” set, all four models’ 𝛘2 values are statistically significant and their 𝛘2 
ratio results are not ideal. The RMSEA results suggested that all four models are the 
acceptable. Thus, the AIC and BIC results, and the scaling-correction version of the 𝛘2 
difference test result were compared among them. The AIC and BIC results revealed that 
Model 4a (M4a), the bivariate model with two coupling effects, is the best-fitting model 
among others. In addition, comparing the last three models with coupling effects (M2a, 
M3a, and M4a) to the first model without coupling effect (M1a), the results showed that 




all of the model-fit indices are compared, the final results indicated that the bivariate 
model with two coupling effects (M4a) fits the data the best. 
Table 15 
WM and MATH Bivariate LDS Model With Four Groups’ Models-Fit Results  
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RMSEA .04 .04 .04 .04 
     
AIC 918474.12 918349.26 917821.46 917729.17 
BIC 919035.91 918940.61 918412.82 918350.09 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test 
































RMSEA .04 .04 .04 .04 
     
AIC 917439.85 917441.28 917355.74 917280.00 
BIC 918119.90 918150.90 918057.98 918019.20 
Scaling-correction 
version of the 𝛘2 
difference test 
(∆df)  1.66 (4) 10.62 (3) 46.80 (8) 
* The p value is less than .05. 
Note: The best-fitting model is in bold. 
 
Among the “b” set of models, all four models’ 𝛘2 values are statistically 
significant, their 𝛘2 ratio results are not ideal, and all four models have an identical 
RMSEA result. The AIC and BIC results, however, suggested that the last model (M4b, 




correction version of the 𝛘2 difference test results exceeded the 𝛘2 critical value. In 
conclusion, among the four “b” set of models, the best-fitting one is the last model M4b. 
In summary, the best-fitting models in the first research question are the working 
memory univariate dual-change model, mathematics univariate changes-to-changes 
model, working memory and mathematics bivariate LDS model with bicoupling effect 
(M4a), and working memory and mathematics bivariate LDS model with bicoupling 
effect plus the change extension between each variable’s difference scores (M1b). The 
best-fitting models in the second research question (multigroups) are the working 
memory univariate dual-change model, mathematics univariate changes-to-changes 
model, working memory and mathematics bivariate LDS model with bicoupling effect 
(M4a), and working memory and mathematics bivariate LDS model with bicoupling 
effect plus the change extension between each variable’s difference scores and the 
changes-to-changes between these two variables (M4b, the full model). Therefore, these 
eight models’ parameter estimation results were reported in the following section.  
Parameter estimation results 
 In this section, all the main parameter estimation results of the best-fitting models 
are reported with interpretation. All the data analyses were computed based on estimated 
true scores and the results are presented in raw score scale (unstandardized). The full 
version of the Mplus results with standardized results can be found in Appendix H.  
Research question 1: What is the dynamic relationship between the changes of 
working memory true scores and the mathematics achievement true scores over time? 
 The first research question focused on addressing how working memory and 




models in working memory, mathematics, and working memory and mathematics are 
interpreted in detail.  
Working memory (WM) dual-change model (univariate). The WM dual-change 
model’s main results are presented in Figure 23 and Table 16.  
 
Figure 23. WM dual-change model results 
 
Table 16 
WM Dual-Change Model (1st - 5th Grade) Parameter Estimates 
Parameters Estimates  Standard Error 
Proportional-change component  
dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β) -0.16* 0.01 
WM0 with WM1 23.54* 2.45 
WM0-MEAN 472.47*  0.27 
WM0-Variance 241.48* 7.64 
WM1-MEAN 85.97* 5.18 
WM1-Variance 16.48* 1.22 
Residual Variance 172.93* 2.41 





All of the reported results are statistically significant. In this model, the total 
change equals to the constant change plus proportional change. The annual constant-
change component for the average student is the mean of the WM slope (WM1-MEAN), 
which equals to 85.97. Correspondingly, the variance of the constant-change component 
is WM1-Variance. The WM proportional-change component β, from the previous latent 
WM true score (lWM_1) to the subsequent changes in WM (dWM_2), is -0.16, which 
means, overtime, this proportional-change will have a negative effect on a student’s 
change in WM, and the higher score a student obtains, the proportional effect does have a 
greater and greater effect on how much this student is changing. In other words, if a 
student has a high score, this student will not increase as much as if a student has a low 
score. According to Professor Grimm’s explanation in the American Psychological 
Association (APA) advanced training (2020), “this [dual-change] model is actually 
equivalent to an exponential model, where students growing rapidly initially and then the 
growth start to flatten out. Because as students scores get higher and higher, they will get 
more of this [negative] proportional change effects.” Also, based on Grimm et al. (2012), 
the exponential function can be determined by the sign and magnitude of the constant-
change and proportional-changes parameter in the dual-change model. Therefore, in this 
WM dual-change model, the constant change is a positive number and the proportional 
change is a negative number, which indicates the changes in WM overtime is 
decelerating positively.  
The parameter WM0-MEAN is the score that the average student had at the initial 
time (first grade), and parameter WM0-Variance is how different students were 




initial score and the annual constant-change component (WM0 with WM1) is a positive 
value, which indicates that students with higher scores at the initial time point tend to 
have more constant change than students who had lower initial scores. The last parameter 
in the above table is the residual variance, which indicates the residual variability of how 
much the model predicted scores is going to differ from the observed scores. 
To compute the total change of this model, as mentioned previously, the total 
change should be equal to the constant change plus proportional change. So based on this 
model’s estimation results, the total change in WM from first grade to second grade is 
equal to the annual constant change (WM1-MEAN) plus the product of the initial time 
score (WM0-MEAN) and the proportional-change component (β). Written in a form of 
equation, the total change is as follows: 
Total change in WM from first grade to second grade = annual constant change + initial 
score × proportional change component, or 
∆ wm(2) = WM1-MEAN + WM0-MEAN × β. 
When filling the numerical values in this equation, the total change of the average student 
from first grade to second grade in WM is as follows: 
∆ wm(2) = 85.97 + 472.47 × (-0.16) ≈ 10.37. 
As a result, the total change of the average student from first grade to second grade in 
WM is about 10.37 points.  
 When computing the total change of the average student from second to third 
grade in WM, the first to second grade’s total change in WM should be taken into account 




 Total change of second to third grade = annual constant change + (initial score + total 
change of first to second grade) × proportional change component. 
When filling the numerical values in this equation, the total change of the average student 
from second grade to third grade in WM is as follows: 
∆ wm(3) = 85.97 + (472.47 + 10.37) × (-0.16) ≈ 8.54. 
As can be seen, the total change from second to third grade in WM is slowing down 
compared with the total change from first to second grade in WM because the WM 
proportional-change component (β) is a negative value. The same logic applies when 
computing the total change from third to fourth grade and from fourth to fifth grade in 
WM.  
Mathematics (MATH) univariate changes-to-changes model. The MATH 
changes-to-changes model’s main results are presented in Figure 24 and Table 17.  
 





MATH Changes-to-Changes Model (1st - 5th Grade) Parameter Estimates 
Parameters Estimates Standard Error 
Proportional-change component 
dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1 (β) -0.29* 0.003 
Changes-to-changes change component 
dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2 (ɸ) 0.06* 0.01* 
MATH0 with MATH1 69.42* 1.72* 
MATH0-MEAN 72.93* 0.20* 
MATH0-Variance 240.26* 5.20* 
MATH1-MEAN 38.80* 0.31* 
MATH1-Variance 29.00* 0.90* 
Residual Variance 36.06* 0.46* 
* The p value is less than .05. 
 
All of the reported results are statistically significant. In this model, the total 
change is equal the constant change plus the proportional change and the changes-to-
changes component. The annual constant-change component for the average student is 
the mean of the MATH slope (MATH1-MEAN) or 38.80. Correspondingly, MATH1-
Variance is the variance of the constant-change component. The MATH proportional-
change component (β) is negative 0.29, which is from the previous latent MATH true 
score (lMATH_1) to the subsequent MATH difference score (dMATH_2). In addition, the 
changes in MATH overtime are positively decelerating because the constant change is 
positive and proportional change is negative. The changes-to-changes component (ɸ) is 
the dynamic change component in MATH, which is a regression coefficient from the 
previous changes in MATH score (dMATH_2) to the subsequent changes in MATH score 
(dMATH_3). As can be seen in the Table 17, this changes-to-changes component has a 
positive value (0.06) and the estimate is statistically significant, which indicates the 
yearly changes in MATH were significantly and positively determined by prior yearly 
changes in MATH, that is, if students’ recent yearly changes in MATH increased, then 




The score of the average student at the initial time (first grade) is the estimated 
value of MATH0-MEAN (72.93), and the difference in individuals’ performance at the 
initial time is the estimated value of MATH0-Variance. The covariance between the 
initial score and the annual constant change component (MATH0 with MATH1) is a 
positive value, which indicates that students with higher mathematics scores at the initial 
time point tend to have more constant change in mathematics than students who had 
lower initial scores in mathematics. The last parameter in Table 17 is the residual 
variance, which indicates the residual variability of how much the model predicted scores 
is going to differ from the observed scores. 
In this changes-to-changes model, the total change equals to the constant change 
plus proportional change plus changes-to-changes. As can be seen in the Figure 24, the 
changes-to-changes component was measured three times: from second to third grade, 
from third to fourth grade, and from fourth to fifth grade. The changes-to-changes 
component from second to third grade is equal to the total change in second grade 
multiplied by ɸ. The equation is written as follows: 
Changes-to-changes component from second to third = total change in second grade × ɸ. 
Thus, the total change in mathematics in second grade should be calculated prior to the 
calculation of the changes-to-changes from second to third grade. The equation is written 
as follows: 
Total change in second grade (∆ math(2)) = WM1-MEAN + WM0-MEAN × β. 
In this case, equation of the changes-to-changes in third grade can be re-written as 
follows: 




When filling the numerical values in this equation, the changes-to-changes component of 
the average student in third grade in mathematics is as follows: 
Changes-to-changes in third grade = [38.80 + 72.93 × (-0.29)] × (0.06) 
            = 17.65 × (0.06) 
        ≈ 1.06. 
The result of the changes-to-changes of the average student in third grade in mathematics 
is about 1.06 points. The same logic applies when computing the changes-to-changes in 
fourth grade and fifth grade. 
To compute the total change of the average student from second to third grade in 
mathematics, this changes-to-changes result needs to be taken into account.  
Total change from second to third grade = constant change + proportional change in third 
grade + changes-to-changes in third grade 
Again, the proportional change in third grade needs to be computed first. 
Proportional change in third grade = second grade true score × β 
= [initial score + (constant change + initial score × β)] × β. 
Filling the numerical values in this equation, the proportional change of the average 
student in third grade in mathematics is as follows: 
Proportional change in third grade = [72.93 + (38.80 + 72.93 × (-0.29))] × (-0.29) 
        = 90.58 × (-0.29) 
        ≈ -26.27. 
Now, the total change in third grade can be computed as follows: 
Total change from second to third grade = constant change + proportional change in third 




= 38.80 + (-26.27) + 1.06 = 13.59. 
The same logic applies when computing the total change from third to fourth grade and 
from fourth to fifth grade in MATH. 
Working memory (WM) and mathematics (MATH) bivariate latent difference 
score (LDS) model with bicoupling effects (M4a). The main focus in this model is the two 
dynamic change parameters between WM and MATH, proportional-change (β) and 
coupling-change components (𝛾). Therefore, these results are presented below in Figure 
25 and Table 18. Figure 25 included these dynamic change parameters and constant 
change and the initial scores only.  
 








WM and MATH Bivariate LDS Model With Bicoupling Effects  




Proportional-change component in WM 
dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β) -0.42* 0.04 
Coupling effect from previous latent MATH 
score to the subsequent WM difference score 
dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 (𝛾) 0.16* 0.03 
Proportional-change component in MATH 
dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1 (β) -0.45* 0.07 
Coupling effect from previous latent WM score 
to the subsequent MATH difference score 
dMATH_2 ON lWM_1 (𝛾) 0.27* 0.11 
WM0-MEAN 472.24* 0.34 
WM0-Variance 272.59* 8.62 
WM1-MEAN 198.94*  17.33 
WM1-Variance 34.90* 5.76 
MATH0-MEAN 72.80* 0.21 
MATH0-Variance 229.58* 7.66 
MATH1-MEAN -77.76* 48.20 
MATH1-Variance 35.06* 6.48 
WM Residual Variance 177.72* 5.29 
MATH Residual Variance 35.04* 0.80 
     * The p value is less than .05. 
 
All of the reported results are statistically significant expect for the slope of 
MATH (MATH1-MEAN). As can be seen in Table 18, both coupling effects (𝛾) are 
statistically significant and positive, which means that if students’ recent MATH scores 
increased, this model predicts larger subsequent increases in their yearly changes in WM, 
and vice versa. 
In this model, the total change in either WM or MATH is equal to the constant 
change plus the proportional change and the coupling-effect change component. Using 
WM as an example, the equation of total change from first grade to second grade is 




Total change in WM from first to second grade = WM constant change + WM initial 
score × proportional change component + MATH initial score × coupling-effect 
component. 
∆ wm(2)  = WM1-MEAN + WM0-MEAN × dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β) + MATH0-MEAN × 
dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 (𝛾). 
Filling the numerical values in this equation, the total change in WM from first to second 
grade is as follows: 
∆ wm(2) = 198.94 + 472.24 × (-0.42) + 72.80 × (0.16)  
   ≈ 12.25. 
As a result, the total change in WM from first to second grade is about 12.25. And this 
total change consists of WM constant change (198.94), WM proportional change [472.24 
× (-0.42) ≈ -198.34], and coupling-effect component from prior MATH achievement 
[72.80 × (0.16) ≈ 11.65]. 
The same logic applies to the computation of the total change in MATH from first 
grade to second grade as well. The process are written as follows: 
Total change in MATH from first to second grade = MATH constant change + MATH 
initial score × proportional change + WM initial score × coupling-effect component. 
∆ math(2) = MATH1-MEAN + MATH0-MEAN × dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1 (β) + WM0-
MEAN × dMATH_2 ON lWM_1 (𝛾). 
Filling the numerical values in this equation, the total change in MATH from first to 
second grade is as follows:  
∆ math(2) = (-77.76) + 72.80 × (-0.45) + 472.24 × (0.27)  




As a result, the total change in MATH from first to second grade is about 16.98. And this 
total change consists of MATH constant change (-77.76), MATH proportional change 
[72.80 × (-0.45) ≈ -32.76], and coupling-effect component from prior WM [472.24 × 
(0.27) ≈ 127.50]. 
 Moreover, as mentioned in chapter III, the change equations for bivariate LDS 
model with coupling effect are written as follows: 
∆y(t)n = αy × syn + βy × y(t-1)n + 𝛾yx  × x(t-1)n and 
∆x(t)n = αx ×sxn + βx × x(t-1)n + 𝛾xy  × y(t-1)n. 
Filling the above equation with the estimated values, then they should be written as 
follows: 
∆wm(t)n = 198.94 + (-0.42) × wm(t-1)n + 0.16 × math(t-1)n and 
∆math(t)n = (-77.76) + (-0.45) × math(t-1)n + 0.27 × wm(t-1)n. 
The bold numbers indicate statistically significant results. 
The result of these two equations describe “a dynamic system” (Grimm et al., 
2012, p. 287) such as the yearly changes in WM is statistically significantly determined 
by previous year’s WM true score and also is statistically significantly determined by 
previous year’s MATH true score, and the yearly changes in MATH is statistically 
significantly determined by previous year’s MATH true score and also is statistically 
significantly determined by previous year’s WM true score. 
Working memory (WM) and mathematics (MATH) bivariate latent difference 
score (LDS) model with bicoupling effects plus change extension between each variable’s 
difference scores (M1b). The main focus in this model is three dynamic change 




changes component (ɸ) within each variable, and the coupling-change components (𝛾). 
Therefore, the results presented below in Figure 26 and Table 19 included these dynamic 
change parameters and constant change and the initial scores only. All of the reported 
results are statistically significant except for the changes-to-changes in WM.  
 
Figure 26. The results of WM and MATH latent difference score model with both 
coupling effects and changes-to-changes extensions for both WM and MATH difference 
scores 
 
As can be seen in Table 19, both coupling effects (𝛾) are statistically significant 
and positive, which means that if students’ recent MATH scores increased, this model 
predicts larger subsequent increases in their yearly changes in WM, and vice versa. Both 
of the changes-to-changes components (ɸ) are statistically significant, but changes-to-




For WM, this means that yearly changes in WM were significantly and negatively 
determined by the prior yearly changes in WM. If students’ recent yearly changes in WM 
increased, then this model predicts larger subsequent declines in their yearly changes in 
WM. For MATH, however, the yearly changes in MATH were significantly and 
positively determined by the prior yearly changes in MATH. If students’ recent yearly 
changes in MATH increased, then this model predicts larger subsequent increases in their 
yearly changes in MATH. 
Table 19 
WM and MATH Bivariate LDS Model With Bicoupling Effects Plus Change Extensions 




Proportional-change component in WM 
dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β) -0.38* 0.06 
Changes-to-changes change component in WM 
dWM_3 ON dWM_2 (ɸ) -0.05* 0.04 
Coupling effect from previous latent MATH score 
to the subsequent WM difference score  
dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 (𝛾) 0.15* 0.04 
Proportional-change component in MATH 
dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1 (β) -0.77* 0.10 
Changes-to-changes change component in MATH 
dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2 (ɸ) 0.14* 0.02 
Coupling effect from previous latent WM score to 
the subsequent MATH difference score  
dMATH_2 ON lWM_1 (𝛾) 0.75* 0.15 
WM0-MEAN 472.54* 0.28 
WM0-Variance 254.03* 8.42 
WM1-MEAN 177.79* 23.77 
WM1-Variance 23.70* 6.01 
MATH0-MEAN 72.96* 0.20 
MATH0-Variance 217.83* 5.63 
MATH1-MEAN -278.67* 65.59 
MATH1-Variance 89.15* 25.65 
WM Residual Variance 188.50* 2.76 
MATH Residual Variance 33.02* 0.54 





In this model, the total change in either WM or MATH is equal to the constant 
change plus proportional-change (β), changes-to-changes component (ɸ), and the 
coupling-effect change component (𝛾). Using WM as an example, the equation of total 
change from second grade to third grade is written as follows: 
Total change in WM from second to third grade = WM constant change + WM second 
grade score × WM proportional change component + WM difference score in second 
grade × WM changes-to-changes component + MATH second grade latent score × 
coupling-effect component from previous MATH score to subsequent WM difference 
score. 
The first change component, WM constant change, is given in the data-analysis 
results as WM1-MEAN (177.79). For the second change component, the proportional 
change from second to third grade, the second grade WM score needs to be computed 
first. The second grade WM score equals to WM initial score plus WM constant change, 
the product of WM initial score and the proportional-change component, and the product 
of MATH initial score and the coupling-effect component. Written in numerical notations 
is as follows: 
Second grade WM score = WM0-MEAN + WM1-MEAN + WM0-MEAN × dWM_2 ON 
lWM_1 (β) + MATH0-MEAN × dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 (𝛾). 
Second grade WM score = 472.54 + 177.79 + 472.54 × (-0.38) + 72.96 × (0.15) 
                  ≈ 472.54 + 177.79 + (-179.57) + 10.94 
                  ≈ 481.70. 
For the third change component, changes-to-changes from second grade to third 




difference score in second grade is equal to the WM constant change plus the product of 
the WM initial score and proportional-change component plus the product of the MATH 
initial score and coupling-effect component. Written in numerical notations is as follows: 
∆ wm(2) = WM1-MEAN + WM0-MEAN × dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β) + MATH0-MEAN × 
dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 (𝛾). 
∆ wm(2) = 177.79 + 472.54 × (-0.38) + 72.96 × (0.15) 
    ≈ 177.79 + (-179.57) + 10.94 
    ≈ 9.16. 
For the last change component, the coupling effect from second grade MATH to 
third grade WM, the second grade’s MATH score needs to be computed first. The second 
grade MATH score is equal to MATH initial score plus MATH constant change, the 
product of MATH initial score and the MATH proportional change component, and the 
product of WM initial score and the coupling-effect component. Written in numerical 
notations is as follows: 
Second grade MATH score = MATH0-MEAN + MATH1-MEAN + MATH0-MEAN × 
dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1 (β) + WM0-MEAN × dMATH_2 ON lWM_1 (𝛾). 
Second grade MATH score = 72.96 + (-278.67) + 72.96 × (-0.77) + 472.54 × (0.75) 
           ≈ 72.96 + (-278.67) + (-56.18) + 354.41 
           ≈ 92.52. 
 At this point, all the parts are needed to compute the total change in WM from 
second to third grade were calculated. Therefore, the total change in WM from second to 
third grade is computed as follows: 




   ≈ 177.79 + (-183.05) + (-0.46) + 13.88 
   ≈ 8.16. 
 As a result, the total change in WM from second grade to third grade is about 
8.16. And this total change consists of WM constant change (177.79), WM proportional 
change [481.70 × (-0.38) ≈ (-183.05)], WM changes-to-changes [9.16 × (-0.05) ≈ (-
0.46)], and the coupling-effect component from prior MATH achievement [92.52 × 
(0.15) ≈ 13.88]. The same logic applies to computing the total change in MATH from 
second to third grade. 
 Moreover, as mentioned in chapter III, the change equations for bivariate LDS 
model with coupling effect are written as follows: 
∆y(t)n = αy × syn + βy × y(t-1)n + 𝛾yx  × x(t-1)n + ɸy × ∆y(t-1)n and 
∆x(t)n = αx ×sxn + βx × x(t-1)n + 𝛾xy  × y(t-1)n + ɸx × ∆x(t-1)n. 
Filling the above equation with the estimated values, then they should be written as 
follows: 
∆wm(t)n = 177.79 + (-0.38) × wm(t-1)n + 0.15 × math(t-1)n + (-0.05) × ∆wm(t-1)n and 
∆math(t)n = (-278.67) + (-0.77) × math(t-1)n + 0.75 × wm(t-1)n + 0.14 × ∆math(t-1)n. 
The bold numbers indicate statistically significant results. The result of these two 
equations describe that the yearly changes in WM were statistically significantly 
determined by constant change, prior WM, and prior MATH; the yearly changes in 
MATH were statistically significantly determined by constant change, prior MATH, prior 





Research question 2: Does this dynamic change relationship vary for different 
classifications of students? 
 The second research question focuses on addressing whether the dynamic change 
relationship between working memory and mathematics vary for different groups of 
students or not. Students’ group membership was identified by their prior time (spring of 
kindergarten) working memory and mathematics scores after the missing scores were 
removed. For this question, the missing data were removed for identifying groups 
because students’ group membership should not be estimated. A total of four groups were 
identified: low-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics students were named 
as LL group, low-prior working memory and high-prior mathematics students were 
named as LH group, high-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics students 
were named as HL group, and high-prior working memory and high-prior mathematics 
students were named as HH group.  
Working memory (WM) univariate dual-change model. The main results of four 
groups’ WM dual-change model are presented in Table 20. All the presented results are 
statistically significant. As can be seen, the low-prior working memory and low-prior 
mathematics (LL) group’s working memory initial true scores (WM0-MEAN) is the 
lowest among four group, and the high-prior working memory and high-prior 
mathematics (HH) group’s working memory initial true scores (WM0-MEAN) is the 
highest among four group. The other two groups’ do not differ much. The results of these 
four groups’ constant-change component (WM1-MEAN) indicated that the LL group has 
the highest annual constant change and the LH (low-prior working memory and high-




other two groups with high-prior working memory do not differ much in annual WM 
constant change. Regarding the proportional-change component (β), all four groups have 
a negative value, which means students’ working memory growth would be flattened out 
over time. The LL group has the lowest proportional change, and the LH group has the 
highest proportional change. Both HL and HH groups with high-prior working memory 
groups have an identical proportional change values that does not differ from the LH 
group.  
Table 20 
WM Dual-Change Model (1st - 5th Grade) Regression Coefficients and Parameter 
Estimates of True Scores Across Four Groups with Standard Errors 
 Groups 
Estimates LL LH HL HH 
Proportional-change component 

























































  * The p value is less than .05. 
  a  Standard errors are in the second row. 
 
The relationship between students’ initial working memory score and their 
constant change is presented in a raw score fashion (WM0 with WM1). As a result, the 
relationship is a covariance coefficient instead of correlation coefficient. Nevertheless, all 
groups have a positive covariance coefficient value, which means that students had 




their group memberships. In addition, the high-prior working memory and high-prior 
mathematics (HH) group has the highest covariance coefficient, which means that the 
relationship between WM initial scores and constant change for HH group of students is 
the strongest. The LL group has the lowest covariance coefficient, which means the 
relationship between WM initial scores and constant change for LL group of students is 
the weakest. The LH group has a slightly higher covariance coefficient than the HL 
(high-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics) group.  
 The residual variance indicates how much this dual-change predicted scores are 
going to differ from the observed scores. As can be seen (Table 20), the HH group has 
the lowest residual variance, which indicated this dual-change model could predict the 
HH group’s WM dynamic change over time the best. The LL group has the highest 
residual variance, which indicated this dual-change model could not predict the LL 
group’s WM dynamic change over time as well. 
 As a conclusion, the numerical notations for WM dynamic change over time for 
these four groups are written as follows: 
LL: ∆wm(t)n = 91.62 + (-0.18) × wm(t-1)n, 
LH: ∆wm(t)n = 63.21 + (-0.11) × wm(t-1)n, 
HL: ∆wm(t)n = 70.70 + (-0.13) × wm(t-1)n, and 
HH: ∆wm(t)n = 70.14 + (-0.13) × wm(t-1)n. 
The bold numbers in above change equations indicate the results are statistically 
significant. 
Mathematics (MATH) univariate changes-to-changse model. Four groups MATH 




results are statistically significant except for the LH group’s changes-to-changes in 
MATH. The estimated MATH initial true scores (MATH0-MEAN) are resonant with 
students’ group membership, which two low-prior mathematics achievement groups have 
lower MATH initial true scores than the other two high-prior mathematics achievement 
groups. The MATH constant change component (MATH1-MEAN) showed similar results 
that two low-prior mathematics achievement groups have less MATH constant change 
than the other two high-prior mathematics achievement groups.  
Table 21 
MATH Changes-to-Changes Model (1st - 5th Grade) Regression Coefficients and 
Parameter Estimates of True Scores Across Four Groups with Standard Errors 
 Groups 
Estimates LL LH HL HH 
Proportional change component 









Changes-to-changes change component 

























































* The p value is less than .05. 
a  Standard errors are in the second row. 
 
Similar pattern also is reflected in the MATH proportional change component (β) 
results. The two low-prior mathematics achievement groups, however, have a slightly 
higher MATH proportional change rate than the other two high-prior mathematics 




change of the yearly changes in MATH such as whether the subsequent yearly changes in 
MATH is statistically significantly determined by the prior yearly changes in MATH. As 
the results showed that only the LH group’s subsequent yearly changes in MATH were 
not statistically significantly determined by prior yearly changes. The other three groups’ 
subsequent yearly changes were statistically significantly determined by their prior yearly 
changes. Moreover, the LL group has highest and positive changes-to-changes results, 
which implies that if LL group students’ MATH scores recently increased, then this 
model predicts larger subsequent increases in their yearly changes in mathematics. The 
HH group, however, has a negative changes-to-changes result, which means that if HH 
group students’ MATH scores recently increased then this model predicts larger 
subsequent declines in their yearly changes in MATH. 
Regarding the relationship between MATH initial scores and MATH constant 
change (MATH0 with MATH1), the LL group has the highest covariance coefficient, 
which means the LL group of students’ initial mathematics scores and constant change 
scores has the strongest relationship than the other three groups. The residual variance 
results indicated this model could predict the HH group’s MATH dynamic change over 
time the best. 
 As a conclusion, the final MATH change equations for these four groups are 
written as follows: 
LL: ∆math(t)n = 34.96 + (-0.28) ×math(t-1)n + 0.12 × ∆math(t-1)n, 
LH: ∆math(t)n = 45.43 + (-0.32) × math(t-1)n + 0.01 × ∆math(t-1)n, 
HL: ∆math(t)n = 37.51 + (-0.28) × math(t-1)n + 0.08 × ∆math(t-1)n, and 




The bold numbers in above equations indicate the results are statistically significant. 
Working memory (WM) and mathematics (MATH) bivariate latent difference 
score (LDS) model with bicoupling effects (M4a). The main results are presented in Table 
22. 
Table 22 
WM and MATH Bivariate LDS Model With Bicoupling Effects (M4a, 1st – 5th Grade) 
Regression Coefficients and Parameter Estimates of True Scores Across Four Groups 
with Standard Errors 
 Groups 
Estimates LL LH HL HH 
Proportional change component in WM 
dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β) 
-0.29* 







Coupling effect from previous latent MATH score to 
the subsequent WM difference score 









Proportional change component in MATH 









Coupling effect from previous latent WM score to 
the subsequent MATH difference score 

























































































* The p value is less than .05. 





The two dynamic change components, proportional-change (β) and coupling-
effect component (𝛾), in both WM and MATH are the focus of this model. Four groups’ 
WM initial time true score (WM0-MEAN) results are statistically significant and the 
scores are resonant with students’ group membership that LL group has the lowest WM 
initial true scores and HH group has the highest WM initial true scores. The other two 
groups have almost identical initial true scores. The results of WM constant-change 
component (WM1-MEAN) are statistically significant except for the HL group. Among 
these groups with statistically significant results that LH group has the highest WM 
constant changes and LL group has the lowest constant change. The proportional-change 
results in WM (dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β)) showed that HL group has a positive and the 
highest-proportional-change, but this result is not statistically significant. The other three 
groups’ proportional-change results are statistically significant, and all resulted in a 
negative value, which means those students’ WM growth over time would be flatten out. 
In addition, the WM residual variance results indicated that this model predicts the HH 
group the best in terms of the estimated true scores being the closest to their observed 
scores. 
All four groups’ MATH initial true scores (MATH0-MEAN) are statistically 
significant. The two groups with low-prior mathematics achievement have lower MATH 
initial true scores and the other two groups with high-prior mathematics achievement 
have higher MATH initial true scores. Regarding the MATH constant-change component 
(MATH1-MEAN), only the LL group and LH group’ results are statistically significant. 
Between these two groups, the high-prior mathematics achievement group (LH) has the 




a quite low and negative MATH constant change. The MATH proportional change 
(dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1 (β)) results are statistically significant except for the HL group. 
The other three groups have a negative value in MATH proportional change, which mean 
these students’ mathematics growth would be flattened out over time. In addition, the 
MATH residual variance results indicated that this model predicts the HH group the best 
in terms of the estimated true scores being the closest to their observed scores. 
Last but not the least, the bidirectional coupling effect is compared among the 
four groups. The coupling effect describes one of the dynamic change relationships 
between WM and MATH. The coupling effect result from previous latent MATH scores 
to the subsequent changes in WM (dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 (𝛾)) showed that LL, LH, and 
HH group have a positive results, which means that yearly changes in WM were 
positively determined by the previous year MATH score. Moreover, among these three 
groups, changes in LH and HH groups’ WM are statistically significant, whereas the HL 
group’s change in WM was determined negatively by the prior year’s MATH score, but 
the result is not statistically significant. The coupling-effect results from previous latent 
WM scores to the subsequent changes in MATH (dMATH_2 ON lWM_1 (𝛾)) showed that 
LL group is the only group has a statistically significant result, and the result indicated 
that changes in MATH for LL group were statistically significantly and positively 
determined by the prior WM. 
 As a conclusion, the final WM and MATH bivariate change equations for these 
four groups are written as follows: 
LL: ∆wm(t)n = (144.68) + (-0.29) × wm(t-1)n + 0.03 × ∆math(t-1)n, 




LH: ∆wm(t)n = 225.30 + (-0.50) × wm(t-1)n + 0.24 × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = 80.32 + (-0.27) × math(t-1)n + (-0.08) × ∆wm(t-1)n, 
HL: ∆wm(t)n = (-296.2) + (0.74) × wm(t-1)n + (-0.60) × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = (-1193.61) + (-1.95) × math(t-1)n + 2.84 × ∆wm(t-1)n, 
HH: ∆wm(t)n = 175.81 + (-0.37) × wm(t-1)n + (0.17) × ∆math(t-1)n, and 
∆math(t)n =31.28 + (-0.35) × math(t-1)n + (0.04) × ∆wm(t-1)n. 
Statistically significant results are bolded in above equations. 
Working memory and mathematics bivariate latent difference score model with 
bi-coupling effect plus the change extension between each variable’s difference scores 
and the changes-to-changes between these two variables (M4b, full model). The main 
results are presented in Table 23.  
The four types of dynamic change components, proportional change (β) within 
each variable, changes-to-changes (ɸ) within each variable, and coupling-effect 
component (𝛾) and changes-to-changes component (ξ) between WM and MATH are the 
main focus of this model. Therefore, the following interpretations are focused on them 
only. First, the proportional change (β) and changes-to-changes (ɸ) within each variable 
are interpreted, then followed with the bivariate change components interpretations of 
coupling-effect component (𝛾) and changes-to-changes component (ξ) between WM and 
MATH. 
Among four proportional-change components (dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (β)) in WM, 
only the LL group has a statistically significant and negative result, which means LL 
group students WM growth would be flattened out over time statistically significantly. 





WM and MATH Bivariate LDS Model Full Model (M4b, 1st – 5th Grade) Regression 
Coefficients and Parameter Estimates of True Scores Across Four Groups  
with Standard Errors 
 Groups 
Estimates LL LH HL HH 
Proportional-change component in WM 









Changes-to-changes change component in WM 









Coupling effect from previous latent MATH score to 
the subsequent WM difference score  









Changes-to-changes, from previous changes in MATH 
to subsequent changes in WM  









Proportional-change component in MATH 









Changes-to-changes change component in MATH 









Coupling effect from previous latent WM score to the 
subsequent MATH difference score  









Dynamic changes-to-changes, from previous changes 
in WM to subsequent changes in MATH  

























































































* The p value is less than .05. 





HH group has a statistically significant result, and the result is a negative value, which 
means, for HH group, that subsequent yearly changes in WM were statistically significant 
and negatively determined by prior yearly changes in WM. In other words, if HH group 
students’ recent yearly changes in WM increased, this model predicts larger subsequent 
declines in their yearly changes in WM. Four groups’ results of proportional change in 
MATH showed that LL, HL, and HH groups have statistically significantly and negative 
results, which means these students’ MATH growth would be flattened out over time. 
Alternatively, LH group has a positive result in MATH proportional change, which 
means LH group of students MATH growth would be continuing to grow over time, but 
this result is not statistically significant. The changes-to-changes (dMATH_3 ON 
dMATH_2 (ɸ)) in MATH results showed that only the LL group has a statistically 
significant and positive result, which means that the subsequent yearly changes in MATH 
were statistically significantly and positively determined by their prior yearly changes in 
MATH for LL group of student. Although, the other three groups have positive results in 
changes-to-changes in MATH, but their results are not statistically significant. 
 Regarding one of the bivariate coupling-effect component (dWM_2 ON lMATH_1 
(𝛾)), direction from MATH to WM, only the LL group has a statistically significant and 
positive coupling effect from prior latent MATH score to the subsequent changes in WM, 
which means, for LL group, if students’ recent MATH scores increased, this model 
predicts larger subsequent increases in their yearly changes in WM. Another bivariate-
coupling-effect component (dMATH_2 ON lWM_1), direction from WM to MATH, 




results, which means, for these two groups, if students’ recent WM increased, this model 
predicts larger subsequent increases in their yearly changes in MATH.  
 The bidirectional and bivariate changes-to-changes components between WM and 
MATH were compared among all groups. One of the bivariate changes-to-changes 
(dWM_3 ON dMATH_2 (ξ)) components, direction from MATH to WM, showed that the 
HH group has a statistically significant and positive result, which means that the 
subsequent yearly changes in WM were statistically significantly and positively 
determined by the prior yearly changes in MATH for HH group, that is, if HH group of 
students had an increase in their recent yearly changes in MATH, this model predicts 
larger subsequent increases in yearly changes in WM. The rest of three groups’ results 
are not statistically significant. Another bivariate changes-to-changes (dMATH_3 ON 
dWM_2 (ξ)) component is directed from WM to MATH. The results showed that HH 
group had a statistically significant and negative result, which means that the subsequent 
yearly changes in MATH were statistically significantly and negatively determined by 
the prior yearly changes in WM for HH group, that is, if HH group of students had an 
increase in their recent yearly changes in WM, this model predicts larger subsequent 
declines in their yearly changes in MATH. The rest of three groups’ results are not 
statistically significant. 
  As a conclusion, the final WM and MATH bivariate-change equations for 
these four groups are written as follows: 
LL: ∆wm(t)n = 182.59 + (-0.39) × wm(t-1)n + 0.12 × math(t-1)n + 0.19 × ∆wm(t-1)n + (-




∆math(t)n = (-174.89) + (-0.58) × math(t-1)n + 0.49 × wm(t-1)n + 0.18 × ∆math(t-1)n 
+ (-0.02) × ∆wm(t-1)n, 
LH: ∆wm(t)n = 280.17 + (-0.65) × wm(t-1)n + 0.48 × math(t-1)n + (-1.24) × ∆wm(t-1)n 
+0.37 × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = 371.86 + 0.44 × math(t-1)n + (-0.82) × wm(t-1)n + 0.60 × ∆math(t-1)n +  
(-2.25) × ∆wm(t-1)n, 
HL: ∆wm(t)n = 129.38 + (-0.26) × wm(t-1)n + 0.06 × math(t-1)n + 0.37 × ∆wm(t-1)n + (-
0.18) × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = (-498.23) + (-1.00) × math(t-1)n + 1.23 × wm(t-1)n + 0.13 × ∆math(t-1)n 
+ 0.17 × ∆wm(t-1)n, 
HH: ∆wm(t)n = 95.03 + (-0.20) × wm(t-1)n + 0.10 × math(t-1)n + (-0.47) × ∆wm(t-1)n + 
0.26 × ∆math(t-1)n, and 
∆math(t)n = 63.06 + (-0.23) × math(t-1)n + (-0.05) × wm(t-1)n + 0.10 × ∆math(t-1)n +  
(-0.48) × ∆wm(t-1)n. 
The bold numbers in above change equations indicate the results are statistically 
significant. 
Summary of Results 
 The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate two research questions, and all 
results are based on the estimated true scores. The first research question was to examine 
the dynamic relationship between the changes of working memory true scores and the 
mathematics true scores over time. The results from working memory and mathematics 
bivariate LDS model with bicoupling-effects plus the change extension between each 




positive bicoupling-effects between working memory true scores and mathematics true 
scores, which means that the yearly changes in working memory and mathematics were 
statistically significantly and positively determined by prior mathematics true scores and 
working memory true scores. If students’ recently working memory and mathematics 
scores increased, then this model predicts larger subsequent increases in their yearly 
changes in mathematics and yearly changes in working memory. The change extension 
(changes-to-changes) results between each variable’s difference scores indicated that 
working memory’s changes-to-changes result is not statistically significant, whereas the 
changes-to-changes result is statistically significant for mathematics. In conclusion, the 
yearly changes in working memory were statistically significantly determined by working  
memory constant-change, prior working memory ability, and prior mathematics 
achievement, and the yearly changes in mathematics were statistically significantly 
determined by mathematics constant-change, prior mathematics achievement, prior 
working memory ability, and prior yearly changes in mathematics achievement. In 
addition, both working memory and mathematics univariate model results indicated that 
yearly changes in working memory ability and yearly changes in mathematics 
achievement are decelerating positively over time. 
 The second research question was to examine the whether this dynamic 
relationship vary for four different classifications of students or not. Four groups students 
were identified by their prior working memory ability and prior mathematics 
achievement. Students with low-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics were 
identified as LL group, students with low-prior working memory and high-prior 




low-prior mathematics were identified as HL group, and students with high-prior working 
memory and high-prior mathematics were identified as HH group. For LL group of 
students, the results indicated that their yearly changes in working memory were 
statistically significantly determined by working memory constant-change and prior 
working memory ability and prior mathematics achievement; their yearly changes in 
mathematics were statistically significantly determined by mathematics constant-change, 
prior mathematics achievement, prior working memory ability, and prior yearly changes 
in mathematics achievement. For LH group of students, however, the results indicated 
that their yearly changes in working memory and mathematics were not statistically 
significantly determined by any change components. For HL group of students, the 
results indicated that their yearly changes in working memory were not significantly 
determined by any change components, whereas their yearly changes in mathematics 
were statistically significantly determined by mathematics constant-change and prior 
mathematics achievement and prior working memory ability. For HH group of students, 
the results indicated that their yearly changes in working memory were statistically 
significantly determined by prior yearly changes in working memory ability and prior 
yearly changes in mathematics achievement, their yearly changes in mathematics were 
statistically significantly determined by prior mathematics achievement and prior yearly 












SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS 
 This dissertation had two purposes. The first purpose was to examine the dynamic 
change relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement over time 
based on their estimated true scores. The second purpose was to address the working 
memory training programs issue by separating students into four different groups based 
on their prior working memory and prior mathematics achievement scores and then 
examining what their growth or change rates are to provide evidence on how to help 
different types of students improve their mathematics achievement. This chapter starts 
with a summary of the study and is followed by a summary of the findings. After the 
limitations of the study are presented, the findings are discussed and conclusions are 
drawn about the research questions. Finally, the chapter concludes with the implications 
for research and practice. 
Summary of the Study 
 Learning mathematics is critical in this fast-developing technological world. The 
national reports, however, have shown that the majority of the U.S. students’ fourth and 
eighth grades’ mathematics scores have not improving significantly. For example, for the 
15-year-old US students, their mathematics achievement results have shown that they 
were below the international mean since 2000 (National Center for Education Statistics, 
https://nces.ed.gov/surveys/pisa/pisa2018/index.asp#/). Consequently, researchers and 
educators have tried to find methods to improve students’ mathematics achievement, 
including the study of the relationship between cognitive abilities and learning (Battista , 




 Working memory, as one of the cognitive abilities, has been studied intensively. 
Dehn (2008) summarized the concept of working memory as a central cognitive process, 
which is able to store information temporarily and interact with long-term memory and 
then process that information (p. 2). Baddeley (2012) described the working memory 
simply as “a combination of storage and manipulation” (p. 4). According to Baddeley 
(2000), working memory consists of four components, including central executive, visuo-
spatial sketchpad, episodic buffer, and phonological loop. In general, the central 
executive component facilitates tasks demanding great attention such as repeating 
numbers in a reversed order (Baddeley, 2012, p. 6). The main role of both visuo-spatial 
sketchpad and phonological loop components are information inputting and retrieving 
information from long-term memory, but both components have limited capacity. The 
episodic buffer component is assumed “to be controlled by the central executive,” and it 
is an information storage place with limited capacity that is “capable of integrating 
information from a variety of sources” (Baddeley, 2000, p. 421).   
Many researchers have suggested that the development of working memory 
depends on working memory’s capacity, processing speed, strategy usage, and 
knowledge, even though there are many controversies regarding what factors cause 
working memory to develop (Cowan, 2014, 2016, 2017; Gathercole, Pickering, 
Ambridge & Wearing, 2004; Swanson, 1999). Mainly, researchers agree that working 
memory’s capacity as the main aspect that develops with age. Working memory capacity 
increases rapidly during the infancy period, and then it increases in a linear fashion from 




Working memory plays an important role in learning. It is theorized to hold and 
process information and to interact with long- and short-term memory actively, which are 
essential for learning to occur (Baddeley, 1986; Cowan, 2014). When learning new 
concepts, working memory is thought to hold or store the new information, to recall 
similar or new information from long-term memory about the new concepts, to relate the 
new and already learned concepts in the executive processor, and to modify long-term 
memory to reflect the newly processed information. This working memory processing 
does not guarantee learning will occur but is thought to be the common path to changes in 
long-term memory.  
As an example, when students learn a new mathematics procedure like calculating 
the area of a triangle, they need to use their working memory to hold or store the formula 
that they are learning and recall knowledge related to triangle that was learned previously 
from their long-term memory. Next, they could relate the prior-knowledge of a triangle 
with the formula that they are learning to facilitate the new learning process, which is to 
complete the calculation of the area of a triangle. 
Many studies have shown that there is a low to moderate positive relationship 
between working memory and mathematics achievement (Ahmed, Tang, Waters, & 
Davis-Kean, 2019; Clements, Sarama, & Germeroth, 2016; Cragg & Gilmore, 2014; 
Cragg, Keeble, Richardson, Roome, & Gilmore, 2017; Dehn, 2008; Viterbori, Usai, 
Traverso, & De Franchis, 2015). In a meta-analysis review of research on the relationship 
between working memory and mathematics, Peng, Namkung, Barnes, and Sun (2016) 
found that the average correlation coefficient between working memory and mathematics 




memory relate to different mathematics skills, for example, visual-spatial working 
memory predicts number writing, the central executive processor predicts young 
children’s calculation skill, and verbal working memory (phonological loop) has a strong 
relationship with multiplication (Holmes & Adams, 2006; Simmons, Willis, & Adams, 
2012).  
Some researchers have suggested that students’ mathematics achievement could 
be improved by training their working memory ability because of this positive 
relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement (McClelland et al., 
2014; Swanson & Fung, 2016; Van der Ven, Kroesbergen, Boom, & Leseman, 2012). 
Hence, a large number of working memory training programs have been invented to help 
students to ameliorate their working memory ability, which leads to improvement in their 
mathematics achievement. 
In a review of relevant research, Cragg and Gilmore (2014) found that although 
working memory training had some effects on working memory ability, it did not 
translate into improved mathematics achievement. Randall and Tyldesley (2016) 
conducted a review of three different kinds of working memory training programs. 
Across eight studies, their results showed that the working memory training programs 
only demonstrated low to moderate effects on working memory ability’s improvement 
and the effects of the training on mathematics achievement were inconclusive. Melby-
Lervåg, Redick, and Hulme (2016) evaluated over 87 studies on computer-based working 
memory training programs and concluded that there is no evidence that working memory 
training convincingly yield effects on either cognitive or academic skills. Similarly, 




memory training program, and their results showed that working memory training 
programs had no effects. Together, these studies lead to a conclusion that the results of 
working memory training programs are ambiguous at best.  
 In order to use working memory to improve students’ mathematics achievement, 
questions regarding how working memory and mathematics change over time will need 
to be addressed carefully. Also, in order to find out the reasons for the ambiguous effects 
of working memory training programs, students’ individual difference will need to be 
considered when examining the relationship between working memory and mathematics. 
Previous research used students without working memory deficit or any kind of learning 
difficulties as participants have not paid enough attention to regular students’ individual 
differences. The individual differences may cause students to react to working memory 
training differently. Thus, the training effects are inconclusive. Thus, it may be necessary 
to examine the growth of working memory over time for elementary-school students not 
as a group but separately for each level of students with different levels of working 
memory ability and mathematics achievement, the approach adopted in this dissertation.  
Furthermore, previous research has not studied the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory and mathematics using the estimated true scores. The two 
aspects that have been addressed in this dissertation are the concept of true scores and the 
dynamic change relationship. First, the concept of true score is based on the classical test 
theory (Lord & Novick, 1968), where an observed score is conceptualized as being equal 
to the true score plus an error score. The error score is thought to be the results of 
measurement error, which means that by using the observed score rather than the 




into their data analyses. Second, the dynamic change relationship between working 
memory and mathematics refers to the relationship between the changes in working 
memory estimated true scores and the changes in mathematics estimated true scores, 
where one variable’s changes may lead to another variable’s subsequent changes and vice 
versa.  
Therefore, this dissertation addressed these aspects of prior research’s limitations. 
First, all students’ working memory and mathematics dynamic change relationship were 
examined using their estimated true scores. Then, the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory and mathematics were examined again for four different 
groups of students. Students were identified into four different groups based on their prior 
working memory ability and prior mathematics achievement. Students with low-prior 
working memory ability and low-prior mathematics achievement were identified as the 
LL group, students with low-prior working memory ability and high-prior mathematics 
achievement were identified as the LH group, students with high-prior working memory 
ability and low-prior mathematics achievement were identified as the HL group, and 
students with high-prior working memory ability and high-prior mathematics 
achievement were identified as the HH group. The grouping purpose was not to 
distinguish students with working memory deficit and mathematics learning difficulties 
from regular students, but rather to focus on all students and their individual differences. 
Baddeley’s (2000) revised working memory model and Silver’s (1987) 
information flow model in the framework of memory architecture are this dissertation’s 
theoretical frameworks. The revised working memory model by Baddeley (2000) 




memory component associates with each other and with long-term memory. Furthermore, 
the Silver (1987) information flow model combined with the framework of memory 
architecture and the working memory operation process in mathematics, which provides 
this dissertation’s fundamental theoretical rationale. In general, after students receive a 
piece of mathematics task, their working memory would keep that new task while 
retrieving related information from the long-term memory to help working memory to 
solve that mathematics task. These two theoretical frameworks, especially the Silver 
(1987) information flow model in the memory architecture, delineate the relationship 
between working memory and mathematics, where one piece of new mathematical 
information goes through working memory and associates with the information that is 
retrieved from long-term memory and then gets back to working memory to produce an 
outcome. 
The methodology of this study was a secondary data analysis of the ECLS-
K:2011 longitudinal data set. This data set was selected for this dissertation because it 
includes both working memory and mathematics measurements for the entire 6-year 
period from kindergarten to fifth grade. In the analysis, however, only from first to fifth 
grades’ working memory ability and mathematics achievement data were included, 
because the working memory measurement was not age appropriate and the practice of 
the task items was not effective during kindergarten year that resulted many kindergarten 
students to have a score equivalent to zero. When analyzing all of the students as a whole, 
the maximum likelihood with robust standard error (MLR) with auxiliary variables was 
used to estimate the missing values. When analyzing all of the students as four different 




The latent difference score models with change extensions that were developed by 
Grimm et al. in 2012 were used to examine the dynamic change relationship between 
working memory and mathematics over time. For each research question, working 
memory ability and mathematics achievement were examined separately at first, and then 
the dynamic change relationship was examined between these two variables. The four 
different groups were tested simultaneously within each model using the multigroup 
approach. All the data preparation were done in SPSS, and all the data analyses were 
conducted in Mplus.  
 In summary, this dissertation is a secondary data analysis using the ECLS-K:2011 
data set and Grimm et al. (2012) latent difference score models with change extensions to 
solves these two research questions below: 
Research question 1: What is the dynamic relationship between the changes of working 
memory true scores and the changes of mathematics achievement true scores over time? 
Research question 2: Does this dynamic change relationship vary for the four 
classifications of students? 
The importance of this dissertation included being the first study to use a large-
scale national longitudinal data set to examine the dynamic change relationships between 
working memory and mathematics achievement with estimated true scores. Moreover, 
this dissertation provided evidence on how different levels of students’ working memory 
and mathematics dynamic change relationships differ over time, and thus, this evidence 






Summary of Findings 
 There were two main findings of this study. First, in general, there is a statistically 
significant dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics over 
time (Figure 27). The results indicated that both coupling effects are statistically 
significant and positive, from prior working memory to the subsequent changes in 
mathematics (Figure 27, the red arrow from wm[1] to ∆math[2]) and from prior 
mathematics to the subsequent changes in working memory (Figure 27, the red arrow 
from math[1] to ∆wm[2]), which means that the yearly changes in students’ mathematics 
achievement is statistically significantly and positively determined by their prior working 
memory ability, and the yearly changes in students’ working memory ability is 
statistically significantly and positively determined by their prior mathematics 
achievement.  
 
Figure 27. The results of WM and MATH latent difference score model with both 






 Second, the dynamic change relationship between working memory and 
mathematics is different across four groups of students. The results table can be found in 
chapter IV. For easy interpretation purpose, the dynamic change equations are presented 
again as follows and the statistically significant results are bolded: 
• For LL group (low-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics), the yearly 
changes in working memory were statistically significantly and positively 
determined by prior mathematics achievement, and the yearly changes in 
mathematics were statistically significantly and positively determined by prior 
working memory ability.  
∆wm(t)n = 182.59 + (-0.39) × wm(t-1)n + 0.12 × math(t-1)n + 0.19 × ∆wm(t-1)n + 
(-0.04) × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = (-174.89) + (-0.58) × math(t-1)n + 0.49 × wm(t-1)n + 0.18 × ∆math(t-
1)n + (-0.02) × ∆wm(t-1)n. 
• For LH group (low-prior working memory and high-prior mathematics), however, 
there was no statistically significant dynamic change relationship between 
working memory and mathematics.  
∆wm(t)n = 280.17 + (-0.65) × wm(t-1)n + 0.48 × math(t-1)n + (-1.24) × ∆wm(t-1)n 
+ 0.37 × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = 371.86 + 0.44 × math(t-1)n + (-0.82) × wm(t-1)n + 0.60 × ∆math(t-1)n 
+ (-2.25) × ∆wm(t-1)n. 
• For HL group (high-prior working memory and low-prior mathematics), the 
yearly changes in working memory were not statistically significantly determined 




statistically significantly and positively determined by prior working memory 
ability.  
∆wm(t)n = 129.38 + (-0.26) × wm(t-1)n + 0.06 × math(t-1)n + 0.37 × ∆wm(t-1)n + 
(-0.18) × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = (-498.23) + (-1.00) × math(t-1)n + 1.23 × wm(t-1)n + 0.13 × ∆math(t-
1)n + 0.17 × ∆wm(t-1)n. 
• For HH group (high-prior working memory and high-prior mathematics), the 
yearly changes in working memory were statistically significantly and positively 
determined by prior yearly changes in mathematics achievement, and the yearly 
changes in mathematics were statistically significantly and negatively determined 
by prior yearly changes in working memory ability.  
∆wm(t)n = 95.03 + (-0.20) × wm(t-1)n + 0.10 × math(t-1)n + (-0.47) × ∆wm(t-1)n + 
0.26 × ∆math(t-1)n, 
∆math(t)n = 63.06 + (-0.23) × math(t-1)n + (-0.05) × wm(t-1)n + 0.10 × ∆math(t-
1)n + (-0.48) × ∆wm(t-1)n. 
Limitations 
This dissertation contained at least three limitations. First, this dissertation was a 
secondary data analysis and the ECLS-K:2011 data set was the only appropriate data set 
that included both working memory and mathematics over 6 years. Therefore, the 
accuracy of this dissertation’s results are based partially on the data accuracy that was 
collected by ECLS-K:2011. 
Second, the ECLS-K:2011 working memory measurement was not ideal, and 




memory test is age inappropriate for students under 10-year-olds. The ECLS-K:2011 
user’s manual (Tourangeau et al., 2019) described that this working memory test 
(Numbers Reversed task) was set to reflect the average working memory ability for 
children who are 10-year-olds. The ECLS-K:2011 data set, however, sampled students 
from kindergarten to fifth grade using the same working memory test, which means that 
this Numbers Reversed working memory test is too difficult for students from 
kindergarten to third grade and for students who were not 10-year-olds in fourth and fifth 
grade. As a result, this test could not reflect those students working memory ability 
precisely, and it is also one of the reasons that many students had scores that are 
equivalent to zero in kindergarten. The second reason is that this working memory 
measurement was inaccurate for kindergarten students. In the ECLS-K:2011 user’s 
manual (Tourangeau et al., 2019), the authors mentioned that in kindergarten “some 
ECLS-K:2011 assessors did not properly administer the practice items, which may have 
resulted in some children never fully understanding what they were being asked to do 
during the Numbers Reversed task” (p. 3-30). The third reason is that ECLS-K:2011 only 
used one test, Numbers Reversed task, to measure students’ working memory ability. 
This test measured two aspects of the working memory ability, phonologic loop and 
central executive, which left out the visual-spatial component in working memory 
(Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004). It is possible that using only one 
test to measure students’ working memory ability may not be sufficient. Unfortunately, 
based on these three reasons, students’ working memory scores in the ECLS-K:2011 data 




The third limitation is that the overall mathematics model-fit results are not ideal. 
One possible reason is that the improvement of mathematics may fit the Growth Spline 
Modeling better, which means that the growth in mathematics may contain two levels: 
the first level is from kindergarten to second grade and the second level is from third to 
fifth grade (Figure 28, two red-color dotted lines). To support this argument, the same 
mathematics latent difference score models were tested again but from third to fifth grade 
only, and the model fit results were nearly perfect.  
 
Figure 28. Mathematics mean scores with two-level spline growth 
 
Discussion of Findings 
There are two major findings in this dissertation. In this section, the major 
findings are related to the literature and discussed in the following four parts. Each major 
finding includes two parts of discussion. The first part focuses on the changes in working 
memory ability and mathematics achievement separately and the second part focuses on 





Working memory and mathematics changes over time separately 
Gathercole et al. (2004) tested the development of working memory across 
childhood years with multiple assessments, and they concluded that the capacity of each 
working memory component showed similar linear increases from 4 years of age to 
adolescence. One of their working memory assessments is backward digital recall, which 
is the same test that was used in ECLS-K:2011. Gathercole et al.’s (2004) backward 
digital recall results showed that from age 5 to 7 children’s working memory ability 
increased rapidly, from age 7 to 9 children’s working memory development slowed down 
or flattened out, from age 9 to 14 children’s working memory development increased 
rapidly again, and the working memory growth stopped around 14-year-olds eventually 
[Figure 1 in Gathercole et al. (2004), p. 181].  
The results of this current dissertation indicated that the changes in working 
memory from students’ approximate age between 6 and 11 (first grade to fifth grade) 
include two statistically significant change components, a positive annual constant 
change component and a negative proportional change component, which means that, 
over time, the changes in working memory are decelerating positively because of the 
results specified a positive constant change and a negative proportional change, which 
indicates that students’ working memory ability is growing rapidly at first and then the 
growth in working memory would flatten out over time. In addition, the results indicated 
that there is a positive relationship between working memory’s constant change 
component and proportional change component, which means even though the 
proportional change has a negative value, students with higher initial scores tend to have 




In general, this dissertation’s results on how working memory changes over time 
echoes and deepens the conclusion of prior research. In the early years of elementary 
school, students’ yearly changes in working memory ability increases rapidly then the 
growth slows down over time and students with higher initial scores tend to have more 
constant change than students who had lower initial scores. The only difference that 
exists between the current dissertation and prior research is that this dissertation’s results 
do not indicate either a faster decrease in working memory’s growth between age 7 and 9 
or a faster increase after age 9. The possible explanations include that this dissertation’s 
data analysis is based on the estimated true scores of students’ working memory ability 
instead of their observed scores and that this dissertation focused on examining how the 
yearly changes in working memory ability change over time instead of how working 
memory ability changes over time.  
 The results for mathematics changes over time from the current dissertation 
indicated that three statistically significant change components affect changes in 
mathematics: a positive annual constant change component, a negative proportional 
change component, and a positive yearly changes-to-changes component, which 
indicated students’ mathematics achievement changes are positively decelerating because 
the results specified a positive constant change and a negative proportional change, even 
though that students’ yearly changes-to-changes in mathematics is positive. The value of 
mathematics yearly changes-to-changes is so small that it could not stop students’ growth 






The dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics over time 
The relationship between working memory and mathematics achievement has 
been established in prior research (Friso-Van den Bos, van der Ven, Kroesbergen, & van 
Luit, 2013; Geary, 2011; Peng et al., 2016; Raghubar, Barnes, & Hecht, 2010; Viterbori, 
Usai, Traverso, & De Franchis, 2015). Additionally, Willoughby, Wylie and Little (2019) 
used the same ECLS:K-2011 data set but with latent curve models with structured 
residuals to study the working memory and mathematics relationship from kindergarten 
to second grade, and they concluded five main findings: (a) students with higher initial 
working memory ability also had higher initial mathematics achievement, (b) students 
with higher initial working memory ability demonstrated less total change in working 
memory, (c) students with higher initial mathematics achievement demonstrated greater 
gains in mathematics but less total change in working memory, (d) the degree of total 
change in working memory was unrelated to total change in mathematics, and (e) the 
effect from working memory to mathematics and the effect from mathematics to working 
memory were both small in magnitude (Willoughby et al., 2019, p. 773).  
Willoughby et al.’s (2019) study, however, examined the working memory and 
mathematics relationship during a 3-year period only, and they did not examine the 
dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics or did they 
examine this relationship from the true score perspective. Therefore, this current 
dissertation deepened the prior research by examining the dynamic change relationship 
between working memory and mathematics based on estimated true scores during a 5-




There are six main findings from this current dissertation’s first research question 
(M1b, Figure 26 and Table 19 in chapter IV): (a) students with higher initial working 
memory ability tend to have higher initial mathematics achievement, (b) students with 
higher initial working memory ability tend to have more constant change in working 
memory but less constant change in mathematics over time, (c) students with higher 
initial mathematics achievement tend to have more constant change in both working 
memory and mathematics over time, (d) students with higher constant change in working 
memory ability tend to have less constant change in mathematics achievement over time, 
(e) there are statistically significant coupling effects from prior working memory to 
subsequent yearly changes in mathematics (large in magnitude, 0.75) and from prior 
mathematics to subsequent yearly changes in working memory (small in magnitude, 
0.15), and (f) there are statistically significant yearly changes-to-changes in mathematics 
achievement but not statistically significant yearly changes-to-changes in working 
memory ability over time. 
Overall, the findings from the current dissertation support prior research that there 
is a relationship between working memory and mathematics and that students with higher 
initial working memory ability also had higher initial mathematics achievement. Also, 
prior research suggested that working memory and prior mathematics knowledge interact 
with each other naturally over time (Miller-Cotto & Byrnes, 2019), which is similar to the 
finding number five from this current dissertation. The findings (b) to (d) plus finding (f) 
are where this current dissertation deepened the prior studies on the relationship between 
working memory and mathematics based on their true scores. All these dynamic change 




working memory and mathematics over time. As mentioned previously, some researchers 
suggested increasing students’ working memory ability could lead to mathematics 
improvement (Cowan, 2014; Swanson, 2011). The current dissertation’s findings 
suggested that the higher prior working memory ability does indeed have a positive effect 
on the subsequent yearly changes in mathematics. Students with a higher initial working 
memory ability and higher constant change in working memory, however, tend to have 
less constant changes in mathematics. In this case, the result suggested improving the 
mathematics achievement for students who had higher initial working memory ability, 
working memory training may have an opposite effect whereas mathematics skills 
training would lead to a larger subsequent mathematics gain. Moreover, for the last 
finding in the first research question, there is statistically significant yearly changes-to-
changes in mathematics achievement, which also supports this suggestion that the recent 
gain in the yearly changes in mathematics would lead to a larger subsequent gain in the 
yearly changes in mathematics. Nevertheless, the second research question’s findings 
should provide a better answer to what kind of students will get more benefit from a 
working memory training. 
Working memory and mathematics changes over time separately across four groups  
This part and the following part presents the main findings of the second research 
question, which is the same as the first research question but all students are separated 
into four different groups based on their prior working memory ability and prior 
mathematics achievement. Students with low-prior working memory ability and low-
prior mathematics achievement are identified as the LL group, students with low-prior 




LH group, students with high-prior working memory ability and low-prior mathematics 
achievement are identified as the HL group, and students with high-prior working 
memory ability and high-prior mathematics achievement are identified as the HH group. 
By doing so, the second research question is able to address how working memory and 
mathematics change over time separately among students who are at different levels, and 
the dynamic relationship between working memory ability and mathematics achievement 
among students who are at different levels. Cowan (2014) elaborated that “it seems likely 
that the age difference in working memory ability contributes to age differences in ability 
to comprehend language and solve problems” (p. 216), and later on, he continued that “it 
must be emphasized that there are very important individual differences [in working 
memory] that feed into learning problems” and “studies of individual differences can help 
us understand what working memory processes are important” (p. 222). Once an 
understanding of how the dynamic change relationship between working memory and 
mathematics over time differs among different students is established, it will provide 
useful information to facilitate the educators to decide the best way to help students to 
improve their mathematics achievement.  
The first part of the second research question aimed to answer how working 
memory changes over time and how mathematics changes over time across four groups 
of students (results are summarized in Table 20 and Table 21 in chapter IV). The 
approximate results of the estimated yearly changes in four groups’ working memory 
ability over time are presented in Figure 29.  
Regarding the working memory changes over time, all results are statistically 




memory ability, the largest but negative proportional change, and the highest constant 
change in working memory. These results suggest that the yearly changes in working 
memory ability for the LL group would not increase the fastest at first and that it would 
flatten out the fastest compared with the other three groups because of their lowest initial 
working memory ability and the largest negative proportional change regardless of 
having the highest constant change over time. The LH group has higher initial working 
memory ability than the LL group, the lowest constant change and the smallest negative 
proportional change among all groups. These results suggest that the yearly changes in 
working memory ability for the LH group would increase faster than the LL group at first 
and that it would flatten out the slowest when compared with the other three groups due 
to the LH group of students have the smallest negative proportional change result.  
 
Figure 29. The approximate results of the yearly changes in working memory ability 
(dWM), and the blue bars are the mean dWM scores across four groups, from left to right 




For the last two groups, HL and HH, their working memory ability changes’ 
patterns are almost the same because these two groups have identical proportional change 
results and almost identical constant change results. The only difference is their initial 
working memory ability where the HH group has a higher score than the HL group, 
which causes the HH group’s yearly changes in working memory ability flatten out 
slightly faster than the HL group.  
The approximate results of the estimated yearly changes in four groups’ 
mathematics achievement over time are presented in Figure 30. The mathematics 
changes’ results over time are statistically significant for all groups, except for the 
changes-to-changes component for the LH group. For the LL group of students, they 
have the lowest mathematics initial scores and the lowest constant change scores, a 
relatively small negative proportional change, and the largest positive yearly changes-to-
changes. These results suggest that the LL group’s yearly changes in mathematics is the 
slowest at first, even though their yearly changes-to-change is positive and the largest, 
their initial score and the constant change score are quite low. The LL group’s yearly 
changes in mathematics achievement, however, would flatten out the slowest. For the LH 
group of students, they have quite high scores on both initial mathematics achievement 
and constant change, and a relatively large negative proportional change and a not 
statistically significant yearly changes-to-changes. These results suggest that the LH 
group’s yearly changes in mathematics increase rapidly at the initial time, but the growth 
would flatten out fast over time.  
For the HL group of students, their initial mathematics achievement and constant 




their proportional change is identical to the LL group. In addition, the HL group has a 
positive yearly changes-to-changes in mathematics, but the value is small in magnitude. 
These results suggest that the HL group of students’ yearly changes in mathematics are 
higher than the LL group, but lower than the LH and HH group. And their yearly changes 
in mathematics achievement would flatten out slightly faster than the LL group, but 
slower than the LH and HH group.  
 
Figure 30. The approximate results of the yearly changes in mathematics achievement 
(dMATH), and the blue bar is the mean dMATH scores, across four groups, from left to 
right is LL, LH, HL, and HH group 
 
For the HH groups of students, their initial mathematics achievement and constant 
change are the highest among all groups, and their proportional change is identical with 
the LH group, which is a relatively large and negative value. The result of yearly 




but the value is very small in magnitude. These results suggest that, for the HH group, 
their yearly changes-to-changes in mathematics has a negative effect on their subsequent 
yearly changes-to-changes. Overall, the pattern of the yearly changes in mathematics 
achievement for the HH group is quite similar to the LH group where their yearly 
changes in mathematics increase rapidly at the initial time, but the changes would flatten 
out fast over time.  
The dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics over time 
across the four groups 
The second part of the second research question examined whether the dynamic 
change relationship between working memory and mathematics differs across the four 
different groups or not and, therefore, to provide reliable suggestions to improve the 
working memory training programs’ efficiency. Researchers previously studied students 
with different levels of working memory ability, but they aimed to study the difference 
between students with working memory deficit and students with regular working 
memory ability. Similarly, regarding students’ mathematics achievement, they focused on 
students with mathematics learning difficulties (Peng & Fuchs, 2016). This current 
dissertation did not focus on students with either working memory deficit or any types of 
learning difficulties. Students were separated to four different groups based on their prior 
working memory ability and prior mathematics achievement. Thus, to the best 
knowledge, no previous research explored the dynamic change relationship between 
working memory and mathematics or did they focused on students’ with different levels 
of prior working memory ability and prior mathematics achievement before the present 




The results of the current dissertation indicate that the dynamic change 
relationship varies across different groups. The results are presented in Table 23 that can 
be found in chapter IV, but the dynamic change equations are presented in the previous 
section of this chapter for interpretation. For the LL group of students, their yearly 
changes in working memory is statistically significantly and positively determined by 
their prior mathematics achievement, and their yearly changes in mathematics is 
statistically significantly and positively determined by their prior working memory 
ability. For the LH groups of students, the results indicate that there is no statistically 
significant dynamic change relationship between working memory and mathematics over 
time. For the HL group of students, the results indicate that their yearly changes in 
mathematics is statistically significantly and positively determined by their prior working 
memory, and their yearly changes in working memory is not statistically significantly 
determined by mathematics. For the HH group of students, the results indicate that their 
yearly changes in working memory is statistically significantly and positively determined 
by their prior yearly changes-to-changes in mathematics, and their yearly changes in 
mathematics statistically significantly and negatively determined by their prior yearly 
changes-to-changes in working memory.  
The results of both the LL and HL groups of students’ (students with low-prior 
mathematics achievement) dynamic change equations suggest that the increased prior 
working memory ability could lead to positive gain in mathematics achievement in 
subsequent years, especially for the HL group, the subsequent gain in mathematics would 
be quite large. These results do support the prior suggestion that increasing working 




2014; McClelland et al., 2014; Swanson & Fung, 2016). For the HH group of students, 
however, the results showed that if the prior yearly changes-to-changes in working 
memory increased, it would lead to statistically significant declines in subsequent yearly 
changes in mathematics.  
Conclusions 
 This dissertation used a national large-scale data set and latent difference score 
models with the change extensions (Grimm et al., 2012) to examine the dynamic 
relationship between working memory and mathematics over time. Before separating 
students to different groups based on their prior working memory ability and mathematics 
achievement, the findings suggest that there is a statistically significant dynamic coupling 
effect between working memory and mathematics over time. Students with higher initial 
working memory ability tend to have higher constant change in working memory and 
higher initial mathematics achievement but less constant change in mathematics over 
time, students with higher constant change in working memory ability tend to have less 
constant change in mathematics, students with higher mathematics achievement tend to 
have higher constant change in both working memory and mathematics, and there is a 
statistically significant yearly changes-to-changes in mathematics achievement. After 
students were identified into four different ability and achievement groups, the results 
indicate that the dynamic change relationship varies for different groups. Moreover, this 
dissertation’s results support the prior suggestion that increasing students’ working 
memory ability would lead to improvement in their mathematics achievement, especially 





Implications for Research 
Further studies under this topic are encouraged to consider two issues. First, as 
mentioned in the limitations mathematics’ growth could contain multilevels. The latent 
difference score models is a framework for understanding determinants of change 
(Grimm et al., 2012, p. 290), nonetheless, one of its limitations is that “latent changes are 
specified as outcomes of previous states and a constant interindividual differences factor” 
(p. 290). The changes in mathematics might be more complicated. Therefore, future 
studies are needed to investigate this issue such as combining the latent difference score 
model with change extensions to the spline growth model or other models to maximize 
the accuracy when measuring the changes in mathematics over time.  
Second, in order to ensure the accuracy of the measured working memory ability, 
it would be helpful to use multiple assessments to evaluate all working memory ability 
aspects. The Numbers Reversed Task used in ECLS-K:2011 only measured phonologic 
loop (verbal working memory) and central executive in working memory (Gathercole et 
al., 2004). Thus, students’ visual-spatial working memory was not measured. Younger 
children, however, rely on the visual-spatial working memory more than verbal working 
memory (phonologic loop) when learning and applying new mathematics skills (Van de 
Weijer-Bergsma, Kroesbergen, & Van Luit, 2015). Another study on visual-spatial 
working memory and mathematics ability by van der Ven, van der Maas, Straatemeier, 
and Jansen in 2013 also demonstrated that visual-spatial working memory is statistically 
significantly related to young children’s mathematics achievement, especially for 
learning addition and subtraction, which could imply indirectly that the dynamic change 




current dissertation’s results. For this reason, further studies are highly recommended to 
include multiple working memory assessments not only for the measurement accuracy of 
working memory ability but also for capturing the relationship between working memory 
and mathematics more precisely.  
Implications for Practice 
There are two major implications for practice that educators can gain from this 
dissertation. First, in general, there is a statistically significant dynamic change 
relationship between working memory and mathematics over time. The increase in prior 
year’s working memory ability could lead to statistically significant subsequent 
mathematics gain, and vice versa. After separating students into different groups based on 
their prior working memory ability and mathematics achievement, two low-prior 
mathematics achievement groups’ results suggest that prior year’s increase in working 
memory ability could lead to statistically significant large subsequent mathematics gain. 
Taken together, these results advocate that the increased working memory ability could 
lead to subsequent improvement in mathematics achievement. Therefore, working 
memory training should be able to result in some mathematics gains.  
As mentioned previously, however, some studies showed that the working 
memory training programs had no convincing effects (Aksayli et al., 2019; Melby-Lervåg 
et al., 2016). Cowan (2014) provided explanations on this issue, and one of his answers is 
that  
It is possible for working memory training to result in the discovery of a strategy 
for completing the task that is better than the strategy used initially. This can 
improve performance on the task being trained, but the experience and strategy 
learned may well be irrelevant to performance on other educational tasks, even 





One possible solution for this issue is that those working memory training programs may 
need to be redesigned in a way to focus on different academic skills. For example, the 
working memory training programs could be separated into different academic domain 
focuses. For working memory training programs that is aimed to improve students 
mathematics achievement, the training programs should focus on teaching strategies or 
providing exercises that are specific to mathematics skills so that the training results 
would be effective or transferable. 
 Furthermore, for students whose working memory ability and mathematics 
achievement are already high, if they want to further improve their mathematics 
achievement, the working memory training programs may not be helpful. Cowan (2014) 
mentioned that working memory training programs could be “beneficial to certain 
individuals who are under-utilizing working memory” (p. 22). The last part of the results 
in this dissertation supports Cowan’s (2014) suggestion. For students with high-prior 
working memory ability and high-prior mathematics achievement, if their recent yearly 
changes in working memory increases, it will lead to statistically significant decrease in 
the subsequent yearly changes in mathematics. Thus, those students could think about 
getting trainings related to mathematics skills instead of training their working memory.  
The second implication is that this dissertation’s results demonstrated the 
“Matthew effect” in both working memory ability and mathematics achievement. 
Scammacca, Fall, Capin, Roberts, and Swanson (2019) explained that the “Matthew 
effect” was first explored in the 1980s, and it proposed that “students who start out with 
high achievement will grow at a faster pace than students who start out with low 




Hence, if educators want to improve students’ mathematics achievement, the 
interventions for either working memory trainings or mathematics skills trainings, or both 
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The British philosophers John Locke and David Hume defined memory as a form 
of continuing experienced sense impressions that lead to making higher-level associations 
in people’s brain that allow them to act accordingly (Bauer & Fivush, 2014). To test 
whether this definition of memory is accurate, Hermann Ebbinghaus first examined 
memory in 1885. His studies on learning and forgetting curves provided mathematical 
descriptions moved memory research into a scientific study (Bauer & Fivush, 2014). 
Ebbinghaus also suggested to separate the faculty of memory from other cognitive factors 
that might influence performance to obtain a basic understanding of memory. Since then, 
the scientific study of memory started to focus solely on the faculty of memory and 
stripped all possible stimuli that might affect one’s performance (Bauer & Fivush, 2014).  
As a result, emerged the “verbal list-learning” as a specific methodology when studying 
memory. 
 The verbal list-learning approach provides lists of nonsense syllabus (not the 
common words that can be read by syllabus) for participants to learn and then their 
memory are tested, which avoids any possible stimulus in the process. Later, Calkins 
(1894) started the paired associate learning. In this process, participants are given a set of 
paired words to learn. During the test time, one word from the pair will be provided to the 
participants, and they need to recall the other word from the pair. The purpose of this 
paired associate learning is to help memory researchers understand the multiple aspects 
of memory. Using a simple way to explain the paired-associate-learning findings: old 
learning and the new learning can interfere with each other. The goal of both verbal list-
learning and paired associate learning was to use language as a medium to study memory. 




Even with the difficulty of distinguishing these two concepts, memory researchers 
assumed memory is a large pool of experienced or learned concepts that are associated 
with new experience or recently learned information. Behaviorists disagreed with this 
assumption. In 1927, the famous Pavlov dog experiments demonstrated that animals 
could learn and remember by reward and punishment. During the 1950s and 1960s, 
behaviorism as the major psychological theory studied many lab animals and replaced the 
term memory with learning (Bauer & Fivush, 2014). Some nonbehaviorism researchers, 
however, still argued for studying memory. In particular, Frederic Bartlett (1932) argued 
that memory was reconstructive, which meant it is a process of reorganizing new 
received information with old learning and create a sense of order. Nowadays, his 
explanation is known as schemas, which are stored in long-term memory; moreover, his 
“memory was constructive” idea is accepted widely (Bauer & Fivush, 2014). 
Chomsky (1959) challenged behaviorism’s perspective of learning by publishing a 
review of Skinner’s verbal behavior. Then, in 1961, Newell and Simon published the first 
theory of information processing, which compared humans with computers in a sense that 
humans are like computers, taking new information into a limited sensory store and 
processing it in a short-term store and then transfering it to a long-term store where it can 
be retrieved as needed. In 1967, Ulric Neisser published a book, Cognitive Psychology, 
which spread the idea of human cognition. These three publications made a cognitive 
revolution and changed the scientific understanding of human mind and memory (Bauer 
& Fivush, 2014). In particular, Neisser’s cognitive psychology book integrated all 































About 181 years after British philosopher John Locke discussed memory and 
identified the difference among contemplation, holding a piece of information in mind 
and memory, British economist and logician, William Stanley Jevons (1871) carried out a 
simple experiment to test the capacity of the mind by throwing several beans on a table 
and trying to estimate the number of beans without counting. After a little more than one 
thousand trials, he found that an adult could keep about three to four items in mind at one 
time (Cowan, 2014), which possibly was the first working memory capacity experiment; 
however, psychologists and researchers at the time did not recognize that this “mind” as 
working memory. Nevertheless, this experiment’s result played an important role in early 
experiment psychology.  
American psychologist William James (1890) proposed that there are two kinds 
of memory: primary and secondary memory. James stated that the primary memory is the 
information that exists at present whereas the information in the secondary memory is 
stored for a lifetime (Dehn, 2008). Around 1910, Edward Thorndike termed the primary 
and secondary memory as short-term and long-term memory. In 1949, Donald Hebb 
noticed that some patients with brain injuries had deficient long-term memory, whereas 
others had deficient short-term memory. Therefore, he proposed that the memory is 
divided into two separate memory systems: one for temporary storage and another for 
long-term storage. By 1950, most psychologists realized that there might be a special 
memory process that could retrieve information from both short-term and long-term 
memory (Dehn, 2008).  
George Miller’s (1956) famous article about the capacity of “immediate memory” 




immediate memory, which was possibly the second time researchers examined the 
working memory capacity. Instead of the term “working memory,” Miller called it 
“immediate memory.” According to Cowan (2014), Miller, Galanter, and Pribram used 
the term “working memory” the first time in their book in 1960 that focused on how daily 
tasks or work functions are built with many subplans. As an example, if a student plans to 
do well on a mathematics test, then this student needs to accomplish some sub-plans—
such as practicing before the mathematics test, reviewing class notes, finishing 
mathematics homework—in order to achieve the plan of doing well on the test. Working 
memory in one’s daily life could be the facilitator or faculty that helps to remember and 
carry out those plans and subplans. Cowan further stated that this book reminded him 
about Hebb’s 1949 work.  
 In 1960s, researchers started to study the concept of working memory and many 
different types of working memory models were developed. One of the most famous 
models was developed by Baddeley and Hitch in1974. Their first version of working 
memory model had two components -- a phonemic loop and executive component -- and 
they placed working memory within the short-term memory system. In 1981, Baddeley 
added a visuo-spatial scratch pad component (now it is renamed and called a visuo-
spatial sketchpad) and renamed the phonemic loop as the articulatory loop. In addition, 
Baddeley and Hitch separated the concepts of short-term memory and working memory. 
Later, long-term memory was added into Baddeley’s working memory model. In 2000, 

















































Cogmed RM – 
school age 
 





The training is 
individualized by an 
algorithm that presents 
the tasks in a rotating 
schedule and adapts to 
the capacity level of the 
user in real-time. By 
constantly challenging 
working memory at its 
limits for an individual, 
neuroplasticity changes 
can occur. 
To further accommodate 
people's different needs, 
the program also offers a 
flexible schedule of 25-
40 training sessions 
lasting 25-50 minutes 
each over 5-10 weeks. 
RoboMemo is one of the 
popular games within 





7-16 year olds Jungle Memory is a fun 
and memory game. 
Player is required to 
touch the mystery coin to 
turn it and need to 
memorize which animal 
is hidden behind it in 
order to find it’s 
matching couple coin. 
After successful finding 
of matching pair 
corresponding mystery 
coins will disappear from 
screen. Player has to find 
out all the matching pairs 
in order to complete the 
level and progress to next 
level. There are 10 such 
levels in this game. Try 








with minimum turns to 
create new record in 
game. Top 5 records get 
stored locally on phone 
with player name and 
number of turns he or she 






nt to reduce 
WM load 
5-6 year olds 
9-10 years olds 
No direct interventions 
on students but teachers 
were trained about how 
to detect students with 
WM difficulties and how 
to adapt learning 
activities to reduce those 




5-10 year olds Direct WM training (i.e. 
provide educational 
environment that were 
sensitive to the needs of 
identifies children with 
WM difficulties, 
behavioral teaching 










3-5 year olds 
8-9 year olds 





– i.e. phoneme awareness 
training, rhyme training, 
vocabulary training. 





According to Melby-Lervåg et al. (2016), there are other commonly used working 
memory training programs (p.517): 
(1) Running memory span tasks, where participants must recall in order only a 




(2) Complex memory span tasks, where the participant completes a distractor-
processing task interleaved with to-be-remembered stimuli within the span task. 
(3) Variations of the N-back task have been used frequently; in these tasks 
participants indicate whether or not the currently presented stimulus matches one that was 
















































Cogmed Working Memory Training (CWMT) is one of the popular working 
memory training programs with 3 different training levels for preschool children, school-
age students, and adolescents and young adults. Below picture shows the 7 working 
memory training exercises that include in CWMT on day 1 for preschool children.  
 
 
Take the exercise “Animal” as an example, after the users click on “Animal”, a 





 Some of the animals’ sign will be highlighted and the users should remember the 
order of animals’ sign highlights (see below picture), and then click on the signs with the 
same sequence.  
 
 
 For each correct answer, the users will gain one starfish. These starfishes are 
collected through out the training and add to the aquarium. At the end, the amount of the 





Below picture shows the screen of the CWMT for school-aged students with all 
the exercises appear around a robot.  
 
 The “Visual Data Link” is one of the exercises. In this exercise, some of the 






 The users need to remember the order and repeat the order by clicking on the 
lamps.  
 








The picture below shows the CWMT for adolescents and young adults.  
 
 The “Sort” task will be explained here as an example. In the “Sort” task, there are 
16 panels on uses’ screen. Some of the panels will show up numbers and the users need 






And then, the users will click on the panel and sort the numbers starting with one.  
 
 After the users get the correct answer, the scores of the level will move up on the 
left side of the screen and the “Done” bar at the bottom will show the users that how 



































A variable displayed in a square or rectangle is an observed variable, which is directly 
measured; 
a variable displayed in a circle or ellipse is a latent variable, which is the hypothetically 
existing construct in the observed variable that cannot be directly measured; 
the triangle with a “1” represents a constant score, which for including “the mean at the 
initial time point (𝜇y0) and the mean of the constant change component (𝜇s) in the 
equation for specific variable” (McArdle, 2002, p. 147); 
a one-headed arrow means unidirectional path or regression coefficient; 
a two-headed arrow between two variables represents correlation coefficient; 
the “U” shape two-headed arrows represent within variable correlations. 
 
The uppercase Y represents an observed score that can be directly measured, 
the lowercase y represents a latent true score (latent variable) that cannot be directly 
measured, 
the uppercase X represents another observed score that can be directly measured, 
the lowercase x represents the latent true score (latent variable) of X that cannot be 
directly measured, 
(t) is the time point at time t and accordingly (t-1) is the previous time point right before 
time t and t is equal or larger than 0, 
Y(t) is the observed raw score at time t, 
y(t) is the true score of Y at time t, 
X(t) is another observed raw score at time t, 
x(t) is the true score of X at time t, 
e(t) is the error score at time t, 
u is the unique score, 
∆ represents change such as ∆t = t – (t − 1), 
∆y represents a difference score between latent true score y, 
∆y(t) represents a difference score of the latent true score y at time t,  
y(t-1) represents the latent true score y at time t-1, 
∆x represents a difference score between latent true score x, 
∆x(t) represents a difference score of the latent true score x at time t,  
x(t-1) represents the latent true score x at time t-1, 
α represents a constant change in the latent true score and is a fixed parameter often equal 
to 1, 
αy represents the constant change in latent true score y, 
αx represents the constant change in latent true score x, 
β represents the proportional change to the previous true state and is an estimated 
parameter and not allowed to vary over subjects (Grimm, An, McArdle, Zonderman & 
Resnick, 2012; McArdle & Hamagami, 2001), 
βy is the proportional change to the previous true state of y, 
βx is the proportional change to the previous true state of x, 
sn is the constant change component for subject n, 
sy is the constant change component for latent true score y, 
sx is the constant change component for latent true score x, 
s* is the standardized form of the constant change component, 




sx* is the standardized form of the constant change component for latent true score x, 
y[0] is the initial latent true score of y, 
y[0]* is the standardized form of the initial latent true score for y, 
x[0] is the initial latent true score of x, 
x[0]* is the standardized form of the initial latent true score for x, 
𝜎u2 nonzero time-invariant variance, 
𝜎uy2 is the nonzero time-invariant variance for latent true score y, 
𝜎ux2 is the nonzero time-invariant variance for latent true score x, 
𝜇s is the mean of the constant change component, 
𝜇sy is the mean of the constant change component for latent true score y, 
𝜇sx is the mean of the constant change component for latent true score x, 
𝜎s is the standard deviation of the constant change component, 
𝜎sy is the standard deviation of the constant change component for y, 
𝜎sx is the standard deviation of the constant change component for x, 
𝜇y0 is the mean of the initial latent true score y, 
𝜇x0 is the mean of the initial latent true score x, 
𝜎y0 is the standard deviations of the initial latent true score y, 
𝜎x0 is the standard deviations of the initial latent true score x, 
𝜌y0,s or 𝜌y0,sy is the correlation coefficient between the standardized form of the constant 
change component and the initial latent true score for latent variable y (between sy* and 
y[0]*), 
𝜌x0,sx is the correlation coefficient between the standardized form of the constant change 
component and the initial latent true score for latent variable x (between sx* and x[0]*), 
𝛾yx is the regression coefficient (coupling effect or lead-lag effect) of x on subsequent ∆y, 
𝛾xy is the regression coefficient (coupling effect or lead-lag effect) of y on subsequent ∆x, 
𝜌sx,sy represents the correlation between sx* and sy*, 
𝜌y0,sx represents the correlation between y[0]* and sx*, 
𝜌x0,sy represents the correlation between sy* and x[0]*,  
𝜌x0,y0 represents the correlation between y[0]* and x[0]*, 
𝜎ux,uy defines “an equal within unique score correlation at all occasions” (McArdle, 
2001, p. 366), 
ɸy is the regression coefficient when ∆y(t) is regressed onto ∆y(t-1) and represents how 
prior changes effect the subsequent changes in ∆y,  
ɸx is the regression coefficient when ∆x(t) is regressed onto ∆x(t-1) and represents how 
prior changes effect the subsequent changes in ∆x,  
ξyx is the regression coefficient when ∆y(t) is regressed onto ∆x(t-1) and represents how 
the prior ∆x effect the subsequent changes in ∆y, 
ξxy is the regression coefficient when ∆x(t) is regressed onto ∆y(t-1) and represents how 




















A List of all Parameters and Symbols with Revised Mathematics Notations in the 
Extensions of Multivariate Latent Difference Score Models  















The uppercase WM represents a directly measured observed score for working memory, 
the lowercase wm represents the estimated latent true score (latent variable) for working 
memory, 
the uppercase MATH represents a directly measured observed score for mathematics 
achievement, 
the lowercase math represents the estimated latent true score (latent variable) for 
mathematics achievement, 
(t) is the time point at time t and t equals to K or from 1 to 5, 
K represents kindergarten (base year) in ECLS-K:2011, 
1 to 5 represents from first grade to fifth grade in ECLS-K:2011, 
WM(K) to WM(5) is the working memory observed raw score from kindergarten to fifth 
grade, 
wm(K) to wm(5) is the true score of working memory from kindergarten to fifth grade, 
MATH(K) to MATH(5) is the mathematics achievement observed raw score from 
kindergarten to fifth grade, 
math(K) to math(5) is the true score of mathematics from kindergarten to fifth grade, 
∆wm represents a difference score between latent true score wm, 
∆wm(1) represents a difference score of the latent true score wm at time 1 (the working 
memory difference score between kindergarten and first grade) and so on,  
∆math represents a difference score between latent true score math, 
∆math(1) represents a difference score of the latent true score math at time 1 (the 
mathematics achievement difference score between kindergarten and first grade) and so 
on,  
αwm represents the constant change in latent true score wm and is a fixed parameter often 
equal to 1 (does not show in Figure 8), 
αmath represents the constant change in latent true score math and is a fixed parameter 
often equal to 1 (does not show in Figure 8), 
βwm is the proportional change to the previous true state of wm, 
βmath is the proportional change to the previous true state of math, 
swm is the constant change component for latent true score wm, 
smath is the constant change component for latent true score math, 
swm* is the standardized form of the constant change component for latent true score wm, 
smath* is the standardized form of the constant change component for latent true score 
math, 
wm[K] is the initial latent true score of wm, 
wm[K]* is the standardized form of the initial latent true score for wm, 
math[K] is the initial latent true score of math, 
math[K]* is the standardized form of the initial latent true score for math, 
𝜎u.wm2 is the nonzero time-invariant variance for latent true score wm, 
𝜎u.math2 is the nonzero time-invariant variance for latent true score math, 
𝜇s.wm is the mean of the constant change component for latent true score wm, 
𝜇s.math is the mean of the constant change component for latent true score math, 
𝜎s.wm is the standard deviation of the constant change component for wm, 
𝜎s.math is the standard deviation of the constant change component for math, 
𝜇wm.K is the mean of the initial latent true score wm, 




𝜎wm.K is the standard deviations of the initial latent true score wm, 
𝜎math.K is the standard deviations of the initial latent true score math, 
𝜌wm.K,s.wm is the correlation coefficient between the standardized form of the constant 
change component and the initial latent true score for latent variable wm (between 
wm[K]* and swm*), 
𝜌math.K,s.math is the correlation coefficient between the standardized form of the constant 
change component and the initial latent true score for latent variable math (between 
math[K]* and smath*), 
𝜌s.math,s.wm represents the correlation between smath* and swm*, 
𝜌wm.K,s.math represents the correlation between wm[K]* and smath*, 
𝜌math.K,s.wm represents the correlation between swm* and math[K]*,  
𝜌math.K,wm.K represents the correlation between wm[K]* and math[K]*, 
𝜎u.wm,u.math defines “an equal within unique score correlation at all occasions” 
(McArdle, 2001, p. 366), 
𝛾wm.math is the regression coefficient (coupling effect or lead-lag effect) of math on 
subsequent ∆wm,  
𝛾math.wm is the regression coefficient (coupling effect or lead-lag effect) of wm on 
subsequent ∆math, 
ɸwm is the regression coefficient when ∆wm is regressed onto previous ∆wm and 
represents how prior changes effect the subsequent changes in ∆wm such as from ∆wm[1] 
to ∆wm[2] and so on,  
ɸmath is the regression coefficient when ∆math is regressed onto previous ∆math and 
represents how prior changes effect the subsequent changes in ∆math such as from 
∆math[1] to ∆math[2] and so on,  
ξwm.math is the regression coefficient when ∆wm is regressed onto previous ∆math and 
represents how the prior ∆math effect the subsequent changes in ∆wm such as from 
∆math[1] to ∆wm[2] and so on, 
ξmath.wm is the regression coefficient when ∆math is regressed onto previous ∆wm and 
represents how the prior ∆wm effect the subsequent changes in ∆math such as from 









































Research Question 1 
 
TITLE:      WM Dual Change Growth Model; 
!1-5 
 
DATA:     FILE IS RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5; 
                 
MISSING = all(-99); 
AUXILIARY = (m) READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 
READING_4 READING_5 
       SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5 GENDER SES_K; 
        
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
 TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
 MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
! MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
! COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
! ITERATIONS = 20000; 
 
MODEL:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions 
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  




            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*400]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1 (p1); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2 (p1); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3 (p1); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4 (p1); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 











TITLE:      MATH Change Change Growth Model; 
!1-5 
DATA:     FILE IS RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5; 
 
MISSING = all(-99); 
AUXILIARY = (m) READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5 
       SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5 GENDER SES_K; 
        
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
 TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
 MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
! MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
! COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
! ITERATIONS = 20000; 
 
MODEL:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 







            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*]; 
           MATH0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p1); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2 (p1); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3 (p1); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4 (p1); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
!Changes to changes 
   dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2); 
   dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3 (p2); 









TITLE:      M4a. Bi_coupling; 
!1-5 
 
DATA:     FILE IS RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5 
                MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5; 
 
MISSING = all(-99); 
AUXILIARY = (m) READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 
READING_4 READING_5 
       SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5 GENDER SES_K; 
        
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
 TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
 MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
! MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
! COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
 ITERATIONS = 20000; 
 
MODEL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  




            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*400]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;   









            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 




            MATH1; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1); 
 
!Change in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2); 






















TITLE:      M1b. Bi_coupling_change_ext_nc; 
!1-5 
DATA:     FILE IS RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5 
                MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5; 
 
MISSING = all(-99); 
AUXILIARY = (m) READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 
READING_4 READING_5 
       SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5 GENDER SES_K; 
        
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
 TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
 MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
! MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
! COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
 ITERATIONS = 20000; 
 
MODEL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 




            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*400]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
   
!Changes on Changes 
 dWM_3 ON dWM_2* (p1); 
 dWM_4 ON dWM_3* (p1); 
 dWM_5 ON dWM_4* (p1); 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1a); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1a); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1a); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1a); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
             








!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2); 
 dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3* (p2); 




!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2a); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2a); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2a); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2a); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1); 
 
!Changes in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1a); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2a); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2a); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2a); 













Research Question 2 
 
TITLE:      Dual Change LDA Model (4 groups); 
!1-5  
DATA:     FILE IS RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GROUP GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5; 
                GROUPING = GROUP (1=LL, 2=LH, 3=HL, 4=HH); !WM_K for grouping 
                !CENSORED ARE WM_K WM_1 (b); 
                 
missing = all(-99); 
 
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
   TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
   MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
!   MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
!           COVERAGE=0; 
  ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
  ITERATIONS = 20000; 
 
MODEL:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
      
!AutoRegressions 
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 






            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*450]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2 (p1); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3 (p1); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4 (p1); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1*; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
 
 
MODEL LL:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 





       
!AutoRegressions 
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*450]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1a); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1a); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2 (p1a); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3 (p1a); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4 (p1a); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1*; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
    
 




MODEL LH:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions 
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*470]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1b); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1b); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2 (p1b); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3 (p1b); 







            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1*; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
 
 
MODEL HL:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions 
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*470]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1c); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 





!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1c); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2 (p1c); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3 (p1c); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4 (p1c); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1*; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
 
 
MODEL HH:     
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
       
!AutoRegressions 
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*480]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 






  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1d); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2 (p1d); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3 (p1d); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4 (p1d); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1*; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;         
             
SAVEDATA: 
 file is DUAL_WM_1-5_4GROUPS.dat; 
 missflag = .; 
 MMISSING = .; 



























TITLE:      MATH Change to Change LDS Model (4 groups); 
! 1-5  
DATA:     FILE IS RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GROUP GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5; 
                GROUPING = GROUP (1=LL, 2=LH, 3=HL, 4=HH); 
                 
missing = all(-99); 
 
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
   TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
   MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
!   MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
!           COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
 ITERATIONS = 20000; 
  
MODEL:     
!Modeling True Scores    
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  




            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*60]; 
           MATH0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations; 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p1); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2 (p1); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3 (p1); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4 (p1); 
 
!Changes to changes 
   dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2); 
   dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3 (p2); 
   dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4 (p2); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
 
MODEL LL:     
!Modeling True Scores    
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 




            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*60]; 
           MATH0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s1a); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations; 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p1a); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2 (p1a); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3 (p1a); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4 (p1a); 
 
!Changes to changes 
   dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2a); 
   dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3 (p2a); 
   dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4 (p2a); 
    
!Slope 




            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
 
MODEL LH:     
!Modeling True Scores    
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*75]; 
           MATH0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s1b); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations; 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  




            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2 (p1b); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3 (p1b); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4 (p1b); 
 
!Changes to changes 
   dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2b); 
   dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3 (p2b); 
   dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4 (p2b); 
    
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
    
MODEL HL:     
!Modeling True Scores    
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*65]; 
           MATH0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 





!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s1c); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations; 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p1c); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2 (p1c); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3 (p1c); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4 (p1c); 
 
!Changes to changes 
   dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2c); 
   dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3 (p2c); 
   dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4 (p2c); 
    
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
 
MODEL HH:     
!Modeling True Scores    
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  






          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*80]; 
           MATH0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s1d); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations; 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p1d); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2 (p1d); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3 (p1d); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4 (p1d); 
 
!Changes to changes 
   dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2d); 
   dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3 (p2d); 
   dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4 (p2d); 
    
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
             
SAVEDATA: 
 file is ChangeChange_MATH_1-5_4GROUPS.dat; 
 missflag = .; 









TITLE:      M4a. Bi_coupling (4 groups); 
! 1-5  
DATA:     FILE IS RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GROUP GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5 
                MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5; 
                GROUPING = GROUP (1=LL, 2=LH, 3=HL, 4=HH); 
               !CENSORED ARE WM_K WM_1 (b); 
                 
missing = all(-99); 
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
   TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
   MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
!   MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
!           COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
 ITERATIONS = 500000; 
 
MODEL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 





            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*450]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;   





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 




            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*60]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 







!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1); 
 
!Change in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2); 
 
 
MODEL LL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 




            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*450]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1a); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1a); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1a); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1a); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1a); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;   





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 





       
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*60]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2a); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2a); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2a); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2a); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2a); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 








!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1a); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1a); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1a); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1a); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1a); 
 
!Change in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1a); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2a); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2a); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2a); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2a); 
 
 
MODEL LH:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 




            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*470]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1b); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1b); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1b); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1b); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1b); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;   





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 





       
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*75]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2b); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2b); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2b); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2b); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2b); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 








!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1b); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1b); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1b); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1b); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1b); 
 
!Change in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1b); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1b); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1b); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1b); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2b); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2b); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2b); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2b); 
 
 
MODEL HL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 




            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*470]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1c); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1c); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1c); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1c); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1c); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;   





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 






            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*65]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
 
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2c); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2c); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2c); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2c); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2c); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 








!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1c); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1c); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1c); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1c); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1c); 
 
!Change in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1c); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1c); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1c); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1c); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2c); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2c); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2c); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2c); 
 
 
MODEL HH:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
       
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 







            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*480]; 
           WM0*; 
            
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1d); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1d); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1d); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1d); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1d); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;   





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 




            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*80]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2d); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2d); 
            dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2d); 
            dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2d); 
            dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2d); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1; 







!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
  
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1d); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1d); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1d); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1d); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1d); 
 
!Change in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1d); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1d); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1d); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1d); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2d); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2d); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2d); 

























TITLE:      M4b.bi_coupling_change-FULL_MATH LDS Model (4 groups); 
! 1-5  
DATA:     FILE IS RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat; 
 
VARIABLE:   NAMES ARE  
CHILDID GROUP GENDER FSW  
READING_KF READING_K READING_1 READING_2 READING_3 READING_4 
READING_5  
MATH_KF MATH_K MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5  
SCI_K SCI_1 SCI_2 SCI_3 SCI_4 SCI_5  
WM_KF WM_K WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5  
SES_K SES_1S SES_5S SES_K_new T_SES_K1; 
 
      USEVARIABLES ARE 
                WM_1 WM_2 WM_3 WM_4 WM_5 
                MATH_1 MATH_2 MATH_3 MATH_4 MATH_5; 
                GROUPING = GROUP (1=LL, 2=LH, 3=HL, 4=HH); 
               !CENSORED ARE WM_K WM_1 (b); 
                 
missing = all(-99); 
WEIGHT IS FSW; 
 
ANALYSIS:   
   TYPE= MISSING MEANSTRUCTURE; 
   MODEL = NOCOVARIANCES; 
!   MODEL = NOMEANSTRUCTURE; 
!           COVERAGE=0; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
 ITERATIONS = 20000; 
  
MODEL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
       
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 





            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*450]; 
           WM0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dWM_3 ON dWM_2* (p1); 
 dWM_4 ON dWM_3* (p1); 
 dWM_5 ON dWM_4* (p1); 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1a); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1a); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1a); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1a); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
             








!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
     
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*60]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2); 
 dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3* (p2); 
 dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4* (p2); 
 
!Proportional Change  




           dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2a); 
           dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2a); 
           dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2a); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
   
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1); 
  
!Change in MATH ON Changes in WM 
 dMATH_3 ON dWM_2* (coup1); 
 dMATH_4 ON dWM_3* (coup1); 
 dMATH_5 ON dWM_4* (coup1); 
 
!Changes in WM ON Changes in MATH 
 dWM_3 ON dMATH_2* (COUP2); 
 dWM_4 ON dMATH_3* (COUP2); 
 dWM_5 ON dMATH_4* (COUP2); 
  
!Changes in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1a); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2a); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2a); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2a); 





MODEL LL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores; 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*450]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1a); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dWM_3 ON dWM_2* (p1a); 
 dWM_4 ON dWM_3* (p1a); 





!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1aa); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1aa); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1aa); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1aa); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1;          





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
     
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*60]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 





!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2a); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2a); 
 dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3* (p2a); 
 dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4* (p2a); 
 
!Proportional Change  
           dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2aa); 
           dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2aa); 
           dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2aa); 
           dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2aa); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 
            MATH0 WITH MATH1; 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
   
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1a); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1a); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1a); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1a); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1a); 
  
!Change in MATH ON Changes in WM 
 dMATH_3 ON dWM_2* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_4 ON dWM_3* (coup1a); 
 dMATH_5 ON dWM_4* (coup1a); 
 




 dWM_3 ON dMATH_2* (COUP2a); 
 dWM_4 ON dMATH_3* (COUP2a); 
 dWM_5 ON dMATH_4* (COUP2a); 
  
!Changes in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1aa); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1aa); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1aa); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1aa); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2aa); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2aa); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2aa); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2aa); 
 
 
MODEL LH:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
      
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores; 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*470]; 
           WM0*; 
 




          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1b); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dWM_3 ON dWM_2* (p1b); 
 dWM_4 ON dWM_3* (p1b); 
 dWM_5 ON dWM_4* (p1b); 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_2* (p1ab); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_3* (p1ab); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_4* (p1ab); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_5* (p1ab); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 






!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
       
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 





            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*75]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2b); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2b); 
 dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3* (p2b); 
 dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4* (p2b); 
 
!Proportional Change  
           dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2ab); 
           dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2ab); 
           dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2ab); 
           dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2ab); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 




!               Bivariate Information 




  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
   
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1b); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1b); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1b); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1b); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1b); 
  
!Change in MATH ON Changes in WM 
 dMATH_3 ON dWM_2* (coup1b); 
 dMATH_4 ON dWM_3* (coup1b); 
 dMATH_5 ON dWM_4* (coup1b); 
 
!Changes in WM ON Changes in MATH 
 dWM_3 ON dMATH_2* (COUP2b); 
 dWM_4 ON dMATH_3* (COUP2b); 
 dWM_5 ON dMATH_4* (COUP2b); 
  
!Changes in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1ab); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1ab); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1ab); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1ab); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2ab); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2ab); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2ab); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2ab); 
 
 
MODEL HL:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 





            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 




            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*470]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          WM_1-WM_5* (s1c); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dWM_3 ON dWM_2* (p1c); 
 dWM_4 ON dWM_3* (p1c); 
 dWM_5 ON dWM_4* (p1c); 
 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1ac); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1ac); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1ac); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1ac); 
 
!Slope 




            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
             





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 




            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 
            dMATH_4 BY lMATH_4@1;  
            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*65]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2c); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 




  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2c); 
 dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3* (p2c); 
 dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4* (p2c); 
 
!Proportional Change  
           dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2ac); 
           dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2ac); 
           dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2ac); 
           dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2ac); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 




!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 
  WM1 WITH MATH1; 
   
 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1c); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1c); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1c); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1c); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1c); 
  
!Change in MATH ON Changes in WM 
 dMATH_3 ON dWM_2* (coup1c); 
 dMATH_4 ON dWM_3* (coup1c); 
 dMATH_5 ON dWM_4* (coup1c); 
 
!Changes in WM ON Changes in MATH 
 dWM_3 ON dMATH_2* (COUP2c); 
 dWM_4 ON dMATH_3* (COUP2c); 
 dWM_5 ON dMATH_4* (COUP2c); 
  
!Changes in MATH ON WM 




 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1ac); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1ac); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1ac); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2ac); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2ac); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2ac); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2ac); 
 
 
MODEL HH:     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! WORKING MEMORY 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!Modeling True Scores     
            lWM_1 BY WM_1@1; 
            lWM_2 BY WM_2@1; 
            lWM_3 BY WM_3@1; 
            lWM_4 BY WM_4@1; 
            lWM_5 BY WM_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lWM_2 ON lWM_1@1; 
            lWM_3 ON lWM_2@1;  
            lWM_4 ON lWM_3@1; 
            lWM_5 ON lWM_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores; 
            dWM_2 BY lWM_2@1;  
            dWM_3 BY lWM_3@1; 
            dWM_4 BY lWM_4@1;  
            dWM_5 BY lWM_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          WM0 BY lWM_1@1; 
          [WM0*480]; 
           WM0*; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0]; 
          [WM_1-WM_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lWM_1-lWM_5@0 dWM_2-dWM_5@0; 
 




          WM_1-WM_5* (s1d); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dWM_2 WITH dWM_3-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_3 WITH dWM_4-dWM_5@0; 
  dWM_4 WITH dWM_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dWM_3 ON dWM_2* (p1d); 
 dWM_4 ON dWM_3* (p1d); 
 dWM_5 ON dWM_4* (p1d); 
 
!Proportional Change  
            dWM_2 ON lWM_1* (p1ad); 
            dWM_3 ON lWM_2* (p1ad); 
            dWM_4 ON lWM_3* (p1ad); 
            dWM_5 ON lWM_4* (p1ad); 
 
!Slope 
            WM1 BY dWM_2-dWM_5@1; 
            [WM1*]; 
            WM1; 
            WM0 WITH WM1; 
             





!Modeling True Scores     
            lMATH_1 BY MATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_2 BY MATH_2@1; 
            lMATH_3 BY MATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_4 BY MATH_4@1; 
            lMATH_5 BY MATH_5@1; 
 
!AutoRegressions  
            lMATH_2 ON lMATH_1@1; 
            lMATH_3 ON lMATH_2@1;  
            lMATH_4 ON lMATH_3@1; 
            lMATH_5 ON lMATH_4@1; 
 
!Difference Scores 
            dMATH_2 BY lMATH_2@1;  
            dMATH_3 BY lMATH_3@1; 




            dMATH_5 BY lMATH_5@1; 
 
!Level 
          MATH0 BY lMATH_1@1; 
          [MATH0*80]; 
           MATH0; 
 
!Setting means to 0 
          [lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0]; 
          [MATH_1-MATH_5@0];  
!Setting vars to 0 
          lMATH_1-lMATH_5@0 dMATH_2-dMATH_5@0; 
 
!all residuals set to be equal 
          MATH_1-MATH_5* (s2d); 
 
!Unwanted Correlations 
  dMATH_2 WITH dMATH_3-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_3 WITH dMATH_4-dMATH_5@0; 
  dMATH_4 WITH dMATH_5@0; 
 
!Changes on Changes 
 dMATH_3 ON dMATH_2* (p2d); 
 dMATH_4 ON dMATH_3* (p2d); 
 dMATH_5 ON dMATH_4* (p2d); 
 
!Proportional Change  
           dMATH_2 ON lMATH_1* (p2ad); 
           dMATH_3 ON lMATH_2* (p2ad); 
           dMATH_4 ON lMATH_3* (p2ad); 
           dMATH_5 ON lMATH_4* (p2ad); 
 
!Slope 
            MATH1 BY dMATH_2-dMATH_5@1; 
            [MATH1*]; 
            MATH1*; 




!               Bivariate Information 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!             
  WM0 WITH MATH0; 
  WM0 WITH MATH1; 
  WM1 WITH MATH0; 




 MATH_1 WITH WM_1 (c1d); 
 MATH_2 WITH WM_2 (c1d); 
 MATH_3 WITH WM_3 (c1d); 
 MATH_4 WITH WM_4 (c1d); 
 MATH_5 WITH WM_5 (c1d); 
  
!Change in MATH ON Changes in WM 
 dMATH_3 ON dWM_2* (coup1d); 
 dMATH_4 ON dWM_3* (coup1d); 
 dMATH_5 ON dWM_4* (coup1d); 
 
!Changes in WM ON Changes in MATH 
 dWM_3 ON dMATH_2* (COUP2d); 
 dWM_4 ON dMATH_3* (COUP2d); 
 dWM_5 ON dMATH_4* (COUP2d); 
  
!Changes in MATH ON WM 
 dMATH_2 ON lWM_1* (coup1ad); 
 dMATH_3 ON lWM_2* (coup1ad); 
 dMATH_4 ON lWM_3* (coup1ad); 
 dMATH_5 ON lWM_4* (coup1ad); 
 
!Changes in WM ON MATH 
 dWM_2 ON lMATH_1* (coup2ad); 
 dWM_3 ON lMATH_2* (coup2ad); 
 dWM_4 ON lMATH_3* (coup2ad); 
 dWM_5 ON lMATH_4* (coup2ad); 
 
SAVEDATA: 
 file is M4b_WM_MATH_1-5_4GROUPS.dat; 
 missflag = .; 







































Research Question 1 
  
WM Dual Change Growth Model; 
 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 1 
Number of observations                                       18166 
 
Number of dependent variables                                    5 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           11 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   WM_1        WM_2        WM_3        WM_4        WM_5 
 
Observed auxiliary variables 
   READING_K   READING_1   READING_2   READING_3   READING_4   
READING_5 
   SCI_K       SCI_1       SCI_2       SCI_3       SCI_4       SCI_5 
   GENDER      SES_K 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LWM_1       LWM_2       LWM_3       LWM_4       LWM_5       DWM_2 
   DWM_3       DWM_4       DWM_5       WM0         WM1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                  1000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat 
 







SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
Number of missing data patterns            32 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.787 
 WM_2           0.707         0.744 
 WM_3           0.661         0.686         0.702 
 WM_4           0.621         0.644         0.652         0.662 
 WM_5           0.587         0.608         0.616         0.620         0.626 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                473.673      -0.395     410.000    0.87%     448.000    470.000    
476.000 
           14289.000     412.808       0.561     596.000    0.01%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                482.690      -0.347     410.000    0.30%     470.000    483.000    
483.000 
           13519.000     396.002       0.861     581.000    0.01%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_3                490.874      -0.222     410.000    0.16%     476.000    489.000    
489.000 
           12751.000     400.734       0.986     603.000    0.01%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                498.001      -0.099     410.000    0.08%     483.000    496.000    
496.000 
           12017.000     406.751       0.924     588.000    0.02%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                503.700      -0.077     410.000    0.08%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
           11377.000     446.892       0.897     588.000    0.03%     509.000    522.000 
     READING_K            69.554       1.209      32.387    0.01%      58.311     64.175     
66.824 




     READING_1            95.161      -0.194      32.736    0.01%      79.108     89.707     
95.629 
           15115.000     321.420      -0.387     139.214    0.01%     100.802    109.535 
     READING_2           112.482      -0.536      45.910    0.02%      99.139    108.791    
113.012 
           13837.000     292.504       0.248     146.422    0.13%     117.157    126.708 
     READING_3           121.078      -0.485      65.544    0.01%     107.790    117.761    
122.235 
           12866.000     237.483       0.143     156.473    0.01%     126.232    133.717 
     READING_4           129.487      -0.704      73.395    0.02%     117.734    126.338    
129.292 
           12074.000     215.953       0.755     155.485    0.02%     133.663    142.331 
     READING_5           136.518      -0.874      72.267    0.01%     123.444    133.677    
138.464 
           11427.000     238.048       0.690     159.006    0.01%     143.140    150.451 
     SCI_K                34.172       0.069      19.190    0.01%      26.617     31.420     33.427 
           16936.000      55.007      -0.517      55.279    0.09%      35.463     39.963 
     SCI_1                43.184       0.052      18.423    0.01%      33.030     39.513     42.245 
           15072.000     107.085      -0.341      74.940    0.01%      45.093     51.358 
     SCI_2                52.742      -0.065      17.825    0.01%      41.922     48.779     52.109 
           13819.000     135.880      -0.154      86.866    0.01%      55.449     62.323 
     SCI_3                60.306      -0.322      23.379    0.01%      48.698     57.477     60.776 
           12856.000     140.140      -0.273      88.669    0.01%      63.707     70.115 
     SCI_4                67.082      -0.663      21.354    0.01%      56.216     64.916     68.108 
           12069.000     141.629       0.165      89.362    0.02%      70.992     77.023 
     SCI_5                73.719      -0.937      25.188    0.01%      62.313     72.977     75.918 
           11419.000     160.610       0.427      90.148    0.04%      78.741     84.899 
     GENDER                1.485       0.060       1.000   51.22%       1.000      1.000      1.000 
           18135.000       0.250      -1.996       2.000   48.78%       2.000      2.000 
     SES_K                -0.085       0.389      -2.330    0.07%      -0.782     -0.346     -0.146 
           16005.000       0.608      -0.172       2.596    0.01%       0.094      0.695 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 
Number of Free Parameters                        7 
 
Loglikelihood Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          H0 Value                    -1142850.610 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      3.1932 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                    -1142582.550 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2172 





Information Criteria Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          Number of Free Parameters            196 
          Akaike (AIC)                 2286093.221 
          Bayesian (BIC)               2287623.453 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC     2287000.576 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                            149.768* 
          Degrees of Freedom                    13 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         3.5797 
            for MLR 
 
*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.024 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.021  0.028 




          CFI                                0.988 
          TLI                                0.990 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                          11041.527 
          Degrees of Freedom                    10 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 









                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 





 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.161      0.011    -15.126      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.161      0.011    -15.126      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.161      0.011    -15.126      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.161      0.011    -15.126      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               23.544      2.449      9.613      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0              472.473      0.271   1746.208      0.000 
    WM1               85.969      5.180     16.598      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              241.476      7.640     31.606      0.000 
    WM1               16.480      1.221     13.493      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             172.930      2.405     71.902      0.000 
    WM_2             172.930      2.405     71.902      0.000 
    WM_3             172.930      2.405     71.902      0.000 
    WM_4             172.930      2.405     71.902      0.000 
    WM_5             172.930      2.405     71.902      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.763      0.006    133.595      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.753      0.005    156.137      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.760      0.005    167.624      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 





 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.794      0.005    166.594      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.259      0.010     25.385      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.212      0.007     30.603      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.169      0.005     34.319      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.134      0.004     32.953      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.043      0.020     53.346      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.243      0.032     38.891      0.000 
    DWM_4              1.481      0.053     27.811      0.000 
    DWM_5              1.766      0.084     21.097      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.034      0.008    135.545      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.978      0.006    171.481      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.951      0.004    216.357      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.943      0.003    270.592      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.643      0.034    -18.903      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.741      0.047    -15.895      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 





 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -1.132      0.097    -11.716      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.373      0.032     11.665      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0               30.405      0.486     62.595      0.000 
    WM1               21.177      0.772     27.416      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.417      0.009     47.836      0.000 
    WM_2               0.434      0.007     59.747      0.000 




    WM_4               0.398      0.007     55.539      0.000 
    WM_5               0.370      0.008     48.964      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 







































MATH Change Change Growth Model; 
 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 1 
Number of observations                                       18157 
 
Number of dependent variables                                    5 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           11 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   MATH_1      MATH_2      MATH_3      MATH_4      MATH_5 
 
Observed auxiliary variables 
   READING_1   READING_2   READING_3   READING_4   READING_5   SCI_1 
   SCI_2       SCI_3       SCI_4       SCI_5       GENDER      SES_K 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LMATH_1     LMATH_2     LMATH_3     LMATH_4     LMATH_5     DMATH_2 
   DMATH_3     DMATH_4     DMATH_5     MATH0       MATH1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                  1000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat 
 
Input data format  FREE 
 
 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
 





COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.832 
 MATH_2         0.754         0.762 
 MATH_3         0.699         0.703         0.709 
 MATH_4         0.656         0.658         0.660         0.665 
 MATH_5         0.620         0.622         0.623         0.624         0.629 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     MATH_1               73.027      -0.026      12.268    0.01%      60.954     67.601     70.423 
           15103.000     245.986       0.608     138.925    0.01%      74.754     85.340 
     MATH_2               90.427      -0.239      18.237    0.01%      72.714     85.157     90.435 
           13830.000     325.001      -0.255     139.096    0.03%      95.628    106.905 
     MATH_3              104.277      -0.492      43.407    0.03%      87.227    100.645    
106.466 
           12866.000     315.260      -0.381     147.890    0.01%     110.707    120.986 
     MATH_4              112.808      -0.789      25.726    0.01%      97.649    110.834    
115.305 
           12080.000     309.825       0.564     147.900    0.01%     119.365    127.899 
     MATH_5              119.810      -0.993      26.764    0.02%     106.426    117.987    
122.610 
           11426.000     304.559       1.380     148.038    0.03%     126.822    135.225 
     READING_1            95.161      -0.194      32.736    0.01%      79.108     89.707     
95.629 
           15115.000     321.420      -0.387     139.214    0.01%     100.802    109.535 
     READING_2           112.482      -0.536      45.910    0.02%      99.139    108.791    
113.012 
           13837.000     292.504       0.248     146.422    0.13%     117.157    126.708 
     READING_3           121.078      -0.485      65.544    0.01%     107.790    117.761    
122.235 




     READING_4           129.487      -0.704      73.395    0.02%     117.734    126.338    
129.292 
           12074.000     215.953       0.755     155.485    0.02%     133.663    142.331 
     READING_5           136.518      -0.874      72.267    0.01%     123.444    133.677    
138.464 
           11427.000     238.048       0.690     159.006    0.01%     143.140    150.451 
     SCI_1                43.184       0.052      18.423    0.01%      33.030     39.513     42.245 
           15072.000     107.085      -0.341      74.940    0.01%      45.093     51.358 
     SCI_2                52.742      -0.065      17.825    0.01%      41.922     48.779     52.109 
           13819.000     135.880      -0.154      86.866    0.01%      55.449     62.323 
     SCI_3                60.306      -0.322      23.379    0.01%      48.698     57.477     60.776 
           12856.000     140.140      -0.273      88.669    0.01%      63.707     70.115 
     SCI_4                67.082      -0.663      21.354    0.01%      56.216     64.916     68.108 
           12069.000     141.629       0.165      89.362    0.02%      70.992     77.023 
     SCI_5                73.719      -0.937      25.188    0.01%      62.313     72.977     75.918 
           11419.000     160.610       0.427      90.148    0.04%      78.741     84.899 
     GENDER                1.485       0.060       1.000   51.22%       1.000      1.000      1.000 
           18135.000       0.250      -1.996       2.000   48.78%       2.000      2.000 
     SES_K                -0.085       0.389      -2.330    0.07%      -0.782     -0.346     -0.146 
           16005.000       0.608      -0.172       2.596    0.01%       0.094      0.695 
 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 
Number of Free Parameters                        8 
 
Loglikelihood Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          H0 Value                     -966145.762 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2718 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                     -964827.087 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2993 
            for MLR 
 
Information Criteria Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          Number of Free Parameters            158 
          Akaike (AIC)                 1932607.523 
          Bayesian (BIC)               1933841.000 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC     1933338.885 





Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                            720.448* 
          Degrees of Freedom                    12 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         3.6607 
            for MLR 
 
*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.057 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.054  0.061 




          CFI                                0.979 
          TLI                                0.982 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                          33045.335 
          Degrees of Freedom                    10 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 




                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 





 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.291      0.003    -89.296      0.000 
 




    LMATH_2           -0.291      0.003    -89.296      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.056      0.009      6.413      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.291      0.003    -89.296      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.056      0.009      6.413      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.291      0.003    -89.296      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.056      0.009      6.413      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             69.420      1.720     40.354      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0             72.932      0.204    356.828      0.000 
    MATH1             38.798      0.309    125.553      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






    MATH0            240.263      5.199     46.211      0.000 
    MATH1             29.003      0.899     32.264      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1            36.058      0.464     77.794      0.000 
    MATH_2            36.058      0.464     77.794      0.000 
    MATH_3            36.058      0.464     77.794      0.000 
    MATH_4            36.058      0.464     77.794      0.000 
    MATH_5            36.058      0.464     77.794      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.932      0.002    599.511      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.934      0.001    672.211      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.938      0.001    709.017      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.942      0.001    727.198      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.945      0.001    739.635      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.190      0.004     47.692      0.000 
 




    LMATH_3            0.140      0.003     47.494      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.094      0.002     50.531      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.062      0.001     46.345      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.800      0.034     52.885      0.000 
    DMATH_3            2.355      0.048     49.353      0.000 
    DMATH_4            3.407      0.075     45.602      0.000 
    DMATH_5            4.984      0.131     37.957      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.984      0.004    223.826      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.966      0.003    315.665      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.967      0.002    507.976      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.974      0.001    796.510      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.510      0.033    -45.263      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -2.008      0.045    -45.109      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.073      0.011      6.829      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -3.007      0.073    -41.207      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.081      0.013      6.214      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -4.550      0.132    -34.377      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.082      0.013      6.085      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 




    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.832      0.007    119.702      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0              4.705      0.054     87.659      0.000 
    MATH1              7.204      0.099     72.771      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1             0.130      0.003     44.986      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.127      0.003     48.871      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.119      0.002     48.064      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.112      0.002     46.084      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.107      0.002     44.444      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 














































SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 1 
Number of observations                                       18166 
 
Number of dependent variables                                   10 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           22 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   WM_1        WM_2        WM_3        WM_4        WM_5        MATH_1 
   MATH_2      MATH_3      MATH_4      MATH_5 
 
Observed auxiliary variables 
   READING_K   READING_1   READING_2   READING_3   READING_4   
READING_5 
   SCI_K       SCI_1       SCI_2       SCI_3       SCI_4       SCI_5 
   GENDER      SES_K 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LWM_1       LWM_2       LWM_3       LWM_4       LWM_5       DWM_2 
   DWM_3       DWM_4       DWM_5       WM0         WM1         LMATH_1 
   LMATH_2     LMATH_3     LMATH_4     LMATH_5     DMATH_2     DMATH_3 
   DMATH_4     DMATH_5     MATH0       MATH1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                 20000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat 
 






SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
     Number of missing data patterns           108 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.787 
 WM_2           0.707         0.744 
 WM_3           0.661         0.686         0.702 
 WM_4           0.621         0.644         0.652         0.662 
 WM_5           0.587         0.608         0.616         0.620         0.626 
 MATH_1         0.787         0.737         0.693         0.652         0.617 
 MATH_2         0.713         0.744         0.697         0.655         0.619 
 MATH_3         0.663         0.688         0.702         0.656         0.620 
 MATH_4         0.622         0.645         0.654         0.661         0.622 
 MATH_5         0.588         0.609         0.617         0.621         0.626 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.831 
 MATH_2         0.753         0.761 
 MATH_3         0.699         0.703         0.708 
 MATH_4         0.656         0.658         0.659         0.665 
 MATH_5         0.620         0.621         0.622         0.624         0.629 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                473.673      -0.395     410.000    0.87%     448.000    470.000    
476.000 




     WM_2                482.690      -0.347     410.000    0.30%     470.000    483.000    
483.000 
           13519.000     396.002       0.861     581.000    0.01%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_3                490.874      -0.222     410.000    0.16%     476.000    489.000    
489.000 
           12751.000     400.734       0.986     603.000    0.01%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                498.001      -0.099     410.000    0.08%     483.000    496.000    
496.000 
           12017.000     406.751       0.924     588.000    0.02%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                503.700      -0.077     410.000    0.08%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
           11377.000     446.892       0.897     588.000    0.03%     509.000    522.000 
     MATH_1               73.027      -0.026      12.268    0.01%      60.954     67.601     70.423 
           15103.000     245.986       0.608     138.925    0.01%      74.754     85.340 
     MATH_2               90.427      -0.239      18.237    0.01%      72.714     85.157     90.435 
           13830.000     325.001      -0.255     139.096    0.03%      95.628    106.905 
     MATH_3              104.277      -0.492      43.407    0.03%      87.227    100.645    
106.466 
           12866.000     315.260      -0.381     147.890    0.01%     110.707    120.986 
     MATH_4              112.808      -0.789      25.726    0.01%      97.649    110.834    
115.305 
           12080.000     309.825       0.564     147.900    0.01%     119.365    127.899 
     MATH_5              119.810      -0.993      26.764    0.02%     106.426    117.987    
122.610 
           11426.000     304.559       1.380     148.038    0.03%     126.822    135.225 
     READING_K            69.554       1.209      32.387    0.01%      58.311     64.175     
66.824 
           17186.000     211.434       2.366     133.545    0.02%      69.234     76.416 
     READING_1            95.161      -0.194      32.736    0.01%      79.108     89.707     
95.629 
           15115.000     321.420      -0.387     139.214    0.01%     100.802    109.535 
     READING_2           112.482      -0.536      45.910    0.02%      99.139    108.791    
113.012 
           13837.000     292.504       0.248     146.422    0.13%     117.157    126.708 
     READING_3           121.078      -0.485      65.544    0.01%     107.790    117.761    
122.235 
           12866.000     237.483       0.143     156.473    0.01%     126.232    133.717 
     READING_4           129.487      -0.704      73.395    0.02%     117.734    126.338    
129.292 
           12074.000     215.953       0.755     155.485    0.02%     133.663    142.331 
     READING_5           136.518      -0.874      72.267    0.01%     123.444    133.677    
138.464 
           11427.000     238.048       0.690     159.006    0.01%     143.140    150.451 
     SCI_K                34.172       0.069      19.190    0.01%      26.617     31.420     33.427 
           16936.000      55.007      -0.517      55.279    0.09%      35.463     39.963 




           15072.000     107.085      -0.341      74.940    0.01%      45.093     51.358 
     SCI_2                52.742      -0.065      17.825    0.01%      41.922     48.779     52.109 
           13819.000     135.880      -0.154      86.866    0.01%      55.449     62.323 
     SCI_3                60.306      -0.322      23.379    0.01%      48.698     57.477     60.776 
           12856.000     140.140      -0.273      88.669    0.01%      63.707     70.115 
     SCI_4                67.082      -0.663      21.354    0.01%      56.216     64.916     68.108 
           12069.000     141.629       0.165      89.362    0.02%      70.992     77.023 
     SCI_5                73.719      -0.937      25.188    0.01%      62.313     72.977     75.918 
           11419.000     160.610       0.427      90.148    0.04%      78.741     84.899 
     GENDER                1.485       0.060       1.000   51.22%       1.000      1.000      1.000 
           18135.000       0.250      -1.996       2.000   48.78%       2.000      2.000 
     SES_K                -0.085       0.389      -2.330    0.07%      -0.782     -0.346     -0.146 
           16005.000       0.608      -0.172       2.596    0.01%       0.094      0.695 
 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 
Number of Free Parameters                       21 
 
Loglikelihood Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          H0 Value                    -1455406.131 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2853 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                    -1453881.114 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2284 
            for MLR 
 
Information Criteria Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          Number of Free Parameters            280 
          Akaike (AIC)                 2911372.262 
          Bayesian (BIC)               2913558.308 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC     2912668.484 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                           1064.097* 
          Degrees of Freedom                    44 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         2.8663 





*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.036 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.034  0.038 




          CFI                                0.979 
          TLI                                0.978 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                          48418.277 
          Degrees of Freedom                    45 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 






                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 





 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.424      0.041    -10.319      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.156      0.031      5.095      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.424      0.041    -10.319      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.156      0.031      5.095      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.424      0.041    -10.319      0.000 
    LMATH_3            0.156      0.031      5.095      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.424      0.041    -10.319      0.000 
    LMATH_4            0.156      0.031      5.095      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.452      0.072     -6.283      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.273      0.113      2.407      0.016 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.452      0.072     -6.283      0.000 
    LWM_2              0.273      0.113      2.407      0.016 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.452      0.072     -6.283      0.000 
    LWM_3              0.273      0.113      2.407      0.016 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.452      0.072     -6.283      0.000 
    LWM_4              0.273      0.113      2.407      0.016 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               54.334      5.944      9.142      0.000 
    MATH0            184.025      6.553     28.083      0.000 
    MATH1             26.410     12.136      2.176      0.030 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             60.596      3.572     16.963      0.000 
    WM1               24.327      2.298     10.585      0.000 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -5.461      5.426     -1.006      0.314 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               4.639      0.814      5.695      0.000 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               4.639      0.814      5.695      0.000 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               4.639      0.814      5.695      0.000 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               4.639      0.814      5.695      0.000 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               4.639      0.814      5.695      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0              472.241      0.335   1410.571      0.000 
    WM1              198.943     17.328     11.481      0.000 
    MATH0             72.804      0.205    355.367      0.000 
    MATH1            -77.762     48.204     -1.613      0.107 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              272.594      8.615     31.642      0.000 
    WM1               34.904      5.763      6.057      0.000 
    MATH0            229.575      7.661     29.968      0.000 
    MATH1             35.061      6.480      5.410      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             177.715      5.293     33.575      0.000 
    WM_2             177.715      5.293     33.575      0.000 
    WM_3             177.715      5.293     33.575      0.000 
    WM_4             177.715      5.293     33.575      0.000 
    WM_5             177.715      5.293     33.575      0.000 
    MATH_1            35.042      0.800     43.826      0.000 
    MATH_2            35.042      0.800     43.826      0.000 
    MATH_3            35.042      0.800     43.826      0.000 
    MATH_4            35.042      0.800     43.826      0.000 
    MATH_5            35.042      0.800     43.826      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.778      0.007    109.865      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.754      0.006    129.270      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.757      0.008     91.591      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.765      0.011     72.006      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.772      0.012     64.047      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.931      0.002    550.692      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.939      0.003    319.575      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.942      0.002    420.493      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.944      0.001    644.599      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 





 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.338      0.053      6.309      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.181      0.023      7.785      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.113      0.010     11.153      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.078      0.006     14.106      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.144      0.108     10.547      0.000 
    DWM_3              2.114      0.249      8.480      0.000 
    DWM_4              3.306      0.408      8.109      0.000 
    DWM_5              4.681      0.611      7.663      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.252      0.024     10.612      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.128      0.003     41.283      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.098      0.007     14.527      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.079      0.008      9.610      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.458      0.040     36.470      0.000 
    DMATH_3            2.777      0.275     10.118      0.000 
    DMATH_4            3.562      0.137     26.064      0.000 
    DMATH_5            4.363      0.127     34.238      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.079      0.012     88.093      0.000 
 




    LWM_2              0.992      0.011     89.361      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.976      0.009    108.374      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.975      0.006    165.839      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -1.356      0.157     -8.661      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.458      0.046     10.045      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -2.323      0.350     -6.631      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.901      0.157      5.755      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -3.663      0.559     -6.556      0.000 
    LMATH_3            1.452      0.299      4.857      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -5.316      0.835     -6.369      0.000 
    LMATH_4            2.091      0.479      4.360      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.940      0.026     36.524      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.970      0.007    146.513      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.983      0.010     95.498      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.986      0.008    130.897      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.687      0.082    -20.521      0.000 
    LWM_1              1.109      0.343      3.235      0.001 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -3.420      0.616     -5.552      0.000 
    LWM_2              1.957      0.829      2.360      0.018 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 




    LWM_3              2.532      0.876      2.891      0.004 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -5.631      0.403    -13.979      0.000 
    LWM_4              3.178      0.980      3.242      0.001 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.557      0.068      8.149      0.000 
    MATH0              0.736      0.028     25.938      0.000 
    MATH1              0.270      0.148      1.826      0.068 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.675      0.089      7.589      0.000 
    WM1                0.272      0.031      8.774      0.000 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -0.156      0.148     -1.057      0.290 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.059      0.010      5.637      0.000 
 




    WM_2               0.059      0.010      5.637      0.000 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.059      0.010      5.637      0.000 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.059      0.010      5.637      0.000 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.059      0.010      5.637      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0               28.603      0.455     62.834      0.000 
    WM1               33.673      1.209     27.854      0.000 
    MATH0              4.805      0.082     58.412      0.000 
    MATH1            -13.133      6.945     -1.891      0.059 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.395      0.011     35.813      0.000 
    WM_2               0.431      0.009     49.056      0.000 
    WM_3               0.427      0.013     34.171      0.000 
    WM_4               0.415      0.016     25.577      0.000 
    WM_5               0.403      0.019     21.648      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.132      0.003     42.029      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.119      0.006     21.535      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.113      0.004     26.679      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.109      0.003     39.544      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.107      0.002     44.194      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
















SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 1 
Number of observations                                       18166 
 
Number of dependent variables                                   10 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           22 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   WM_1        WM_2        WM_3        WM_4        WM_5        MATH_1 
   MATH_2      MATH_3      MATH_4      MATH_5 
 
Observed auxiliary variables 
   READING_K   READING_1   READING_2   READING_3   READING_4   
READING_5 
   SCI_K       SCI_1       SCI_2       SCI_3       SCI_4       SCI_5 
   GENDER      SES_K 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LWM_1       LWM_2       LWM_3       LWM_4       LWM_5       DWM_2 
   DWM_3       DWM_4       DWM_5       WM0         WM1         LMATH_1 
   LMATH_2     LMATH_3     LMATH_4     LMATH_5     DMATH_2     DMATH_3 
   DMATH_4     DMATH_5     MATH0       MATH1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                 20000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ1_K5_393+403_missing-99.dat 
 





SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
     Number of missing data patterns           108 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.787 
 WM_2           0.707         0.744 
 WM_3           0.661         0.686         0.702 
 WM_4           0.621         0.644         0.652         0.662 
 WM_5           0.587         0.608         0.616         0.620         0.626 
 MATH_1         0.787         0.737         0.693         0.652         0.617 
 MATH_2         0.713         0.744         0.697         0.655         0.619 
 MATH_3         0.663         0.688         0.702         0.656         0.620 
 MATH_4         0.622         0.645         0.654         0.661         0.622 
 MATH_5         0.588         0.609         0.617         0.621         0.626 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.831 
 MATH_2         0.753         0.761 
 MATH_3         0.699         0.703         0.708 
 MATH_4         0.656         0.658         0.659         0.665 
 MATH_5         0.620         0.621         0.622         0.624         0.629 
 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                473.673      -0.395     410.000    0.87%     448.000    470.000    
476.000 




     WM_2                482.690      -0.347     410.000    0.30%     470.000    483.000    
483.000 
           13519.000     396.002       0.861     581.000    0.01%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_3                490.874      -0.222     410.000    0.16%     476.000    489.000    
489.000 
           12751.000     400.734       0.986     603.000    0.01%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                498.001      -0.099     410.000    0.08%     483.000    496.000    
496.000 
           12017.000     406.751       0.924     588.000    0.02%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                503.700      -0.077     410.000    0.08%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
           11377.000     446.892       0.897     588.000    0.03%     509.000    522.000 
     MATH_1               73.027      -0.026      12.268    0.01%      60.954     67.601     70.423 
           15103.000     245.986       0.608     138.925    0.01%      74.754     85.340 
     MATH_2               90.427      -0.239      18.237    0.01%      72.714     85.157     90.435 
           13830.000     325.001      -0.255     139.096    0.03%      95.628    106.905 
     MATH_3              104.277      -0.492      43.407    0.03%      87.227    100.645    
106.466 
           12866.000     315.260      -0.381     147.890    0.01%     110.707    120.986 
     MATH_4              112.808      -0.789      25.726    0.01%      97.649    110.834    
115.305 
           12080.000     309.825       0.564     147.900    0.01%     119.365    127.899 
     MATH_5              119.810      -0.993      26.764    0.02%     106.426    117.987    
122.610 
           11426.000     304.559       1.380     148.038    0.03%     126.822    135.225 
     READING_K            69.554       1.209      32.387    0.01%      58.311     64.175     
66.824 
           17186.000     211.434       2.366     133.545    0.02%      69.234     76.416 
     READING_1            95.161      -0.194      32.736    0.01%      79.108     89.707     
95.629 
           15115.000     321.420      -0.387     139.214    0.01%     100.802    109.535 
     READING_2           112.482      -0.536      45.910    0.02%      99.139    108.791    
113.012 
           13837.000     292.504       0.248     146.422    0.13%     117.157    126.708 
     READING_3           121.078      -0.485      65.544    0.01%     107.790    117.761    
122.235 
           12866.000     237.483       0.143     156.473    0.01%     126.232    133.717 
     READING_4           129.487      -0.704      73.395    0.02%     117.734    126.338    
129.292 
           12074.000     215.953       0.755     155.485    0.02%     133.663    142.331 
     READING_5           136.518      -0.874      72.267    0.01%     123.444    133.677    
138.464 
           11427.000     238.048       0.690     159.006    0.01%     143.140    150.451 
     SCI_K                34.172       0.069      19.190    0.01%      26.617     31.420     33.427 
           16936.000      55.007      -0.517      55.279    0.09%      35.463     39.963 




           15072.000     107.085      -0.341      74.940    0.01%      45.093     51.358 
     SCI_2                52.742      -0.065      17.825    0.01%      41.922     48.779     52.109 
           13819.000     135.880      -0.154      86.866    0.01%      55.449     62.323 
     SCI_3                60.306      -0.322      23.379    0.01%      48.698     57.477     60.776 
           12856.000     140.140      -0.273      88.669    0.01%      63.707     70.115 
     SCI_4                67.082      -0.663      21.354    0.01%      56.216     64.916     68.108 
           12069.000     141.629       0.165      89.362    0.02%      70.992     77.023 
     SCI_5                73.719      -0.937      25.188    0.01%      62.313     72.977     75.918 
           11419.000     160.610       0.427      90.148    0.04%      78.741     84.899 
     GENDER                1.485       0.060       1.000   51.22%       1.000      1.000      1.000 
           18135.000       0.250      -1.996       2.000   48.78%       2.000      2.000 
     SES_K                -0.085       0.389      -2.330    0.07%      -0.782     -0.346     -0.146 
           16005.000       0.608      -0.172       2.596    0.01%       0.094      0.695 
 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 
Number of Free Parameters                       23 
 
Loglikelihood Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          H0 Value                    -1455121.780 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2412 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                    -1453881.114 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      3.2284 
            for MLR 
 
Information Criteria Including the Auxiliary Part 
 
          Number of Free Parameters            282 
          Akaike (AIC)                 2910807.560 
          Bayesian (BIC)               2913009.220 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC     2912113.040 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                            789.610* 
          Degrees of Freedom                    42 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         3.1425 





*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.031 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.029  0.033 




          CFI                                0.985 
          TLI                                0.983 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                          48418.277 
          Degrees of Freedom                    45 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 





                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 





 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2             -0.049      0.038     -1.283      0.200 
    LWM_2             -0.379      0.056     -6.818      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.153      0.035      4.324      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3             -0.049      0.038     -1.283      0.200 
    LWM_3             -0.379      0.056     -6.818      0.000 
    LMATH_3            0.153      0.035      4.324      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4             -0.049      0.038     -1.283      0.200 
    LWM_4             -0.379      0.056     -6.818      0.000 
    LMATH_4            0.153      0.035      4.324      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.379      0.056     -6.818      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.153      0.035      4.324      0.000 
 




    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.144      0.023      6.365      0.000 
    LMATH_2           -0.767      0.098     -7.868      0.000 
    LWM_2              0.745      0.154      4.847      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.144      0.023      6.365      0.000 
    LMATH_3           -0.767      0.098     -7.868      0.000 
    LWM_3              0.745      0.154      4.847      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.144      0.023      6.365      0.000 
    LMATH_4           -0.767      0.098     -7.868      0.000 
    LWM_4              0.745      0.154      4.847      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.767      0.098     -7.868      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.745      0.154      4.847      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               53.531      6.291      8.509      0.000 
    MATH0            177.703      6.333     28.058      0.000 





 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             55.313      3.395     16.291      0.000 
    WM1               16.972      2.585      6.567      0.000 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1            -26.592      5.123     -5.190      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               3.226      0.671      4.809      0.000 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               3.226      0.671      4.809      0.000 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               3.226      0.671      4.809      0.000 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               3.226      0.671      4.809      0.000 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               3.226      0.671      4.809      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0              472.538      0.280   1687.382      0.000 
    WM1              177.785     23.768      7.480      0.000 
    MATH0             72.956      0.204    356.858      0.000 
    MATH1           -278.668     65.588     -4.249      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              254.028      8.416     30.184      0.000 
    WM1               23.695      6.008      3.944      0.000 
    MATH0            217.828      5.632     38.675      0.000 
    MATH1             89.151     25.645      3.476      0.001 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             188.503      2.758     68.359      0.000 
    WM_2             188.503      2.758     68.359      0.000 
    WM_3             188.503      2.758     68.359      0.000 
    WM_4             188.503      2.758     68.359      0.000 
    WM_5             188.503      2.758     68.359      0.000 
    MATH_1            33.019      0.538     61.384      0.000 
    MATH_2            33.019      0.538     61.384      0.000 
    MATH_3            33.019      0.538     61.384      0.000 
    MATH_4            33.019      0.538     61.384      0.000 
    MATH_5            33.019      0.538     61.384      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 
                    Estimate       S.E.  Est./S.E.    P-Value 
 
 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.758      0.006    117.117      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.743      0.005    150.501      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.743      0.005    148.332      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.747      0.005    141.364      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.752      0.006    133.081      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.932      0.002    518.177      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.946      0.002    613.557      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 





 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.946      0.001    750.966      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.946      0.001    703.424      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.200      0.037      5.447      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.109      0.008     13.299      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.093      0.004     21.301      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.077      0.003     22.526      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.596      0.163      9.785      0.000 
    DWM_3              2.936      0.385      7.617      0.000 
    DWM_4              3.406      0.418      8.143      0.000 
    DWM_5              4.041      0.548      7.368      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.293      0.009     33.587      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.142      0.005     28.524      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.122      0.007     17.852      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.090      0.004     23.228      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.917      0.252      7.615      0.000 
    DMATH_3            3.905      0.482      8.099      0.000 




    DMATH_5            6.250      1.042      5.999      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.046      0.012     87.942      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.998      0.003    295.173      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.988      0.003    352.666      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.985      0.003    378.122      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2             -0.090      0.078     -1.143      0.253 
    LWM_2             -3.485      0.538     -6.477      0.000 
    LMATH_2            1.553      0.367      4.228      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3             -0.056      0.042     -1.359      0.174 
    LWM_3             -4.050      0.597     -6.779      0.000 
    LMATH_3            1.824      0.407      4.477      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4             -0.058      0.045     -1.283      0.200 
    LWM_4             -4.861      0.781     -6.224      0.000 
    LMATH_4            2.132      0.507      4.204      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -1.983      0.218     -9.090      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.741      0.102      7.232      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.877      0.013     69.758      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.988      0.009    114.780      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.015      0.007    152.998      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.999      0.004    271.422      0.000 
 




    DMATH_2            0.294      0.045      6.556      0.000 
    LMATH_2           -5.340      0.609     -8.770      0.000 
    LWM_2              4.693      0.868      5.410      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.171      0.024      6.994      0.000 
    LMATH_3           -6.395      0.619    -10.324      0.000 
    LWM_3              5.562      0.961      5.790      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.195      0.042      4.602      0.000 
    LMATH_4           -8.520      1.243     -6.857      0.000 
    LWM_4              7.611      1.717      4.432      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -2.299      0.256     -8.965      0.000 
    LWM_1              2.411      0.441      5.461      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.690      0.049     13.964      0.000 
    MATH0              0.755      0.011     65.883      0.000 
    MATH1             -0.206      0.113     -1.816      0.069 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 





 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.397      0.072      5.541      0.000 
    WM1                0.236      0.042      5.581      0.000 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -0.579      0.053    -10.956      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.041      0.008      4.826      0.000 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.041      0.008      4.826      0.000 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.041      0.008      4.826      0.000 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.041      0.008      4.826      0.000 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.041      0.008      4.826      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0               29.648      0.496     59.746      0.000 
    WM1               36.523      0.895     40.787      0.000 
    MATH0              4.943      0.067     74.013      0.000 
    MATH1            -29.514      2.754    -10.715      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.426      0.010     43.454      0.000 
    WM_2               0.448      0.007     61.136      0.000 
    WM_3               0.448      0.007     60.072      0.000 
    WM_4               0.442      0.008     55.927      0.000 
    WM_5               0.434      0.009     51.091      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.132      0.003     39.273      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.104      0.003     35.762      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.102      0.002     44.280      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.105      0.002     44.038      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.105      0.003     41.201      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
















































Research Question 2 
 
WM Dual Change Growth Model (4 groups); 
 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 4 
Number of observations 
   Group LL                                                   4109 
   Group LH                                                   2224 
   Group HL                                                   1768 
   Group HH                                                   3870 
   Total sample size                                         11971 
 
Number of dependent variables                                    5 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           11 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   WM_1        WM_2        WM_3        WM_4        WM_5 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LWM_1       LWM_2       LWM_3       LWM_4       LWM_5       DWM_2 
   DWM_3       DWM_4       DWM_5       WM0         WM1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Grouping variable     GROUP 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                 20000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat 
 






SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
   Group LL 
     Number of missing data patterns            27 
 
   Group LH 
     Number of missing data patterns            21 
 
   Group HL 
     Number of missing data patterns            15 
 
   Group HH 
     Number of missing data patterns            21 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LL 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.958 
 WM_2           0.860         0.896 
 WM_3           0.801         0.824         0.839 
 WM_4           0.750         0.771         0.779         0.785 
 WM_5           0.708         0.726         0.733         0.734         0.740 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LH 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.985 
 WM_2           0.897         0.909 
 WM_3           0.831         0.837         0.843 
 WM_4           0.787         0.791         0.792         0.799 
 WM_5           0.749         0.750         0.752         0.756         0.760 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HL 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 




 WM_2           0.893         0.907 
 WM_3           0.817         0.827         0.832 
 WM_4           0.773         0.782         0.782         0.789 
 WM_5           0.727         0.736         0.737         0.740         0.743 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HH 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.992 
 WM_2           0.906         0.912 
 WM_3           0.845         0.847         0.852 
 WM_4           0.793         0.793         0.794         0.799 
 WM_5           0.749         0.750         0.750         0.752         0.755 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
     UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                467.809      -0.475     410.000    0.84%     448.000    462.000    
470.000 
            3935.000     324.477       0.084     572.000    0.03%     476.000    483.000 
     WM_2                476.804      -0.503     410.000    0.22%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            3683.000     325.945       0.406     544.000    0.03%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_3                485.361      -0.411     410.000    0.06%     470.000    483.000    
489.000 
            3446.000     296.873       0.791     581.000    0.03%     489.000    502.000 
     WM_4                492.677      -0.164     410.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            3226.000     296.379       1.096     563.000    0.03%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_5                497.449      -0.261     410.000    0.07%     483.000    496.000    
496.000 
            3042.000     341.640       1.062     563.000    0.03%     502.000    509.000 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    





     WM_1                475.918       0.017     410.000    0.23%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            2190.000     318.599       2.830     596.000    0.05%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                484.347      -0.106     410.000    0.10%     470.000    483.000    
483.000 
            2022.000     301.235       0.735     558.000    0.05%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_3                492.493       0.081     410.000    0.11%     476.000    489.000    
496.000 
            1874.000     332.554       0.893     558.000    0.05%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                499.990       0.044     435.000    0.06%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            1778.000     352.851       0.880     576.000    0.11%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                506.074       0.005     426.000    0.06%     489.000    502.000    
509.000 
            1690.000     374.180       0.741     576.000    0.06%     509.000    522.000 
 
    UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                476.489      -0.555     410.000    0.06%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            1738.000     276.505       0.242     534.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                485.305      -0.433     410.000    0.06%     476.000    483.000    
489.000 
            1603.000     313.749       1.358     554.000    0.06%     489.000    502.000 
     WM_3                492.978      -0.412     410.000    0.07%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            1471.000     307.815       1.425     563.000    0.07%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                500.084      -0.056     410.000    0.14%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            1395.000     306.833       1.304     572.000    0.07%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                506.070       0.090     435.000    0.08%     489.000    502.000    
509.000 
            1313.000     340.419       0.823     581.000    0.08%     509.000    522.000 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 





            3839.000     299.828       1.463     558.000    0.05%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_2                493.508      -0.072     410.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            3529.000     309.710       1.293     581.000    0.03%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_3                502.273       0.214     426.000    0.03%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            3296.000     319.034       0.827     603.000    0.03%     509.000    516.000 
     WM_4                509.194       0.165     448.000    0.32%     496.000    502.000    
509.000 
            3092.000     343.292       0.432     588.000    0.06%     516.000    522.000 
     WM_5                515.600       0.208     448.000    0.10%     502.000    509.000    
516.000 
            2922.000     381.758       0.002     588.000    0.07%     522.000    534.000 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 




          H0 Value                     -249286.207 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      2.9218 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                     -249056.326 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      2.8921 




          Akaike (AIC)                  498628.415 
          Bayesian (BIC)                498835.342 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC      498746.361 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                            159.858* 
          Degrees of Freedom                    52 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         2.8761 
            for MLR 
 
Chi-Square Contribution From Each Group 
 




          LH                                26.958 
          HL                                28.865 
          HH                                48.814 
 
*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.026 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.022  0.031 




          CFI                                0.980 
          TLI                                0.984 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                           5376.878 
          Degrees of Freedom                    40 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 




                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 





 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.175      0.020     -8.689      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 





 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.175      0.020     -8.689      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.175      0.020     -8.689      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                6.595      2.825      2.335      0.020 
 
 Means 
    WM0              467.383      0.446   1047.226      0.000 
    WM1               91.621      9.685      9.460      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              139.000      9.136     15.214      0.000 






 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             176.404      4.597     38.374      0.000 
    WM_2             176.404      4.597     38.374      0.000 
    WM_3             176.404      4.597     38.374      0.000 
    WM_4             176.404      4.597     38.374      0.000 
    WM_5             176.404      4.597     38.374      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.114      0.027     -4.248      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.114      0.027     -4.248      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.114      0.027     -4.248      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.114      0.027     -4.248      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 






    WM0              475.634      0.545    872.018      0.000 
    WM1               63.214     13.112      4.821      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              132.663     12.923     10.266      0.000 
    WM1               12.636      2.208      5.723      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             166.182      5.603     29.658      0.000 
    WM_2             166.182      5.603     29.658      0.000 
    WM_3             166.182      5.603     29.658      0.000 
    WM_4             166.182      5.603     29.658      0.000 
    WM_5             166.182      5.603     29.658      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 





 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LWM_1             -0.129      0.032     -3.995      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.129      0.032     -3.995      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.129      0.032     -3.995      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.129      0.032     -3.995      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                9.010      3.842      2.345      0.019 
 
 Means 
    WM0              476.325      0.637    747.946      0.000 
    WM1               70.696     15.867      4.455      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






    WM0              109.050     12.490      8.731      0.000 
    WM1               10.921      2.426      4.502      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             171.808      7.835     21.929      0.000 
    WM_2             171.808      7.835     21.929      0.000 
    WM_3             171.808      7.835     21.929      0.000 
    WM_4             171.808      7.835     21.929      0.000 
    WM_5             171.808      7.835     21.929      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 





 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.126      0.020     -6.206      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.126      0.020     -6.206      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.126      0.020     -6.206      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.126      0.020     -6.206      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               10.596      2.806      3.777      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0              484.729      0.414   1169.486      0.000 
    WM1               70.137     10.078      6.959      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              134.147     10.167     13.195      0.000 
    WM1               14.564      1.786      8.155      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             155.825      3.760     41.442      0.000 
    WM_2             155.825      3.760     41.442      0.000 
    WM_3             155.825      3.760     41.442      0.000 
    WM_4             155.825      3.760     41.442      0.000 
    WM_5             155.825      3.760     41.442      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.664      0.014     46.673      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.635      0.011     56.415      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.645      0.011     60.940      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.674      0.012     57.782      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.706      0.013     55.116      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.360      0.028     12.996      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.289      0.018     15.789      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.220      0.012     18.127      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.167      0.009     17.588      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              0.935      0.026     35.663      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.133      0.042     27.191      0.000 
    DWM_4              1.373      0.077     17.934      0.000 
    DWM_5              1.664      0.130     12.850      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 





 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.973      0.015     64.910      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.925      0.012     79.031      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.916      0.009    102.222      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.525      0.051    -10.216      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.589      0.069     -8.584      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.734      0.101     -7.294      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.962      0.151     -6.363      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.152      0.065      2.340      0.019 
 
 Means 
    WM0               39.643      1.311     30.235      0.000 
    WM1               24.974      1.979     12.621      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.559      0.019     29.616      0.000 
    WM_2               0.597      0.014     41.825      0.000 
    WM_3               0.584      0.014     42.781      0.000 
    WM_4               0.546      0.016     34.686      0.000 
    WM_5               0.502      0.018     27.739      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.666      0.019     35.542      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.669      0.014     48.124      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.696      0.013     53.500      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.732      0.013     55.800      0.000 
 




    WM_5               0.765      0.013     58.739      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.300      0.029     10.304      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.247      0.021     11.971      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.197      0.015     13.230      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.158      0.012     13.111      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.022      0.037     27.965      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.154      0.059     19.412      0.000 
    DWM_4              1.302      0.100     13.062      0.000 
    DWM_5              1.469      0.153      9.578      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.993      0.027     37.095      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.928      0.017     54.758      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.903      0.011     80.028      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.902      0.009     98.649      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.377      0.075     -5.030      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.429      0.096     -4.444      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.521      0.132     -3.936      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 





 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.243      0.100      2.438      0.015 
 
 Means 
    WM0               41.295      2.017     20.475      0.000 
    WM1               17.783      2.665      6.673      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.556      0.025     22.261      0.000 
    WM_2               0.553      0.019     29.749      0.000 
    WM_3               0.516      0.018     28.465      0.000 
    WM_4               0.465      0.019     24.235      0.000 




    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.623      0.026     24.304      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.623      0.018     34.145      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.651      0.016     40.551      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.688      0.016     41.858      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.723      0.017     42.080      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.309      0.040      7.722      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.250      0.027      9.166      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.197      0.019     10.583      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.155      0.014     10.894      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.024      0.047     21.855      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.176      0.073     16.096      0.000 




    DWM_5              1.552      0.195      7.979      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.999      0.032     31.195      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.930      0.020     46.483      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.905      0.014     64.639      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.905      0.011     80.639      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.419      0.085     -4.942      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.482      0.112     -4.291      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.595      0.159     -3.737      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.755      0.227     -3.332      0.001 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.261      0.113      2.310      0.021 
 
 Means 
    WM0               45.613      2.621     17.406      0.000 







    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.612      0.032     19.145      0.000 
    WM_2               0.611      0.023     26.849      0.000 
    WM_3               0.576      0.021     27.564      0.000 
    WM_4               0.527      0.023     23.327      0.000 
    WM_5               0.477      0.025     19.222      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.680      0.015     44.721      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.682      0.011     61.047      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 





 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.749      0.008     91.944      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.783      0.008    100.411      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.321      0.023     14.176      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.259      0.015     17.558      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.203      0.010     20.407      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.160      0.008     20.067      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.019      0.024     43.053      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.166      0.041     28.497      0.000 
    DWM_4              1.333      0.073     18.278      0.000 
    DWM_5              1.524      0.116     13.102      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.994      0.019     53.338      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.921      0.012     77.095      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.897      0.008    109.863      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.899      0.007    137.429      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.388      0.051     -7.606      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 





 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.555      0.095     -5.809      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.707      0.136     -5.189      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.240      0.063      3.797      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0               41.851      1.586     26.391      0.000 
    WM1               18.378      1.828     10.051      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.537      0.021     25.974      0.000 
    WM_2               0.535      0.015     35.055      0.000 
    WM_3               0.493      0.013     38.479      0.000 
    WM_4               0.439      0.012     36.028      0.000 
    WM_5               0.388      0.012     31.772      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 



































Change to Change MATH LDS Model (4 groups); 
 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 4 
Number of observations 
   Group LL                                                   4125 
   Group LH                                                   2224 
   Group HL                                                   1772 
   Group HH                                                   3870 
   Total sample size                                         11991 
 
Number of dependent variables                                    5 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           11 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   MATH_1      MATH_2      MATH_3      MATH_4      MATH_5 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LMATH_1     LMATH_2     LMATH_3     LMATH_4     LMATH_5     DMATH_2 
   DMATH_3     DMATH_4     DMATH_5     MATH0       MATH1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Grouping variable     GROUP 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                 20000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat 
 








SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
   Group LL 
     Number of missing data patterns            25 
 
   Group LH 
     Number of missing data patterns            20 
 
   Group HL 
     Number of missing data patterns            15 
 
   Group HH 
     Number of missing data patterns            21 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LL 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.989 
 MATH_2         0.895         0.902 
 MATH_3         0.828         0.830         0.837 
 MATH_4         0.774         0.776         0.777         0.783 
 MATH_5         0.731         0.731         0.731         0.733         0.738 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LH 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.991 
 MATH_2         0.906         0.911 
 MATH_3         0.839         0.840         0.844 
 MATH_4         0.793         0.793         0.793         0.800 
 MATH_5         0.754         0.753         0.754         0.758         0.761 
 
     PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HL 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 




 MATH_2         0.899         0.905 
 MATH_3         0.826         0.828         0.832 
 MATH_4         0.780         0.782         0.783         0.788 
 MATH_5         0.735         0.737         0.739         0.740         0.743 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HH 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.993 
 MATH_2         0.908         0.913 
 MATH_3         0.847         0.849         0.853 
 MATH_4         0.794         0.795         0.796         0.800 
 MATH_5         0.750         0.750         0.751         0.752         0.755 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     MATH_1               66.349      -0.060      23.282    0.02%      58.904     64.341     66.031 
            4081.000      92.797       1.558     109.288    0.02%      67.489     72.385 
     MATH_2               82.765       0.283      35.247    0.03%      70.998     76.884     80.926 
            3722.000     164.402      -0.141     124.709    0.03%      85.337     93.518 
     MATH_3               97.291      -0.020      52.097    0.03%      83.530     92.707     96.395 
            3452.000     200.067      -0.537     136.318    0.03%     101.049    110.154 
     MATH_4              106.683      -0.423      33.132    0.03%      93.165    103.758    
107.908 
            3230.000     208.429      -0.238     143.298    0.03%     111.683    118.868 
     MATH_5              114.000      -0.554      64.772    0.03%     101.580    111.842    
115.230 
            3045.000     202.134       0.136     148.038    0.03%     118.357    126.005 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     MATH_1               81.300       0.529      52.770    0.05%      70.426     77.323     81.052 




     MATH_2              100.272      -0.498      19.579    0.05%      89.524     97.807    
101.693 
            2027.000     162.705       1.373     135.442    0.05%     104.225    111.530 
     MATH_3              113.813      -0.630      66.254    0.05%     104.157    111.365    
114.584 
            1878.000     129.751       0.225     143.452    0.05%     118.259    124.133 
     MATH_4              121.741      -0.771      71.403    0.06%     112.887    120.011    
122.877 
            1779.000     126.274       0.916     147.222    0.06%     125.577    131.016 
     MATH_5              128.394      -0.795      78.495    0.06%     120.345    127.409    
129.958 
            1692.000     108.966       1.156     147.970    0.06%     132.748    137.594 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     MATH_1               70.697       0.236      39.004    0.06%      64.418     67.813     69.500 
            1756.000      78.482       0.796     106.613    0.06%      71.535     77.718 
     MATH_2               88.089       0.242      43.550    0.06%      76.193     85.157     88.555 
            1604.000     162.077      -0.713     127.101    0.06%      91.668     99.495 
     MATH_3              102.927      -0.305      63.741    0.07%      92.613    101.080    
105.056 
            1475.000     170.735      -0.486     133.316    0.07%     108.198    114.299 
     MATH_4              112.006      -0.491      70.041    0.07%     102.178    110.763    
114.335 
            1396.000     160.094      -0.051     146.025    0.07%     117.582    122.991 
     MATH_5              119.639      -0.460      72.067    0.08%     110.730    118.725    
121.737 
            1316.000     151.179       0.012     147.612    0.08%     124.725    130.753 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     MATH_1               86.537       0.321      42.897    0.03%      75.128     82.593     85.495 
            3843.000     143.471      -0.023     138.925    0.03%      88.276     95.968 
     MATH_2              105.670      -0.403      64.909    0.03%      94.903    103.493    
106.617 
            3532.000     139.452      -0.084     139.096    0.08%     109.446    115.772 





            3300.000     111.028       0.800     147.890    0.03%     122.660    126.911 
     MATH_4              125.877      -0.578      78.853    0.03%     117.782    124.408    
127.104 
            3095.000     101.509       0.449     147.900    0.03%     129.551    134.403 
     MATH_5              132.904      -0.742      88.181    0.03%     125.674    132.220    
134.626 
            2923.000      85.736       0.484     148.038    0.07%     136.713    141.040 
 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 




          H0 Value                     -210746.665 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      2.9180 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                     -209551.968 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      2.7371 




          Akaike (AIC)                  421557.330 
          Bayesian (BIC)                421793.871 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC      421692.178 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                            913.203* 
          Degrees of Freedom                    48 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         2.6165 
            for MLR 
 
Chi-Square Contribution From Each Group 
 
          LL                               272.157 
          LH                               167.284 
          HL                               206.244 





*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.078 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.073  0.082 




          CFI                                0.946 
          TLI                                0.955 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                          16198.885 
          Degrees of Freedom                    40 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 





                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.276      0.007    -40.787      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.276      0.007    -40.787      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.124      0.019      6.522      0.000 
 




    LMATH_3           -0.276      0.007    -40.787      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.124      0.019      6.522      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.276      0.007    -40.787      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.124      0.019      6.522      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             28.291      1.343     21.058      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0             66.233      0.239    276.767      0.000 
    MATH1             34.956      0.552     63.333      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0             75.943      4.964     15.299      0.000 





 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1            38.915      0.891     43.699      0.000 
    MATH_2            38.915      0.891     43.699      0.000 
    MATH_3            38.915      0.891     43.699      0.000 
    MATH_4            38.915      0.891     43.699      0.000 
    MATH_5            38.915      0.891     43.699      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 





 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.324      0.007    -45.860      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.324      0.007    -45.860      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.013      0.020      0.642      0.521 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.324      0.007    -45.860      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.013      0.020      0.642      0.521 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.324      0.007    -45.860      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.013      0.020      0.642      0.521 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             25.017      1.693     14.777      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0             81.294      0.359    226.431      0.000 
    MATH1             45.431      0.741     61.313      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0            111.106      6.000     18.519      0.000 
    MATH1             11.203      0.932     12.023      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1            33.434      1.324     25.249      0.000 
    MATH_2            33.434      1.324     25.249      0.000 
    MATH_3            33.434      1.324     25.249      0.000 
    MATH_4            33.434      1.324     25.249      0.000 
    MATH_5            33.434      1.324     25.249      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 







 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 





 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.280      0.009    -31.093      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.280      0.009    -31.093      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.082      0.026      3.211      0.001 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.280      0.009    -31.093      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.082      0.026      3.211      0.001 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.280      0.009    -31.093      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.082      0.026      3.211      0.001 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             24.631      1.486     16.580      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0             70.593      0.353    200.216      0.000 
    MATH1             37.507      0.829     45.221      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0             68.155      6.079     11.212      0.000 
    MATH1             14.621      1.107     13.205      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1            37.440      1.173     31.931      0.000 
    MATH_2            37.440      1.173     31.931      0.000 
    MATH_3            37.440      1.173     31.931      0.000 
    MATH_4            37.440      1.173     31.931      0.000 
    MATH_5            37.440      1.173     31.931      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 





 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.319      0.005    -59.798      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.319      0.005    -59.798      0.000 
    DMATH_2           -0.044      0.012     -3.634      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.319      0.005    -59.798      0.000 
    DMATH_3           -0.044      0.012     -3.634      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 




    DMATH_4           -0.044      0.012     -3.634      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             19.068      1.110     17.174      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0             86.552      0.287    301.416      0.000 
    MATH1             46.745      0.594     78.734      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0            121.315      4.390     27.633      0.000 
    MATH1              7.830      0.518     15.122      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1            28.842      0.748     38.561      0.000 
    MATH_2            28.842      0.748     38.561      0.000 
    MATH_3            28.842      0.748     38.561      0.000 




    MATH_5            28.842      0.748     38.561      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.813      0.010     82.433      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.849      0.006    152.738      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.881      0.004    214.677      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.901      0.004    252.423      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.913      0.003    277.858      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.307      0.012     25.297      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.224      0.009     25.388      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.141      0.005     27.293      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 





 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.428      0.044     32.396      0.000 
    DMATH_3            1.682      0.060     28.062      0.000 
    DMATH_4            2.396      0.092     26.031      0.000 
    DMATH_5            3.568      0.166     21.434      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.871      0.017     51.040      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.860      0.009    100.227      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.897      0.004    212.151      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.931      0.003    341.819      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.781      0.037    -21.256      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.057      0.046    -22.787      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.146      0.020      7.380      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -1.750      0.084    -20.822      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.177      0.028      6.247      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -2.906      0.172    -16.894      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.185      0.032      5.779      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 





 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.739      0.029     25.194      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0              7.600      0.252     30.171      0.000 
    MATH1              7.958      0.168     47.272      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1             0.339      0.016     21.120      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.280      0.009     29.684      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.223      0.007     30.832      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.188      0.006     29.156      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.167      0.006     27.814      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 







 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.877      0.007    133.712      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.861      0.006    132.716      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.857      0.007    119.154      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.859      0.008    108.370      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.863      0.008    102.265      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.264      0.017     15.496      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.184      0.012     15.872      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.122      0.007     16.440      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.081      0.005     15.430      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.297      0.077     16.912      0.000 
    DMATH_3            1.883      0.113     16.647      0.000 
    DMATH_4            2.812      0.174     16.192      0.000 
    DMATH_5            4.202      0.293     14.338      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.077      0.016     67.347      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.015      0.011     89.556      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 





 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.986      0.005    205.942      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.325      0.078    -17.000      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.786      0.108    -16.494      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.019      0.029      0.652      0.514 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -2.626      0.172    -15.253      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.019      0.030      0.635      0.525 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -3.959      0.296    -13.366      0.000 
    DMATH_4            0.019      0.030      0.634      0.526 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.709      0.032     22.197      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0              7.712      0.202     38.236      0.000 
    MATH1             13.573      0.543     25.000      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1             0.231      0.011     20.118      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.259      0.011     23.179      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.265      0.012     21.449      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.261      0.014     19.172      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.256      0.015     17.595      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.803      0.014     57.445      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.834      0.008    103.218      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.862      0.006    132.868      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.880      0.006    143.554      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.892      0.006    148.925      0.000 
 




    LMATH_2            0.269      0.018     14.998      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.192      0.013     15.162      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.123      0.008     16.335      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.079      0.005     16.038      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.539      0.081     19.069      0.000 
    DMATH_3            1.919      0.116     16.556      0.000 
    DMATH_4            2.743      0.173     15.897      0.000 
    DMATH_5            4.005      0.283     14.163      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.893      0.024     36.863      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.889      0.013     68.992      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.916      0.007    135.952      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.942      0.004    226.725      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.930      0.069    -13.473      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.299      0.093    -13.999      0.000 
    DMATH_2            0.102      0.029      3.517      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -2.089      0.155    -13.442      0.000 
    DMATH_3            0.117      0.038      3.106      0.002 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -3.328      0.280    -11.890      0.000 





 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.780      0.039     20.103      0.000 
 
 Means 
    MATH0              8.551      0.386     22.178      0.000 
    MATH1              9.809      0.335     29.275      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1             0.355      0.022     15.778      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.305      0.013     22.619      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.257      0.011     22.989      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.225      0.011     20.856      0.000 




    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.899      0.004    218.111      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.870      0.005    183.927      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.855      0.005    156.185      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.849      0.006    136.351      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.847      0.007    124.664      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.298      0.012     24.731      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.203      0.009     23.685      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.148      0.006     24.210      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.104      0.005     23.005      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            0.989      0.041     24.155      0.000 
    DMATH_3            1.554      0.068     22.908      0.000 




    DMATH_5            3.142      0.153     20.559      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.160      0.011    101.670      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.071      0.008    129.043      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.028      0.006    168.086      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.007      0.004    233.686      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.241      0.042    -29.892      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.680      0.065    -25.682      0.000 
    DMATH_2           -0.070      0.020     -3.420      0.001 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -2.220      0.097    -22.931      0.000 
    DMATH_3           -0.063      0.016     -3.819      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -3.086      0.153    -20.157      0.000 
    DMATH_4           -0.063      0.017     -3.740      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.619      0.027     23.270      0.000 
 
 Means 




    MATH1             16.705      0.521     32.061      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    MATH_1             0.192      0.007     25.927      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.242      0.008     29.429      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.268      0.009     28.655      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.279      0.011     26.439      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.282      0.012     24.514      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 













M4a. Bi_coupling (4 groups); 
 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 4 
Number of observations 
   Group LL                                                   4125 
   Group LH                                                   2224 
   Group HL                                                   1772 
   Group HH                                                   3870 
   Total sample size                                         11991 
 
Number of dependent variables                                   10 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           22 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   WM_1        WM_2        WM_3        WM_4        WM_5        MATH_1 
   MATH_2      MATH_3      MATH_4      MATH_5 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LWM_1       LWM_2       LWM_3       LWM_4       LWM_5       DWM_2 
   DWM_3       DWM_4       DWM_5       WM0         WM1         LMATH_1 
   LMATH_2     LMATH_3     LMATH_4     LMATH_5     DMATH_2     DMATH_3 
   DMATH_4     DMATH_5     MATH0       MATH1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Grouping variable     GROUP 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                500000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat 
 





SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
   Group LL 
     Number of missing data patterns            53 
 
   Group LH 
     Number of missing data patterns            30 
 
   Group HL 
     Number of missing data patterns            21 
 
   Group HH 
     Number of missing data patterns            27 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LL 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.954 
 WM_2           0.856         0.893 
 WM_3           0.798         0.821         0.835 
 WM_4           0.747         0.768         0.776         0.782 
 WM_5           0.705         0.724         0.730         0.731         0.737 
 MATH_1         0.954         0.886         0.826         0.773         0.730 
 MATH_2         0.863         0.893         0.829         0.776         0.730 
 MATH_3         0.799         0.821         0.835         0.776         0.731 
 MATH_4         0.747         0.769         0.776         0.782         0.732 
 MATH_5         0.705         0.724         0.730         0.732         0.737 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.989 
 MATH_2         0.895         0.902 
 MATH_3         0.828         0.830         0.837 
 MATH_4         0.774         0.776         0.777         0.783 
 MATH_5         0.731         0.731         0.731         0.733         0.738 
 






PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LH 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.985 
 WM_2           0.897         0.909 
 WM_3           0.831         0.837         0.843 
 WM_4           0.787         0.791         0.792         0.799 
 WM_5           0.749         0.750         0.752         0.756         0.760 
 MATH_1         0.985         0.904         0.837         0.793         0.754 
 MATH_2         0.900         0.909         0.839         0.793         0.752 
 MATH_3         0.833         0.839         0.843         0.793         0.754 
 MATH_4         0.788         0.792         0.792         0.799         0.757 
 MATH_5         0.750         0.751         0.753         0.757         0.760 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.991 
 MATH_2         0.906         0.911 
 MATH_3         0.839         0.840         0.844 
 MATH_4         0.793         0.793         0.793         0.800 
 MATH_5         0.754         0.753         0.754         0.758         0.761 
 
     PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HL 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.981 
 WM_2           0.891         0.905 
 WM_3           0.815         0.825         0.830 
 WM_4           0.771         0.780         0.780         0.787 
 WM_5           0.726         0.735         0.735         0.739         0.741 
 MATH_1         0.981         0.898         0.823         0.779         0.734 
 MATH_2         0.891         0.905         0.826         0.781         0.735 
 MATH_3         0.818         0.827         0.830         0.783         0.738 
 MATH_4         0.772         0.781         0.781         0.787         0.739 
 MATH_5         0.727         0.736         0.737         0.740         0.741 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.991 




 MATH_3         0.826         0.828         0.832 
 MATH_4         0.780         0.782         0.783         0.788 
 MATH_5         0.735         0.737         0.739         0.740         0.743 
 
PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HH 
 
Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.992 
 WM_2           0.906         0.912 
 WM_3           0.845         0.847         0.852 
 WM_4           0.793         0.793         0.794         0.799 
 WM_5           0.749         0.750         0.750         0.752         0.755 
 MATH_1         0.992         0.907         0.846         0.793         0.750 
 MATH_2         0.907         0.912         0.848         0.794         0.750 
 MATH_3         0.846         0.848         0.852         0.795         0.751 
 MATH_4         0.793         0.794         0.795         0.799         0.752 
 MATH_5         0.749         0.750         0.750         0.752         0.755 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.993 
 MATH_2         0.908         0.913 
 MATH_3         0.847         0.849         0.853 
 MATH_4         0.794         0.795         0.796         0.800 
 MATH_5         0.750         0.750         0.751         0.752         0.755 
 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
     UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                467.809      -0.475     410.000    0.84%     448.000    462.000    
470.000 
            3935.000     324.477       0.084     572.000    0.03%     476.000    483.000 
     WM_2                476.804      -0.503     410.000    0.22%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            3683.000     325.945       0.406     544.000    0.03%     483.000    489.000 





            3446.000     296.873       0.791     581.000    0.03%     489.000    502.000 
     WM_4                492.677      -0.164     410.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            3226.000     296.379       1.096     563.000    0.03%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_5                497.449      -0.261     410.000    0.07%     483.000    496.000    
496.000 
            3042.000     341.640       1.062     563.000    0.03%     502.000    509.000 
     MATH_1               66.349      -0.060      23.282    0.02%      58.904     64.341     66.031 
            4081.000      92.797       1.558     109.288    0.02%      67.489     72.385 
     MATH_2               82.765       0.283      35.247    0.03%      70.998     76.884     80.926 
            3722.000     164.402      -0.141     124.709    0.03%      85.337     93.518 
     MATH_3               97.291      -0.020      52.097    0.03%      83.530     92.707     96.395 
            3452.000     200.067      -0.537     136.318    0.03%     101.049    110.154 
     MATH_4              106.683      -0.423      33.132    0.03%      93.165    103.758    
107.908 
            3230.000     208.429      -0.238     143.298    0.03%     111.683    118.868 
     MATH_5              114.000      -0.554      64.772    0.03%     101.580    111.842    
115.230 
            3045.000     202.134       0.136     148.038    0.03%     118.357    126.005 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                475.918       0.017     410.000    0.23%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            2190.000     318.599       2.830     596.000    0.05%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                484.347      -0.106     410.000    0.10%     470.000    483.000    
483.000 
            2022.000     301.235       0.735     558.000    0.05%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_3                492.493       0.081     410.000    0.11%     476.000    489.000    
496.000 
            1874.000     332.554       0.893     558.000    0.05%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                499.990       0.044     435.000    0.06%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            1778.000     352.851       0.880     576.000    0.11%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                506.074       0.005     426.000    0.06%     489.000    502.000    
509.000 
            1690.000     374.180       0.741     576.000    0.06%     509.000    522.000 
     MATH_1               81.300       0.529      52.770    0.05%      70.426     77.323     81.052 
            2205.000     130.366       0.275     121.126    0.05%      83.667     89.528 
     MATH_2              100.272      -0.498      19.579    0.05%      89.524     97.807    
101.693 




     MATH_3              113.813      -0.630      66.254    0.05%     104.157    111.365    
114.584 
            1878.000     129.751       0.225     143.452    0.05%     118.259    124.133 
     MATH_4              121.741      -0.771      71.403    0.06%     112.887    120.011    
122.877 
            1779.000     126.274       0.916     147.222    0.06%     125.577    131.016 
     MATH_5              128.394      -0.795      78.495    0.06%     120.345    127.409    
129.958 
            1692.000     108.966       1.156     147.970    0.06%     132.748    137.594 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                476.489      -0.555     410.000    0.06%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            1738.000     276.505       0.242     534.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                485.305      -0.433     410.000    0.06%     476.000    483.000    
489.000 
            1603.000     313.749       1.358     554.000    0.06%     489.000    502.000 
     WM_3                492.978      -0.412     410.000    0.07%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            1471.000     307.815       1.425     563.000    0.07%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                500.084      -0.056     410.000    0.14%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            1395.000     306.833       1.304     572.000    0.07%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                506.070       0.090     435.000    0.08%     489.000    502.000    
509.000 
            1313.000     340.419       0.823     581.000    0.08%     509.000    522.000 
     MATH_1               70.697       0.236      39.004    0.06%      64.418     67.813     69.500 
            1756.000      78.482       0.796     106.613    0.06%      71.535     77.718 
     MATH_2               88.089       0.242      43.550    0.06%      76.193     85.157     88.555 
            1604.000     162.077      -0.713     127.101    0.06%      91.668     99.495 
     MATH_3              102.927      -0.305      63.741    0.07%      92.613    101.080    
105.056 
            1475.000     170.735      -0.486     133.316    0.07%     108.198    114.299 
     MATH_4              112.006      -0.491      70.041    0.07%     102.178    110.763    
114.335 
            1396.000     160.094      -0.051     146.025    0.07%     117.582    122.991 
     MATH_5              119.639      -0.460      72.067    0.08%     110.730    118.725    
121.737 






UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                485.045      -0.378     410.000    0.08%     476.000    483.000    
483.000 
            3839.000     299.828       1.463     558.000    0.05%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_2                493.508      -0.072     410.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            3529.000     309.710       1.293     581.000    0.03%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_3                502.273       0.214     426.000    0.03%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            3296.000     319.034       0.827     603.000    0.03%     509.000    516.000 
     WM_4                509.194       0.165     448.000    0.32%     496.000    502.000    
509.000 
            3092.000     343.292       0.432     588.000    0.06%     516.000    522.000 
     WM_5                515.600       0.208     448.000    0.10%     502.000    509.000    
516.000 
            2922.000     381.758       0.002     588.000    0.07%     522.000    534.000 
     MATH_1               86.537       0.321      42.897    0.03%      75.128     82.593     85.495 
            3843.000     143.471      -0.023     138.925    0.03%      88.276     95.968 
     MATH_2              105.670      -0.403      64.909    0.03%      94.903    103.493    
106.617 
            3532.000     139.452      -0.084     139.096    0.08%     109.446    115.772 
     MATH_3              118.322      -0.763      65.342    0.03%     109.449    116.930    
120.278 
            3300.000     111.028       0.800     147.890    0.03%     122.660    126.911 
     MATH_4              125.877      -0.578      78.853    0.03%     117.782    124.408    
127.104 
            3095.000     101.509       0.449     147.900    0.03%     129.551    134.403 
     MATH_5              132.904      -0.742      88.181    0.03%     125.674    132.220    
134.626 
            2923.000      85.736       0.484     148.038    0.07%     136.713    141.040 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 




          H0 Value                     -458780.582 




            for MLR 
          H1 Value                     -457513.789 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      2.6782 




          Akaike (AIC)                  917729.165 
          Bayesian (BIC)                918350.085 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC      918083.143 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                           1021.024* 
          Degrees of Freedom                   176 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         2.4814 
            for MLR 
 
Chi-Square Contribution From Each Group 
 
          LL                               271.113 
          LH                               212.434 
          HL                               178.923 
          HH                               358.554 
 
*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.040 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.038  0.042 




          CFI                                0.965 
          TLI                                0.964 
 





          Value                          24441.298 
          Degrees of Freedom                   180 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 




                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 





 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.290      0.075     -3.854      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.028      0.050      0.556      0.578 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.290      0.075     -3.854      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.028      0.050      0.556      0.578 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.290      0.075     -3.854      0.000 
    LMATH_3            0.028      0.050      0.556      0.578 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.290      0.075     -3.854      0.000 
    LMATH_4            0.028      0.050      0.556      0.578 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.580      0.063     -9.255      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.539      0.100      5.409      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.580      0.063     -9.255      0.000 
    LWM_2              0.539      0.100      5.409      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.580      0.063     -9.255      0.000 





 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.580      0.063     -9.255      0.000 
    LWM_4              0.539      0.100      5.409      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               24.202      5.335      4.536      0.000 
    MATH0             58.470      4.712     12.408      0.000 
    MATH1            -15.460      9.780     -1.581      0.114 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             24.244      2.013     12.044      0.000 
    WM1                4.318      1.931      2.236      0.025 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -8.510      3.356     -2.536      0.011 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               3.435      1.196      2.871      0.004 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 





 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               3.435      1.196      2.871      0.004 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               3.435      1.196      2.871      0.004 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               3.435      1.196      2.871      0.004 
 
 Means 
    WM0              466.675      0.443   1052.747      0.000 
    WM1              144.684     31.967      4.526      0.000 
    MATH0             66.168      0.243    272.245      0.000 
    MATH1           -195.847     42.421     -4.617      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






    WM0              134.642      9.688     13.898      0.000 
    WM1               14.529      4.817      3.016      0.003 
    MATH0             59.181      4.952     11.950      0.000 
    MATH1             47.378     10.064      4.708      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             187.587      5.032     37.278      0.000 
    WM_2             187.587      5.032     37.278      0.000 
    WM_3             187.587      5.032     37.278      0.000 
    WM_4             187.587      5.032     37.278      0.000 
    WM_5             187.587      5.032     37.278      0.000 
    MATH_1            36.662      0.925     39.622      0.000 
    MATH_2            36.662      0.925     39.622      0.000 
    MATH_3            36.662      0.925     39.622      0.000 
    MATH_4            36.662      0.925     39.622      0.000 
    MATH_5            36.662      0.925     39.622      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 





 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.497      0.113     -4.403      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.236      0.066      3.599      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.497      0.113     -4.403      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.236      0.066      3.599      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.497      0.113     -4.403      0.000 
    LMATH_3            0.236      0.066      3.599      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -0.497      0.113     -4.403      0.000 





 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.274      0.051     -5.422      0.000 
    LWM_1             -0.082      0.082     -0.998      0.318 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.274      0.051     -5.422      0.000 
    LWM_2             -0.082      0.082     -0.998      0.318 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.274      0.051     -5.422      0.000 
    LWM_3             -0.082      0.082     -0.998      0.318 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.274      0.051     -5.422      0.000 
    LWM_4             -0.082      0.082     -0.998      0.318 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               41.411     11.989      3.454      0.001 
    MATH0             40.184      6.561      6.125      0.000 





 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             23.688      2.029     11.672      0.000 
    WM1                1.262      3.923      0.322      0.748 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             10.464      7.203      1.453      0.146 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               4.267      1.690      2.525      0.012 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               4.267      1.690      2.525      0.012 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               4.267      1.690      2.525      0.012 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               4.267      1.690      2.525      0.012 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               4.267      1.690      2.525      0.012 
 
 Means 
    WM0              475.974      0.562    847.457      0.000 
    WM1              225.297     48.361      4.659      0.000 
    MATH0             81.307      0.360    226.006      0.000 
    MATH1             80.320     34.898      2.302      0.021 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              141.140     20.981      6.727      0.000 
    WM1               46.191     15.041      3.071      0.002 
    MATH0            110.304      5.880     18.760      0.000 
    MATH1             12.207      1.973      6.186      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             163.984      5.623     29.164      0.000 
    WM_2             163.984      5.623     29.164      0.000 
    WM_3             163.984      5.623     29.164      0.000 
    WM_4             163.984      5.623     29.164      0.000 
    WM_5             163.984      5.623     29.164      0.000 
    MATH_1            33.315      1.277     26.080      0.000 
    MATH_2            33.315      1.277     26.080      0.000 
    MATH_3            33.315      1.277     26.080      0.000 
    MATH_4            33.315      1.277     26.080      0.000 
    MATH_5            33.315      1.277     26.080      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 





 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 





 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.736      1.499      0.491      0.624 
    LMATH_1           -0.602      0.891     -0.675      0.499 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.736      1.499      0.491      0.624 
    LMATH_2           -0.602      0.891     -0.675      0.499 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.736      1.499      0.491      0.624 
    LMATH_3           -0.602      0.891     -0.675      0.499 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.736      1.499      0.491      0.624 
    LMATH_4           -0.602      0.891     -0.675      0.499 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.954      1.523     -1.283      0.199 
    LWM_1              2.839      2.557      1.110      0.267 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.954      1.523     -1.283      0.199 
    LWM_2              2.839      2.557      1.110      0.267 
 




    LMATH_3           -1.954      1.523     -1.283      0.199 
    LWM_3              2.839      2.557      1.110      0.267 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -1.954      1.523     -1.283      0.199 
    LWM_4              2.839      2.557      1.110      0.267 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1              -70.565    152.364     -0.463      0.643 
    MATH0             26.678      9.016      2.959      0.003 
    MATH1           -277.595    266.244     -1.043      0.297 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             43.238     27.836      1.553      0.120 
    WM1               16.042     15.736      1.019      0.308 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1            251.888    687.623      0.366      0.714 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 





 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               3.382      1.690      2.001      0.045 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               3.382      1.690      2.001      0.045 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               3.382      1.690      2.001      0.045 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               3.382      1.690      2.001      0.045 
 
 Means 
    WM0              475.310      0.607    782.787      0.000 
    WM1             -296.197    649.673     -0.456      0.648 
    MATH0             70.734      0.364    194.349      0.000 
    MATH1          -1193.605   1108.410     -1.077      0.282 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              119.108     10.581     11.257      0.000 
    WM1               69.323    252.328      0.275      0.784 
    MATH0             46.610      5.787      8.054      0.000 
    MATH1            933.092   1604.933      0.581      0.561 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             187.069      7.070     26.459      0.000 
    WM_2             187.069      7.070     26.459      0.000 
    WM_3             187.069      7.070     26.459      0.000 
    WM_4             187.069      7.070     26.459      0.000 
    WM_5             187.069      7.070     26.459      0.000 
    MATH_1            32.560      1.514     21.499      0.000 
    MATH_2            32.560      1.514     21.499      0.000 
    MATH_3            32.560      1.514     21.499      0.000 
    MATH_4            32.560      1.514     21.499      0.000 
    MATH_5            32.560      1.514     21.499      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 





 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.374      0.067     -5.568      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.165      0.040      4.124      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -0.374      0.067     -5.568      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.165      0.040      4.124      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -0.374      0.067     -5.568      0.000 
    LMATH_3            0.165      0.040      4.124      0.000 
 




    LWM_4             -0.374      0.067     -5.568      0.000 
    LMATH_4            0.165      0.040      4.124      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.348      0.029    -12.122      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.037      0.045      0.820      0.412 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -0.348      0.029    -12.122      0.000 
    LWM_2              0.037      0.045      0.820      0.412 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -0.348      0.029    -12.122      0.000 
    LWM_3              0.037      0.045      0.820      0.412 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -0.348      0.029    -12.122      0.000 
    LWM_4              0.037      0.045      0.820      0.412 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               30.709      5.885      5.218      0.000 




    MATH1              4.771      3.462      1.378      0.168 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             20.552      1.131     18.170      0.000 
    WM1                6.447      2.271      2.838      0.005 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1              1.943      2.956      0.657      0.511 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               4.801      1.013      4.738      0.000 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               4.801      1.013      4.738      0.000 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               4.801      1.013      4.738      0.000 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               4.801      1.013      4.738      0.000 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               4.801      1.013      4.738      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0              485.026      0.414   1172.951      0.000 
    WM1              175.807     29.257      6.009      0.000 
    MATH0             86.620      0.288    300.513      0.000 
    MATH1             31.276     19.085      1.639      0.101 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              139.432     11.915     11.702      0.000 
    WM1               33.787      7.746      4.362      0.000 
    MATH0            121.583      4.486     27.105      0.000 
    MATH1              8.255      0.717     11.513      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             154.255      3.821     40.369      0.000 
    WM_2             154.255      3.821     40.369      0.000 
    WM_3             154.255      3.821     40.369      0.000 
    WM_4             154.255      3.821     40.369      0.000 
    WM_5             154.255      3.821     40.369      0.000 
    MATH_1            28.857      0.764     37.770      0.000 
    MATH_2            28.857      0.764     37.770      0.000 
    MATH_3            28.857      0.764     37.770      0.000 
    MATH_4            28.857      0.764     37.770      0.000 
    MATH_5            28.857      0.764     37.770      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.646      0.016     40.198      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.623      0.011     56.934      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.629      0.011     58.692      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.644      0.012     53.398      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.659      0.014     48.113      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.786      0.013     58.307      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 





 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.900      0.004    230.702      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.906      0.004    254.370      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.910      0.004    241.516      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.306      0.061      5.033      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.211      0.025      8.564      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.148      0.017      8.537      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.105      0.014      7.705      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.141      0.107     10.698      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.628      0.267      6.103      0.000 
    DWM_4              2.241      0.489      4.582      0.000 
    DWM_5              3.026      0.744      4.069      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.444      0.021     21.144      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.193      0.008     25.643      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.156      0.009     16.824      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.131      0.008     15.684      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    DMATH_2            1.375      0.133     10.375      0.000 
    DMATH_3            2.856      0.309      9.251      0.000 
    DMATH_4            3.399      0.352      9.653      0.000 
    DMATH_5            3.968      0.477      8.311      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.062      0.030     34.893      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.985      0.012     81.586      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.962      0.010     93.723      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.960      0.008    113.823      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -1.008      0.162     -6.217      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.064      0.106      0.608      0.543 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2             -1.355      0.352     -3.844      0.000 
    LMATH_2            0.134      0.237      0.566      0.571 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -1.892      0.607     -3.118      0.002 
    LMATH_3            0.205      0.372      0.550      0.582 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -2.656      0.929     -2.858      0.004 
    LMATH_4            0.287      0.529      0.542      0.588 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.682      0.028     24.049      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.903      0.014     63.683      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.964      0.010     93.878      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.974      0.009    102.948      0.000 
 




    LMATH_1           -0.891      0.084    -10.574      0.000 
    LWM_1              1.249      0.191      6.522      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -2.712      0.335     -8.102      0.000 
    LWM_2              2.442      0.460      5.314      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -3.572      0.395     -9.053      0.000 
    LWM_3              2.949      0.518      5.693      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -4.327      0.509     -8.501      0.000 
    LWM_4              3.578      0.654      5.474      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.547      0.092      5.971      0.000 
    MATH0              0.655      0.038     17.408      0.000 
    MATH1             -0.194      0.106     -1.828      0.067 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 




    WM1                0.147      0.078      1.891      0.059 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -0.324      0.088     -3.686      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.041      0.014      2.880      0.004 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.041      0.014      2.880      0.004 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.041      0.014      2.880      0.004 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.041      0.014      2.880      0.004 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.041      0.014      2.880      0.004 
 
 Means 
    WM0               40.218      1.449     27.762      0.000 
    WM1               37.958      2.894     13.116      0.000 
    MATH0              8.601      0.366     23.483      0.000 
    MATH1            -28.453      3.300     -8.622      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.582      0.021     28.002      0.000 
    WM_2               0.611      0.014     44.768      0.000 
    WM_3               0.604      0.013     44.810      0.000 
    WM_4               0.586      0.016     37.732      0.000 
    WM_5               0.566      0.018     31.351      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.383      0.021     18.060      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.224      0.010     22.813      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.191      0.007     27.155      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.179      0.006     27.810      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.172      0.007     25.060      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 







 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.680      0.029     23.511      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.679      0.015     46.467      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.714      0.014     52.489      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.738      0.013     58.103      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.751      0.014     52.693      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.876      0.006    135.193      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.863      0.007    121.984      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.859      0.007    116.381      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.860      0.008    108.867      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.862      0.009     97.432      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.516      0.086      5.984      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.253      0.023     10.839      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.128      0.027      4.744      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.070      0.021      3.376      0.001 
 
 WM0      BY 





 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.114      0.114      9.804      0.000 
    DWM_3              2.058      0.413      4.981      0.000 
    DWM_4              3.781      1.374      2.752      0.006 
    DWM_5              6.688      3.136      2.133      0.033 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.261      0.016     16.056      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.184      0.011     16.440      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.131      0.011     11.678      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.092      0.014      6.418      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.356      0.100     13.626      0.000 
    DMATH_3            1.954      0.173     11.269      0.000 
    DMATH_4            2.750      0.175     15.703      0.000 
    DMATH_5            3.880      0.357     10.876      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.004      0.060     16.713      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.905      0.017     53.120      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.933      0.017     54.880      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.962      0.018     53.955      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.967      0.122     -7.948      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.407      0.071      5.767      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 




    LMATH_2            0.706      0.229      3.084      0.002 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -3.613      1.620     -2.230      0.026 
    LMATH_3            1.275      0.617      2.068      0.039 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -6.853      3.683     -1.861      0.063 
    LMATH_4            2.260      1.316      1.718      0.086 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.065      0.023     47.264      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.018      0.012     83.689      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.998      0.014     73.369      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.991      0.011     90.647      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.116      0.239     -4.670      0.000 
    LWM_1             -0.378      0.360     -1.051      0.293 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.511      0.273     -5.538      0.000 
    LWM_2             -0.543      0.546     -0.995      0.320 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -2.089      0.503     -4.151      0.000 
    LWM_3             -0.844      0.808     -1.044      0.296 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -2.953      0.958     -3.084      0.002 
    LWM_4             -1.277      1.123     -1.138      0.255 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 





 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.513      0.091      5.639      0.000 
    MATH0              0.322      0.052      6.192      0.000 
    MATH1              0.531      0.122      4.368      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.646      0.081      7.974      0.000 
    WM1                0.018      0.056      0.316      0.752 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1              0.441      0.237      1.856      0.064 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.058      0.023      2.534      0.011 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.058      0.023      2.534      0.011 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.058      0.023      2.534      0.011 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.058      0.023      2.534      0.011 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.058      0.023      2.534      0.011 
 
 Means 
    WM0               40.064      2.977     13.457      0.000 




    MATH0              7.742      0.200     38.746      0.000 
    MATH1             22.989      8.439      2.724      0.006 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.537      0.039     13.658      0.000 
    WM_2               0.540      0.020     27.222      0.000 
    WM_3               0.490      0.019     25.176      0.000 
    WM_4               0.455      0.019     24.236      0.000 
    WM_5               0.436      0.021     20.332      0.000 




    MATH_2             0.255      0.012     20.878      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.262      0.013     20.636      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.261      0.014     19.220      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.258      0.015     16.904      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.624      0.019     33.545      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.633      0.016     39.104      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.630      0.016     40.534      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.631      0.016     39.316      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.635      0.017     37.298      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.767      0.023     33.148      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 





 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.892      0.007    125.927      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.891      0.006    137.727      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.894      0.007    125.602      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.177      0.076      2.325      0.020 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.143      0.014     10.153      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.109      0.011     10.030      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.077      0.009      8.890      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              4.211      5.818      0.724      0.469 
    DWM_3              5.237      9.514      0.550      0.582 
    DWM_4              6.863     12.333      0.557      0.578 
    DWM_5              9.628     17.528      0.549      0.583 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.475      0.040     11.812      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.229      0.038      6.086      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.184      0.016     11.518      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.130      0.014      9.353      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    DMATH_2            5.587      4.583      1.219      0.223 
    DMATH_3           11.838      9.677      1.223      0.221 
    DMATH_4           14.817     12.451      1.190      0.234 
    DMATH_5           20.684     18.028      1.147      0.251 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.976      0.040     24.549      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.009      0.014     71.572      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.995      0.012     80.356      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.990      0.008    116.630      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              4.060      6.402      0.634      0.526 
    LMATH_1           -2.078      2.203     -0.943      0.345 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              5.173     10.607      0.488      0.626 
    LMATH_2           -4.354      6.444     -0.676      0.499 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              6.720     13.587      0.495      0.621 
    LMATH_3           -5.579      8.115     -0.687      0.492 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              9.472     19.289      0.491      0.623 
    LMATH_4           -7.795     11.522     -0.677      0.499 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.594      0.032     18.442      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.023      0.031     32.938      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.004      0.020     50.523      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.984      0.015     65.385      0.000 
 




    LMATH_1           -2.440      1.850     -1.319      0.187 
    LWM_1              5.667      4.757      1.191      0.234 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -8.710      6.445     -1.351      0.177 
    LWM_2             12.300     10.754      1.144      0.253 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3          -10.659      8.051     -1.324      0.186 
    LWM_3             15.262     13.563      1.125      0.260 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4          -14.819     11.669     -1.270      0.204 
    LWM_4             21.405     19.510      1.097      0.273 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               -0.777      0.281     -2.768      0.006 
    MATH0              0.358      0.111      3.212      0.001 
    MATH1             -0.833      0.100     -8.319      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 




    WM1                0.282      0.254      1.113      0.266 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1              0.990      0.051     19.399      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.043      0.021      2.032      0.042 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.043      0.021      2.032      0.042 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.043      0.021      2.032      0.042 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.043      0.021      2.032      0.042 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.043      0.021      2.032      0.042 
 
 Means 
    WM0               43.552      1.944     22.399      0.000 
    WM1              -35.575     13.388     -2.657      0.008 
    MATH0             10.361      0.644     16.088      0.000 
    MATH1            -39.075      3.143    -12.432      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.611      0.023     26.343      0.000 
    WM_2               0.599      0.020     29.261      0.000 
    WM_3               0.604      0.020     30.863      0.000 
    WM_4               0.601      0.020     29.659      0.000 
    WM_5               0.596      0.022     27.564      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.411      0.036     11.578      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.198      0.012     16.026      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.205      0.013     16.211      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.206      0.012     17.877      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.201      0.013     15.788      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 







 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.689      0.017     40.298      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.692      0.011     61.789      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.726      0.010     75.911      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.753      0.008     91.275      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.772      0.008     90.985      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.899      0.004    210.424      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.870      0.005    179.415      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.854      0.006    153.651      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.849      0.006    135.744      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.849      0.007    121.286      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.462      0.055      8.468      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.264      0.015     18.041      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.158      0.015     10.557      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.100      0.015      6.836      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 





 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.057      0.046     22.894      0.000 
    DWM_3              1.679      0.189      8.875      0.000 
    DWM_4              2.580      0.507      5.085      0.000 
    DWM_5              3.846      1.022      3.764      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.300      0.020     15.028      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.211      0.009     24.485      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.144      0.006     24.037      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.099      0.004     22.462      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.012      0.047     21.599      0.000 
    DMATH_3            1.546      0.083     18.707      0.000 
    DMATH_4            2.306      0.133     17.367      0.000 
    DMATH_5            3.374      0.162     20.796      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.993      0.027     37.098      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.908      0.012     76.572      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.921      0.011     86.991      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.943      0.012     78.324      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.804      0.076    -10.511      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.331      0.049      6.704      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 




    LMATH_2            0.451      0.110      4.112      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3             -2.177      0.598     -3.642      0.000 
    LMATH_3            0.647      0.212      3.058      0.002 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4             -3.525      1.179     -2.989      0.003 
    LMATH_4            0.944      0.371      2.541      0.011 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.166      0.017     69.705      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.072      0.009    121.901      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.022      0.008    128.013      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.001      0.007    139.945      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.350      0.067    -20.051      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.152      0.178      0.851      0.395 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2           -1.770      0.151    -11.706      0.000 
    LWM_2              0.234      0.286      0.818      0.413 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3           -2.464      0.230    -10.701      0.000 
    LWM_3              0.384      0.470      0.818      0.414 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4           -3.526      0.268    -13.139      0.000 
    LWM_4              0.610      0.729      0.838      0.402 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 





 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.447      0.049      9.110      0.000 
    MATH0              0.343      0.038      9.065      0.000 
    MATH1              0.141      0.106      1.323      0.186 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.649      0.027     24.330      0.000 
    WM1                0.101      0.039      2.568      0.010 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1              0.116      0.180      0.648      0.517 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.072      0.015      4.788      0.000 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.072      0.015      4.788      0.000 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.072      0.015      4.788      0.000 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.072      0.015      4.788      0.000 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.072      0.015      4.788      0.000 
 
 Means 
    WM0               41.076      1.756     23.388      0.000 




    MATH0              7.856      0.143     54.805      0.000 
    MATH1             10.885      6.963      1.563      0.118 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.525      0.024     22.291      0.000 
    WM_2               0.522      0.015     33.682      0.000 
    WM_3               0.473      0.014     34.101      0.000 
    WM_4               0.432      0.012     34.761      0.000 
    WM_5               0.404      0.013     30.844      0.000 




    MATH_2             0.244      0.008     28.945      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.270      0.009     28.468      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.279      0.011     26.280      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.280      0.012     23.532      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




























M4b.bi_coupling_change-FULL_MATH LDS Model (4 groups); 
 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
 
Number of groups                                                 4 
Number of observations 
   Group LL                                                   4125 
   Group LH                                                   2224 
   Group HL                                                   1772 
   Group HH                                                   3870 
   Total sample size                                         11991 
 
Number of dependent variables                                   10 
Number of independent variables                                  0 
Number of continuous latent variables                           22 
 
Observed dependent variables 
 
  Continuous 
   WM_1        WM_2        WM_3        WM_4        WM_5        MATH_1 
   MATH_2      MATH_3      MATH_4      MATH_5 
 
Continuous latent variables 
   LWM_1       LWM_2       LWM_3       LWM_4       LWM_5       DWM_2 
   DWM_3       DWM_4       DWM_5       WM0         WM1         LMATH_1 
   LMATH_2     LMATH_3     LMATH_4     LMATH_5     DMATH_2     DMATH_3 
   DMATH_4     DMATH_5     MATH0       MATH1 
 
Variables with special functions 
 
  Grouping variable     GROUP 
  Weight variable       FSW 
 
Estimator                                                      MLR 
Information matrix                                        OBSERVED 
Maximum number of iterations                                 20000 
Convergence criterion                                    0.500D-04 
Maximum number of steepest descent iterations                   20 
Maximum number of iterations for H1                           2000 
Convergence criterion for H1                             0.100D-03 
 
Input data file(s) 
  RQ2_1-5_393+403MISSING_GROUP.dat 
 





SUMMARY OF DATA 
 
   Group LL 
     Number of missing data patterns            53 
 
   Group LH 
     Number of missing data patterns            30 
 
   Group HL 
     Number of missing data patterns            21 
 
   Group HH 
     Number of missing data patterns            27 
 
COVARIANCE COVERAGE OF DATA 
 
Minimum covariance coverage value   0.100 
 
     PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LL 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.954 
 WM_2           0.856         0.893 
 WM_3           0.798         0.821         0.835 
 WM_4           0.747         0.768         0.776         0.782 
 WM_5           0.705         0.724         0.730         0.731         0.737 
 MATH_1         0.954         0.886         0.826         0.773         0.730 
 MATH_2         0.863         0.893         0.829         0.776         0.730 
 MATH_3         0.799         0.821         0.835         0.776         0.731 
 MATH_4         0.747         0.769         0.776         0.782         0.732 
 MATH_5         0.705         0.724         0.730         0.732         0.737 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.989 
 MATH_2         0.895         0.902 
 MATH_3         0.828         0.830         0.837 
 MATH_4         0.774         0.776         0.777         0.783 








     PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR LH 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.985 
 WM_2           0.897         0.909 
 WM_3           0.831         0.837         0.843 
 WM_4           0.787         0.791         0.792         0.799 
 WM_5           0.749         0.750         0.752         0.756         0.760 
 MATH_1         0.985         0.904         0.837         0.793         0.754 
 MATH_2         0.900         0.909         0.839         0.793         0.752 
 MATH_3         0.833         0.839         0.843         0.793         0.754 
 MATH_4         0.788         0.792         0.792         0.799         0.757 
 MATH_5         0.750         0.751         0.753         0.757         0.760 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.991 
 MATH_2         0.906         0.911 
 MATH_3         0.839         0.840         0.844 
 MATH_4         0.793         0.793         0.793         0.800 
 MATH_5         0.754         0.753         0.754         0.758         0.761 
 
     PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HL 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.981 
 WM_2           0.891         0.905 
 WM_3           0.815         0.825         0.830 
 WM_4           0.771         0.780         0.780         0.787 
 WM_5           0.726         0.735         0.735         0.739         0.741 
 MATH_1         0.981         0.898         0.823         0.779         0.734 
 MATH_2         0.891         0.905         0.826         0.781         0.735 
 MATH_3         0.818         0.827         0.830         0.783         0.738 
 MATH_4         0.772         0.781         0.781         0.787         0.739 
 MATH_5         0.727         0.736         0.737         0.740         0.741 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.991 




 MATH_3         0.826         0.828         0.832 
 MATH_4         0.780         0.782         0.783         0.788 
 MATH_5         0.735         0.737         0.739         0.740         0.743 
 
     PROPORTION OF DATA PRESENT FOR HH 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              WM_1          WM_2          WM_3          WM_4          WM_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 WM_1           0.992 
 WM_2           0.906         0.912 
 WM_3           0.845         0.847         0.852 
 WM_4           0.793         0.793         0.794         0.799 
 WM_5           0.749         0.750         0.750         0.752         0.755 
 MATH_1         0.992         0.907         0.846         0.793         0.750 
 MATH_2         0.907         0.912         0.848         0.794         0.750 
 MATH_3         0.846         0.848         0.852         0.795         0.751 
 MATH_4         0.793         0.794         0.795         0.799         0.752 
 MATH_5         0.749         0.750         0.750         0.752         0.755 
 
           Covariance Coverage 
              MATH_1        MATH_2        MATH_3        MATH_4        MATH_5 
              ________      ________      ________      ________      ________ 
 MATH_1         0.993 
 MATH_2         0.908         0.913 
 MATH_3         0.847         0.849         0.853 
 MATH_4         0.794         0.795         0.796         0.800 
 MATH_5         0.750         0.750         0.751         0.752         0.755 
 
UNIVARIATE SAMPLE STATISTICS 
 
     UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                467.809      -0.475     410.000    0.84%     448.000    462.000    
470.000 
            3935.000     324.477       0.084     572.000    0.03%     476.000    483.000 
     WM_2                476.804      -0.503     410.000    0.22%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            3683.000     325.945       0.406     544.000    0.03%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_3                485.361      -0.411     410.000    0.06%     470.000    483.000    
489.000 




     WM_4                492.677      -0.164     410.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            3226.000     296.379       1.096     563.000    0.03%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_5                497.449      -0.261     410.000    0.07%     483.000    496.000    
496.000 
            3042.000     341.640       1.062     563.000    0.03%     502.000    509.000 
     MATH_1               66.349      -0.060      23.282    0.02%      58.904     64.341     66.031 
            4081.000      92.797       1.558     109.288    0.02%      67.489     72.385 
     MATH_2               82.765       0.283      35.247    0.03%      70.998     76.884     80.926 
            3722.000     164.402      -0.141     124.709    0.03%      85.337     93.518 
     MATH_3               97.291      -0.020      52.097    0.03%      83.530     92.707     96.395 
            3452.000     200.067      -0.537     136.318    0.03%     101.049    110.154 
     MATH_4              106.683      -0.423      33.132    0.03%      93.165    103.758    
107.908 
            3230.000     208.429      -0.238     143.298    0.03%     111.683    118.868 
     MATH_5              114.000      -0.554      64.772    0.03%     101.580    111.842    
115.230 
            3045.000     202.134       0.136     148.038    0.03%     118.357    126.005 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                475.918       0.017     410.000    0.23%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            2190.000     318.599       2.830     596.000    0.05%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                484.347      -0.106     410.000    0.10%     470.000    483.000    
483.000 
            2022.000     301.235       0.735     558.000    0.05%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_3                492.493       0.081     410.000    0.11%     476.000    489.000    
496.000 
            1874.000     332.554       0.893     558.000    0.05%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                499.990       0.044     435.000    0.06%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            1778.000     352.851       0.880     576.000    0.11%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                506.074       0.005     426.000    0.06%     489.000    502.000    
509.000 
            1690.000     374.180       0.741     576.000    0.06%     509.000    522.000 
     MATH_1               81.300       0.529      52.770    0.05%      70.426     77.323     81.052 
            2205.000     130.366       0.275     121.126    0.05%      83.667     89.528 
     MATH_2              100.272      -0.498      19.579    0.05%      89.524     97.807    
101.693 




     MATH_3              113.813      -0.630      66.254    0.05%     104.157    111.365    
114.584 
            1878.000     129.751       0.225     143.452    0.05%     118.259    124.133 
     MATH_4              121.741      -0.771      71.403    0.06%     112.887    120.011    
122.877 
            1779.000     126.274       0.916     147.222    0.06%     125.577    131.016 
     MATH_5              128.394      -0.795      78.495    0.06%     120.345    127.409    
129.958 
            1692.000     108.966       1.156     147.970    0.06%     132.748    137.594 
 
UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HL 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                476.489      -0.555     410.000    0.06%     462.000    476.000    
476.000 
            1738.000     276.505       0.242     534.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000 
     WM_2                485.305      -0.433     410.000    0.06%     476.000    483.000    
489.000 
            1603.000     313.749       1.358     554.000    0.06%     489.000    502.000 
     WM_3                492.978      -0.412     410.000    0.07%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            1471.000     307.815       1.425     563.000    0.07%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_4                500.084      -0.056     410.000    0.14%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            1395.000     306.833       1.304     572.000    0.07%     502.000    516.000 
     WM_5                506.070       0.090     435.000    0.08%     489.000    502.000    
509.000 
            1313.000     340.419       0.823     581.000    0.08%     509.000    522.000 
     MATH_1               70.697       0.236      39.004    0.06%      64.418     67.813     69.500 
            1756.000      78.482       0.796     106.613    0.06%      71.535     77.718 
     MATH_2               88.089       0.242      43.550    0.06%      76.193     85.157     88.555 
            1604.000     162.077      -0.713     127.101    0.06%      91.668     99.495 
     MATH_3              102.927      -0.305      63.741    0.07%      92.613    101.080    
105.056 
            1475.000     170.735      -0.486     133.316    0.07%     108.198    114.299 
     MATH_4              112.006      -0.491      70.041    0.07%     102.178    110.763    
114.335 
            1396.000     160.094      -0.051     146.025    0.07%     117.582    122.991 
     MATH_5              119.639      -0.460      72.067    0.08%     110.730    118.725    
121.737 






UNIVARIATE HIGHER-ORDER MOMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HH 
 
         Variable/         Mean/     Skewness/   Minimum/ % with                Percentiles 
        Sample Size      Variance    Kurtosis    Maximum  Min/Max      20%/60%    
40%/80%    Median 
 
     WM_1                485.045      -0.378     410.000    0.08%     476.000    483.000    
483.000 
            3839.000     299.828       1.463     558.000    0.05%     489.000    496.000 
     WM_2                493.508      -0.072     410.000    0.06%     483.000    489.000    
496.000 
            3529.000     309.710       1.293     581.000    0.03%     496.000    509.000 
     WM_3                502.273       0.214     426.000    0.03%     489.000    496.000    
502.000 
            3296.000     319.034       0.827     603.000    0.03%     509.000    516.000 
     WM_4                509.194       0.165     448.000    0.32%     496.000    502.000    
509.000 
            3092.000     343.292       0.432     588.000    0.06%     516.000    522.000 
     WM_5                515.600       0.208     448.000    0.10%     502.000    509.000    
516.000 
            2922.000     381.758       0.002     588.000    0.07%     522.000    534.000 
     MATH_1               86.537       0.321      42.897    0.03%      75.128     82.593     85.495 
            3843.000     143.471      -0.023     138.925    0.03%      88.276     95.968 
     MATH_2              105.670      -0.403      64.909    0.03%      94.903    103.493    
106.617 
            3532.000     139.452      -0.084     139.096    0.08%     109.446    115.772 
     MATH_3              118.322      -0.763      65.342    0.03%     109.449    116.930    
120.278 
            3300.000     111.028       0.800     147.890    0.03%     122.660    126.911 
     MATH_4              125.877      -0.578      78.853    0.03%     117.782    124.408    
127.104 
            3095.000     101.509       0.449     147.900    0.03%     129.551    134.403 
     MATH_5              132.904      -0.742      88.181    0.03%     125.674    132.220    
134.626 
            2923.000      85.736       0.484     148.038    0.07%     136.713    141.040 
 
 
THE MODEL ESTIMATION TERMINATED NORMALLY 
 
     THE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES MAY 
NOT BE TRUSTWORTHY FOR SOME PARAMETERS DUE TO A NON-POSITIVE 
DEFINITE FIRST-ORDER DERIVATIVE PRODUCT MATRIX.  THIS MAY BE DUE 
TO THE STARTING VALUES BUT MAY ALSO BE AN INDICATION OF MODEL 
NONIDENTIFICATION.  THE CONDITION NUMBER IS 0.721D-10.  PROBLEM 
INVOLVING THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER: 




MODEL FIT INFORMATION 
 




          H0 Value                     -458540.002 
          H0 Scaling Correction Factor      3.0697 
            for MLR 
          H1 Value                     -457513.789 
          H1 Scaling Correction Factor      2.6782 




          Akaike (AIC)                  917280.004 
          Bayesian (BIC)                918019.195 
          Sample-Size Adjusted BIC      917701.406 
            (n* = (n + 2) / 24) 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit 
 
          Value                            843.406* 
          Degrees of Freedom                   160 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
          Scaling Correction Factor         2.4335 
            for MLR 
 
Chi-Square Contribution From Each Group 
 
          LL                               202.984 
          LH                               178.887 
          HL                               136.851 
          HH                               324.685 
 
*   The chi-square value for MLM, MLMV, MLR, ULSMV, WLSM and WLSMV 
cannot be used 
    for chi-square difference testing in the regular way.  MLM, MLR and WLSM 
    chi-square difference testing is described on the Mplus website.  MLMV, WLSMV, 
    and ULSMV difference testing is done using the DIFFTEST option. 
 
RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation) 
 
          Estimate                           0.038 
          90 Percent C.I.                    0.035  0.040 






          CFI                                0.972 
          TLI                                0.968 
 
Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model 
 
          Value                          24441.298 
          Degrees of Freedom                   180 
          P-Value                           0.0000 
 
SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual) 
 





                                                    Two-Tailed 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 





 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    LWM_2             -0.387      0.075     -5.171      0.000 
    DMATH_2           -0.042      0.076     -0.548      0.584 
    LMATH_2            0.116      0.044      2.620      0.009 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    LWM_3             -0.387      0.075     -5.171      0.000 
    DMATH_3           -0.042      0.076     -0.548      0.584 
    LMATH_3            0.116      0.044      2.620      0.009 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    LWM_4             -0.387      0.075     -5.171      0.000 
    DMATH_4           -0.042      0.076     -0.548      0.584 
    LMATH_4            0.116      0.044      2.620      0.009 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.387      0.075     -5.171      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.116      0.044      2.620      0.009 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 





 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.176      0.056      3.146      0.002 
    LMATH_2           -0.577      0.043    -13.455      0.000 
    DWM_2             -0.021      0.102     -0.201      0.841 
    LWM_2              0.491      0.070      7.035      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.176      0.056      3.146      0.002 
    LMATH_3           -0.577      0.043    -13.455      0.000 
    DWM_3             -0.021      0.102     -0.201      0.841 
    LWM_3              0.491      0.070      7.035      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.176      0.056      3.146      0.002 
    LMATH_4           -0.577      0.043    -13.455      0.000 
    DWM_4             -0.021      0.102     -0.201      0.841 
    LWM_4              0.491      0.070      7.035      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.577      0.043    -13.455      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.491      0.070      7.035      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               31.112      7.089      4.389      0.000 
    MATH0             58.658      4.487     13.074      0.000 
    MATH1            -10.361      7.080     -1.463      0.143 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             25.507      2.273     11.220      0.000 
    WM1                3.634      3.197      1.137      0.256 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1            -12.269      3.971     -3.089      0.002 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               3.671      1.205      3.047      0.002 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               3.671      1.205      3.047      0.002 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               3.671      1.205      3.047      0.002 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               3.671      1.205      3.047      0.002 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               3.671      1.205      3.047      0.002 
 
 Means 
    WM0              467.478      0.457   1022.100      0.000 
    WM1              182.588     32.248      5.662      0.000 
    MATH0             66.322      0.241    274.803      0.000 
    MATH1           -174.894     29.891     -5.851      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              135.943      9.301     14.616      0.000 
    WM1               18.567      5.631      3.297      0.001 
    MATH0             60.664      4.967     12.214      0.000 
    MATH1             42.680      6.907      6.179      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             187.264      4.737     39.534      0.000 
    WM_2             187.264      4.737     39.534      0.000 
    WM_3             187.264      4.737     39.534      0.000 
    WM_4             187.264      4.737     39.534      0.000 
    WM_5             187.264      4.737     39.534      0.000 
    MATH_1            36.013      0.910     39.559      0.000 
    MATH_2            36.013      0.910     39.559      0.000 
    MATH_3            36.013      0.910     39.559      0.000 
    MATH_4            36.013      0.910     39.559      0.000 
    MATH_5            36.013      0.910     39.559      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 





 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 





 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2             -4.267      6.773     -0.630      0.529 
    LWM_2              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    DMATH_2            1.251      1.954      0.640      0.522 
    LMATH_2            1.649      2.132      0.773      0.439 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3             -4.267      6.773     -0.630      0.529 
    LWM_3              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    DMATH_3            1.251      1.954      0.640      0.522 
    LMATH_3            1.649      2.132      0.773      0.439 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4             -4.267      6.773     -0.630      0.529 
    LWM_4              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    DMATH_4            1.251      1.954      0.640      0.522 
    LMATH_4            1.649      2.132      0.773      0.439 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.188      0.178      1.055      0.291 
    LMATH_1            1.649      2.132      0.773      0.439 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.601      0.767      0.784      0.433 
    LMATH_2            0.438      0.672      0.652      0.515 
    DWM_2             -2.253      2.501     -0.901      0.368 
    LWM_2             -0.816      0.677     -1.206      0.228 
 




    DMATH_3            0.601      0.767      0.784      0.433 
    LMATH_3            0.438      0.672      0.652      0.515 
    DWM_3             -2.253      2.501     -0.901      0.368 
    LWM_3             -0.816      0.677     -1.206      0.228 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.601      0.767      0.784      0.433 
    LMATH_4            0.438      0.672      0.652      0.515 
    DWM_4             -2.253      2.501     -0.901      0.368 
    LWM_4             -0.816      0.677     -1.206      0.228 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.438      0.672      0.652      0.515 
    LWM_1             -0.816      0.677     -1.206      0.228 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_3             -2.427      2.523     -0.962      0.336 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_4             -2.427      2.523     -0.962      0.336 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_5             -2.427      2.523     -0.962      0.336 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_2             -2.427      2.523     -0.962      0.336 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1              232.286    260.810      0.891      0.373 
    MATH0             37.979      8.099      4.689      0.000 
    MATH1             90.584     67.899      1.334      0.182 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 




    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1            -11.246     35.178     -0.320      0.749 
    WM1              -57.757    102.126     -0.566      0.572 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1            286.977    503.525      0.570      0.569 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               1.211      1.596      0.759      0.448 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               1.211      1.596      0.759      0.448 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               1.211      1.596      0.759      0.448 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               1.211      1.596      0.759      0.448 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               1.211      1.596      0.759      0.448 
 
 Means 
    WM0              475.929      0.575    827.464      0.000 
    WM1              959.679   1052.977      0.911      0.362 
    MATH0             81.295      0.358    227.037      0.000 
    MATH1            371.746    267.857      1.388      0.165 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              126.552     12.779      9.903      0.000 
    WM1              786.219   1645.806      0.478      0.633 
    MATH0            101.020      6.426     15.719      0.000 
    MATH1            107.032    150.411      0.712      0.477 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             180.262      6.885     26.181      0.000 
    WM_2             180.262      6.885     26.181      0.000 
    WM_3             180.262      6.885     26.181      0.000 
    WM_4             180.262      6.885     26.181      0.000 
    WM_5             180.262      6.885     26.181      0.000 
    MATH_1            29.608      1.389     21.323      0.000 
    MATH_2            29.608      1.389     21.323      0.000 
    MATH_3            29.608      1.389     21.323      0.000 
    MATH_4            29.608      1.389     21.323      0.000 
    MATH_5            29.608      1.389     21.323      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 





 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 





 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2              0.365      0.327      1.115      0.265 
    LWM_2             -0.262      0.275     -0.953      0.341 
    DMATH_2           -0.182      0.165     -1.102      0.271 
    LMATH_2            0.064      0.154      0.413      0.680 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3              0.365      0.327      1.115      0.265 
    LWM_3             -0.262      0.275     -0.953      0.341 
    DMATH_3           -0.182      0.165     -1.102      0.271 
    LMATH_3            0.064      0.154      0.413      0.680 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4              0.365      0.327      1.115      0.265 
    LWM_4             -0.262      0.275     -0.953      0.341 
    DMATH_4           -0.182      0.165     -1.102      0.271 
    LMATH_4            0.064      0.154      0.413      0.680 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.262      0.275     -0.953      0.341 
    LMATH_1            0.064      0.154      0.413      0.680 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.127      0.114      1.109      0.267 
    LMATH_2           -0.997      0.218     -4.569      0.000 
    DWM_2              0.169      0.256      0.661      0.509 





 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.127      0.114      1.109      0.267 
    LMATH_3           -0.997      0.218     -4.569      0.000 
    DWM_3              0.169      0.256      0.661      0.509 
    LWM_3              1.230      0.371      3.318      0.001 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.127      0.114      1.109      0.267 
    LMATH_4           -0.997      0.218     -4.569      0.000 
    DWM_4              0.169      0.256      0.661      0.509 
    LWM_4              1.230      0.371      3.318      0.001 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.997      0.218     -4.569      0.000 
    LWM_1              1.230      0.371      3.318      0.001 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               27.429     27.500      0.997      0.319 
    MATH0             35.041      6.915      5.068      0.000 
    MATH1           -108.279     41.306     -2.621      0.009 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 




    MATH1             29.477      6.002      4.911      0.000 
    WM1                3.952      2.990      1.322      0.186 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1            -28.222     30.222     -0.934      0.350 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               4.164      1.664      2.502      0.012 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               4.164      1.664      2.502      0.012 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               4.164      1.664      2.502      0.012 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               4.164      1.664      2.502      0.012 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               4.164      1.664      2.502      0.012 
 
 Means 
    WM0              476.326      0.642    742.162      0.000 
    WM1              129.458    120.448      1.075      0.282 
    MATH0             70.690      0.358    197.491      0.000 
    MATH1           -498.167    161.577     -3.083      0.002 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0              125.332      9.867     12.702      0.000 
    WM1                8.629     14.276      0.604      0.546 
    MATH0             47.023      5.590      8.413      0.000 
    MATH1            200.913    101.790      1.974      0.048 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             184.470      7.022     26.270      0.000 
    WM_2             184.470      7.022     26.270      0.000 
    WM_3             184.470      7.022     26.270      0.000 
    WM_4             184.470      7.022     26.270      0.000 
    WM_5             184.470      7.022     26.270      0.000 
    MATH_1            32.570      1.375     23.692      0.000 
    MATH_2            32.570      1.375     23.692      0.000 
    MATH_3            32.570      1.375     23.692      0.000 
    MATH_4            32.570      1.375     23.692      0.000 
    MATH_5            32.570      1.375     23.692      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 






 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      BY 





 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2             -0.473      0.209     -2.264      0.024 
    LWM_2             -0.198      0.111     -1.788      0.074 
    DMATH_2            0.255      0.077      3.330      0.001 





 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3             -0.473      0.209     -2.264      0.024 
    LWM_3             -0.198      0.111     -1.788      0.074 
    DMATH_3            0.255      0.077      3.330      0.001 
    LMATH_3            0.104      0.061      1.710      0.087 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4             -0.473      0.209     -2.264      0.024 
    LWM_4             -0.198      0.111     -1.788      0.074 
    DMATH_4            0.255      0.077      3.330      0.001 
    LMATH_4            0.104      0.061      1.710      0.087 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.198      0.111     -1.788      0.074 
    LMATH_1            0.104      0.061      1.710      0.087 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.098      0.053      1.862      0.063 
    LMATH_2           -0.225      0.067     -3.359      0.001 
    DWM_2             -0.475      0.155     -3.072      0.002 
    LWM_2             -0.050      0.088     -0.575      0.565 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.098      0.053      1.862      0.063 
    LMATH_3           -0.225      0.067     -3.359      0.001 
    DWM_3             -0.475      0.155     -3.072      0.002 
    LWM_3             -0.050      0.088     -0.575      0.565 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.098      0.053      1.862      0.063 
    LMATH_4           -0.225      0.067     -3.359      0.001 
    DWM_4             -0.475      0.155     -3.072      0.002 





 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.225      0.067     -3.359      0.001 
    LWM_1             -0.050      0.088     -0.575      0.565 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1               14.341      9.491      1.511      0.131 
    MATH0             42.590      5.147      8.275      0.000 
    MATH1              7.633      8.159      0.936      0.350 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             14.790      2.664      5.551      0.000 
    WM1                5.883      3.170      1.855      0.064 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             11.321      3.944      2.871      0.004 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               3.937      1.261      3.123      0.002 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 





 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               3.937      1.261      3.123      0.002 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               3.937      1.261      3.123      0.002 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               3.937      1.261      3.123      0.002 
 
 Means 
    WM0              485.125      0.414   1170.705      0.000 
    WM1               95.019     48.931      1.942      0.052 
    MATH0             86.530      0.287    301.527      0.000 
    MATH1             63.071     36.856      1.711      0.087 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 







    WM0              132.547     10.943     12.112      0.000 
    WM1               25.033      8.173      3.063      0.002 
    MATH0            117.831      4.719     24.971      0.000 
    MATH1              9.709      2.311      4.200      0.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1             158.082      4.882     32.379      0.000 
    WM_2             158.082      4.882     32.379      0.000 
    WM_3             158.082      4.882     32.379      0.000 
    WM_4             158.082      4.882     32.379      0.000 
    WM_5             158.082      4.882     32.379      0.000 
    MATH_1            28.287      0.734     38.560      0.000 
    MATH_2            28.287      0.734     38.560      0.000 
    MATH_3            28.287      0.734     38.560      0.000 
    MATH_4            28.287      0.734     38.560      0.000 
    MATH_5            28.287      0.734     38.560      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 
STANDARDIZED MODEL RESULTS 
 
STDYX Standardization 
                                                    Two-Tailed 








    WM_1               0.649      0.015     43.561      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.621      0.012     53.764      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.627      0.011     57.828      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.644      0.012     55.836      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.660      0.012     55.285      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.792      0.013     60.123      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.879      0.006    155.603      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.905      0.004    230.038      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.908      0.004    245.877      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.910      0.004    236.935      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.309      0.071      4.363      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.235      0.040      5.888      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.134      0.016      8.225      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.086      0.017      5.108      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 




    DWM_3              1.667      0.374      4.456      0.000 
    DWM_4              2.799      0.691      4.052      0.000 
    DWM_5              4.195      1.189      3.530      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.432      0.020     21.571      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.214      0.010     21.114      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.165      0.011     15.262      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.137      0.016      8.367      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            1.368      0.098     14.008      0.000 
    DMATH_3            2.383      0.261      9.147      0.000 
    DMATH_4            3.039      0.262     11.615      0.000 
    DMATH_5            3.619      0.577      6.271      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.075      0.030     35.751      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.985      0.016     61.722      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.956      0.007    130.458      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.960      0.006    165.206      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2              0.244      0.171      1.427      0.154 
    LWM_2             -1.625      0.381     -4.265      0.000 
    DMATH_2           -0.077      0.132     -0.584      0.559 
    LMATH_2            0.494      0.216      2.284      0.022 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3              0.316      0.334      0.946      0.344 




    DMATH_3           -0.075      0.135     -0.553      0.581 
    LMATH_3            0.960      0.459      2.093      0.036 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4              0.282      0.321      0.879      0.379 
    LWM_4             -4.344      1.493     -2.909      0.004 
    DMATH_4           -0.088      0.171     -0.511      0.609 
    LMATH_4            1.467      0.682      2.151      0.031 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -1.346      0.257     -5.235      0.000 
    LMATH_1            0.269      0.076      3.536      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.705      0.030     23.850      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.864      0.020     42.257      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            0.981      0.012     81.517      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.991      0.014     71.772      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.306      0.086      3.568      0.000 
    LMATH_2           -2.326      0.269     -8.661      0.000 
    DWM_2             -0.025      0.127     -0.198      0.843 
    LWM_2              1.945      0.314      6.197      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.224      0.079      2.816      0.005 
    LMATH_3           -3.433      0.291    -11.800      0.000 
    DWM_3             -0.025      0.123     -0.201      0.840 
    LWM_3              2.518      0.340      7.404      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.209      0.052      4.028      0.000 
    LMATH_4           -4.167      0.582     -7.155      0.000 
    DWM_4             -0.018      0.085     -0.206      0.836 
    LWM_4              3.137      0.581      5.401      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.941      0.068    -13.758      0.000 





 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.619      0.112      5.530      0.000 
    MATH0              0.646      0.037     17.305      0.000 
    MATH1             -0.136      0.085     -1.600      0.110 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.501      0.048     10.364      0.000 
    WM1                0.108      0.099      1.098      0.272 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -0.436      0.090     -4.822      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.045      0.015      3.056      0.002 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.045      0.015      3.056      0.002 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 





 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.045      0.015      3.056      0.002 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.045      0.015      3.056      0.002 
 
 Means 
    WM0               40.094      1.380     29.048      0.000 
    WM1               42.374      2.506     16.909      0.000 
    MATH0              8.515      0.354     24.057      0.000 
    MATH1            -26.771      2.748     -9.741      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.579      0.019     30.003      0.000 
    WM_2               0.614      0.014     42.758      0.000 
    WM_3               0.607      0.014     44.618      0.000 
    WM_4               0.585      0.015     39.355      0.000 
    WM_5               0.565      0.016     35.892      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.373      0.021     17.846      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.228      0.010     22.946      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.181      0.007     25.347      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.175      0.007     26.071      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.172      0.007     24.687      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.642      0.017     36.974      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.673      0.014     49.808      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.681      0.017     39.611      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 





 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.705      0.025     27.791      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.879      0.007    123.273      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.903      0.011     81.052      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.873      0.008    102.689      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.870      0.008    103.743      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.869      0.010     91.128      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.324      0.090      3.605      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.102      0.015      6.908      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.087      0.016      5.549      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.074      0.007     10.813      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              7.080      8.954      0.791      0.429 
    DWM_3             22.037     25.957      0.849      0.396 
    DWM_4             25.025     30.931      0.809      0.418 
    DWM_5             28.251     32.591      0.867      0.386 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.444      0.067      6.614      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.355      0.081      4.381      0.000 
 




    LMATH_4            0.135      0.019      7.205      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.114      0.021      5.295      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            2.035      1.095      1.859      0.063 
    DMATH_3            2.992      1.788      1.674      0.094 
    DMATH_4            7.979      5.312      1.502      0.133 
    DMATH_5            9.498      6.526      1.455      0.146 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.922      0.032     28.759      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.977      0.029     33.629      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.966      0.020     48.941      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.968      0.013     72.712      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2            -13.280     19.958     -0.665      0.506 
    LWM_2              1.804      1.724      1.046      0.295 
    DMATH_2            5.000      9.395      0.532      0.595 
    LMATH_2           14.828     21.794      0.680      0.496 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3             -4.845      7.932     -0.611      0.541 
    LWM_3              2.096      1.981      1.058      0.290 
    DMATH_3            3.861      7.390      0.523      0.601 
    LMATH_3           14.320     21.356      0.671      0.503 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4             -4.817      7.221     -0.667      0.505 
    LWM_4              2.450      2.282      1.073      0.283 
    DMATH_4            1.635      2.798      0.584      0.559 
    LMATH_4           15.932     22.315      0.714      0.475 
 
 DWM_2    ON 




    LMATH_1            4.185      6.318      0.662      0.508 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.878      0.053     16.505      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.176      0.053     22.108      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.015      0.018     57.025      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.001      0.020     49.080      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.884      1.140      0.775      0.438 
    LMATH_2            1.450      2.090      0.694      0.488 
    DWM_2             -2.580      1.851     -1.394      0.163 
    LWM_2             -2.881      2.109     -1.366      0.172 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            1.602      2.251      0.712      0.477 
    LMATH_3            3.289      4.920      0.668      0.504 
    DWM_3             -2.211      2.036     -1.086      0.278 
    LWM_3             -7.859      6.083     -1.292      0.196 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.715      0.961      0.745      0.457 
    LMATH_4            3.858      5.862      0.658      0.510 
    DWM_4             -2.317      2.171     -1.067      0.286 
    LWM_4             -9.689      7.460     -1.299      0.194 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.866      1.173      0.738      0.460 
    LWM_1             -1.806      1.264     -1.429      0.153 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    LWM_3            -23.821     27.533     -0.865      0.387 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    LWM_4            -28.013     33.484     -0.837      0.403 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    LWM_5            -32.684     35.978     -0.908      0.364 
 




    LWM_2             -7.481      9.498     -0.788      0.431 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.736      0.052     14.080      0.000 
    MATH0              0.336      0.060      5.556      0.000 
    MATH1              0.778      0.050     15.513      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1             -0.108      0.266     -0.406      0.685 
    WM1               -0.205      0.166     -1.235      0.217 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1              0.989      0.025     39.806      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.017      0.022      0.763      0.445 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.017      0.022      0.763      0.445 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 





 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.017      0.022      0.763      0.445 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.017      0.022      0.763      0.445 
 
 Means 
    WM0               42.306      2.142     19.748      0.000 
    WM1               34.226      2.498     13.700      0.000 
    MATH0              8.088      0.248     32.640      0.000 
    MATH1             35.933      2.199     16.343      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.588      0.022     26.333      0.000 
    WM_2               0.548      0.018     30.135      0.000 
    WM_3               0.536      0.023     22.895      0.000 
    WM_4               0.519      0.031     16.993      0.000 
    WM_5               0.502      0.036     14.023      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.227      0.013     18.065      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.184      0.020      9.165      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.238      0.015     16.055      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.244      0.015     16.700      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.244      0.017     14.706      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.636      0.017     38.402      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.630      0.016     40.235      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.628      0.016     39.104      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 





 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.644      0.017     39.025      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.769      0.021     36.307      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.890      0.007    130.607      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  BY 
    MATH_3             0.900      0.007    125.168      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.886      0.007    128.768      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.895      0.007    129.442      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.140      0.040      3.487      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.163      0.049      3.341      0.001 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.097      0.014      6.915      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.086      0.029      3.003      0.003 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              1.902      1.203      1.580      0.114 
    DWM_3              1.647      1.071      1.537      0.124 
    DWM_4              2.715      2.526      1.075      0.282 
    DWM_5              2.970      1.794      1.655      0.098 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.458      0.039     11.776      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 





 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.250      0.041      6.158      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.108      0.012      8.859      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 
    DMATH_2            2.769      0.613      4.515      0.000 
    DMATH_3            6.192      1.602      3.865      0.000 
    DMATH_4            5.185      1.664      3.115      0.002 
    DMATH_5           11.443      2.695      4.247      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              1.017      0.019     54.805      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              1.006      0.015     67.111      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.983      0.008    116.681      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.974      0.008    127.275      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2              0.316      0.227      1.393      0.164 
    LWM_2             -1.620      1.396     -1.160      0.246 
    DMATH_2           -0.523      0.337     -1.553      0.120 
    LMATH_2            0.399      0.893      0.447      0.655 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3              0.602      0.705      0.854      0.393 
    LWM_3             -2.656      3.053     -0.870      0.384 
    DMATH_3           -0.386      0.365     -1.057      0.290 
    LMATH_3            0.692      1.756      0.394      0.693 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4              0.399      0.266      1.500      0.134 
    LWM_4             -2.956      2.412     -1.226      0.220 
    DMATH_4           -0.504      0.359     -1.402      0.161 
    LMATH_4            0.704      1.536      0.459      0.647 
 




    LWM_1             -1.902      1.643     -1.157      0.247 
    LMATH_1            0.283      0.627      0.451      0.652 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            0.614      0.034     18.011      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            0.950      0.035     27.163      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 
    LMATH_3            1.075      0.034     31.499      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            0.955      0.019     50.688      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.283      0.264      1.074      0.283 
    LMATH_2           -4.862      1.099     -4.422      0.000 
    DWM_2              0.114      0.161      0.709      0.478 
    LWM_2              5.919      1.822      3.248      0.001 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.106      0.094      1.129      0.259 
    LMATH_3           -4.284      1.213     -3.531      0.000 
    DWM_3              0.110      0.176      0.626      0.531 
    LWM_3              4.928      1.808      2.726      0.006 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.279      0.252      1.107      0.268 
    LMATH_4           -8.792      1.790     -4.911      0.000 
    DWM_4              0.148      0.242      0.611      0.541 
    LWM_4             11.065      3.057      3.619      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -1.335      0.254     -5.254      0.000 
    LWM_1              2.691      0.700      3.843      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 





 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.834      0.152      5.491      0.000 
    MATH0              0.456      0.075      6.112      0.000 
    MATH1             -0.682      0.093     -7.325      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.303      0.077      3.937      0.000 
    WM1                0.196      0.225      0.871      0.384 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1             -0.678      0.306     -2.219      0.027 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.054      0.021      2.537      0.011 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.054      0.021      2.537      0.011 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.054      0.021      2.537      0.011 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.054      0.021      2.537      0.011 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.054      0.021      2.537      0.011 
 
 Means 
    WM0               42.548      1.680     25.330      0.000 
    WM1               44.071      5.053      8.722      0.000 




    MATH1            -35.146      2.989    -11.756      0.000 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_3             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.595      0.021     28.261      0.000 
    WM_2               0.603      0.020     30.602      0.000 
    WM_3               0.606      0.020     30.076      0.000 
    WM_4               0.598      0.021     28.459      0.000 
    WM_5               0.585      0.021     27.540      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.409      0.033     12.574      0.000 




    MATH_3             0.191      0.013     14.763      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.214      0.012     17.563      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.199      0.012     16.108      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




 LWM_1    BY 
    WM_1               0.675      0.017     38.758      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    BY 
    WM_2               0.689      0.011     60.458      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    BY 
    WM_3               0.711      0.012     61.608      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    BY 
    WM_4               0.741      0.011     67.784      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    BY 
    WM_5               0.771      0.011     69.383      0.000 
 
 LMATH_1  BY 
    MATH_1             0.898      0.004    211.966      0.000 
 
 LMATH_2  BY 
    MATH_2             0.883      0.007    130.060      0.000 
 




    MATH_3             0.856      0.007    130.983      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  BY 
    MATH_4             0.849      0.006    132.967      0.000 
 
 LMATH_5  BY 
    MATH_5             0.847      0.007    115.654      0.000 
 
 DWM_2    BY 
    LWM_2              0.421      0.066      6.416      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    BY 
    LWM_3              0.196      0.036      5.444      0.000 
 
 DWM_4    BY 
    LWM_4              0.169      0.018      9.324      0.000 
 
 DWM_5    BY 
    LWM_5              0.144      0.016      8.847      0.000 
 
 WM0      BY 
    LWM_1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM1      BY 
    DWM_2              0.995      0.036     27.341      0.000 
    DWM_3              2.004      0.478      4.192      0.000 
    DWM_4              2.129      0.393      5.417      0.000 
    DWM_5              2.274      0.579      3.930      0.000 
 
 DMATH_2  BY 
    LMATH_2            0.310      0.028     10.968      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  BY 
    LMATH_3            0.267      0.023     11.560      0.000 
 
 DMATH_4  BY 
    LMATH_4            0.136      0.008     17.171      0.000 
 
 DMATH_5  BY 
    LMATH_5            0.118      0.012      9.874      0.000 
 
 MATH0    BY 
    LMATH_1            1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH1    BY 




    DMATH_3            1.327      0.178      7.435      0.000 
    DMATH_4            2.671      0.354      7.547      0.000 
    DMATH_5            3.122      0.216     14.477      0.000 
 
 LWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1              0.963      0.027     35.468      0.000 
 
 LWM_3    ON 
    LWM_2              0.941      0.020     47.661      0.000 
 
 LWM_4    ON 
    LWM_3              0.915      0.012     76.796      0.000 
 
 LWM_5    ON 
    LWM_4              0.912      0.013     70.641      0.000 
 
 DWM_3    ON 
    DWM_2             -0.952      0.581     -1.638      0.101 
    LWM_2             -0.948      0.515     -1.841      0.066 
    DMATH_2            0.315      0.171      1.844      0.065 
    LMATH_2            0.417      0.261      1.595      0.111 
 
 DWM_4    ON 
    DWM_3             -0.502      0.135     -3.706      0.000 
    LWM_3             -1.070      0.647     -1.654      0.098 
    DMATH_3            0.255      0.083      3.083      0.002 
    LMATH_3            0.390      0.237      1.642      0.101 
 
 DWM_5    ON 
    DWM_4             -0.505      0.230     -2.195      0.028 
    LWM_4             -1.250      0.831     -1.503      0.133 
    DMATH_4            0.135      0.036      3.715      0.000 
    LMATH_4            0.405      0.279      1.455      0.146 
 
 DWM_2    ON 
    LWM_1             -0.453      0.202     -2.245      0.025 
    LMATH_1            0.225      0.104      2.167      0.030 
 
 LMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1            1.088      0.038     28.977      0.000 
 
 LMATH_3  ON 
    LMATH_2            1.135      0.022     51.360      0.000 
 
 LMATH_4  ON 





 LMATH_5  ON 
    LMATH_4            1.009      0.020     50.157      0.000 
 
 DMATH_3  ON 
    DMATH_2            0.129      0.074      1.747      0.081 
    LMATH_2           -0.957      0.276     -3.472      0.001 
    DWM_2             -1.017      0.204     -4.989      0.000 
    LWM_2             -0.256      0.448     -0.572      0.567 
 
 DMATH_4  ON 
    DMATH_3            0.198      0.115      1.720      0.086 
    LMATH_3           -1.697      0.490     -3.464      0.001 
    DWM_3             -1.016      0.287     -3.542      0.000 
    LWM_3             -0.549      0.954     -0.575      0.565 
 
 DMATH_5  ON 
    DMATH_4            0.115      0.057      2.023      0.043 
    LMATH_4           -1.931      0.712     -2.711      0.007 
    DWM_4             -1.118      0.294     -3.801      0.000 
    LWM_4             -0.701      1.167     -0.601      0.548 
 
 DMATH_2  ON 
    LMATH_1           -0.790      0.325     -2.431      0.015 
    LWM_1             -0.188      0.307     -0.611      0.541 
 
 DWM_2    WITH 
    DWM_3            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_3    WITH 
    DWM_4            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DWM_4    WITH 
    DWM_5            999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 WM0      WITH 
    WM1                0.249      0.135      1.842      0.065 
    MATH0              0.341      0.036      9.350      0.000 
    MATH1              0.213      0.206      1.034      0.301 
 
 DMATH_2  WITH 
    DMATH_3          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_3  WITH 
    DMATH_4          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 DMATH_4  WITH 
    DMATH_5          999.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 MATH0    WITH 
    MATH1              0.437      0.120      3.644      0.000 
    WM1                0.108      0.063      1.730      0.084 
 
 WM1      WITH 
    MATH1              0.726      0.195      3.729      0.000 
 
 MATH_1   WITH 
    WM_1               0.059      0.019      3.110      0.002 
 
 MATH_2   WITH 
    WM_2               0.059      0.019      3.110      0.002 
 
 MATH_3   WITH 
    WM_3               0.059      0.019      3.110      0.002 
 
 MATH_4   WITH 
    WM_4               0.059      0.019      3.110      0.002 
 
 MATH_5   WITH 
    WM_5               0.059      0.019      3.110      0.002 
 
 Means 
    WM0               42.137      1.739     24.232      0.000 
    WM1               18.991      7.067      2.687      0.007 
    MATH0              7.971      0.158     50.464      0.000 
    MATH1             20.242      9.637      2.100      0.036 
 
 Intercepts 
    WM_1               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_2               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_3               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_4               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM_5               0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_1             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_2             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 




    MATH_4             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH_5             0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_1              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_4              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_5              0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Variances 
    WM0                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    WM1                1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH0              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
    MATH1              1.000      0.000    999.000    999.000 
 
 Residual Variances 
    WM_1               0.544      0.024     23.112      0.000 
    WM_2               0.525      0.016     33.433      0.000 
    WM_3               0.495      0.016     30.139      0.000 
    WM_4               0.450      0.016     27.762      0.000 
    WM_5               0.405      0.017     23.611      0.000 
    MATH_1             0.194      0.008     25.443      0.000 
    MATH_2             0.221      0.012     18.463      0.000 
    MATH_3             0.268      0.011     23.947      0.000 
    MATH_4             0.278      0.011     25.657      0.000 
    MATH_5             0.282      0.012     22.734      0.000 
    LWM_1              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_4              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_2              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DWM_3              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 




    DWM_5              0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_1            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    LMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_2            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_3            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_4            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
    DMATH_5            0.000    999.000    999.000    999.000 
 
